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Nepal map
KATHMANDU, May 27:

Nepal has delayed a
discussion in Parliament to
amend the Constitution for
updating the country’s
map showing Lipulekh,
Kalapani and Limpiyadhura
under its territory as
Prime Minister KP Sharma
Oli has decided to seek
national consensus on the
issue. – PTI

Scam probe
GUWAHATI, May 27:

The Gauhati High Court has
directed the Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(Crime Branch) to take over
the investigation into the
Rs 270-crore scam in the
State irrigation department
that took place during the
erstwhile Congress regime.
– Staff Reporter

Flying Bullets
COIMBATORE, May 27:

The Indian Air Force on
Wednesday inducted the
first light combat aircraft
(LCA) Tejas FOC (final
operational clearance)
standard and
operationalised its Squadron
18 ‘Flying Bullets’ at the
Air Force Station at Sulur in
the city’s outskirts. – PTI

nnnnn Also see page 3

Board exams
NEW DELHI, May 27:

Class X and XII students
who moved to a different
state or district when
schools were closed ahead
of the COVID-19-induced
lockdown, can appear for
the pending board exams
at their current places of
stay, HRD Minister
Ramesh Pokhriyal
‘Nishank’ said today. – PTI

p2 p5 p9Cyclotron at State Cancer
Institute now operational

PM-CARES Fund donations
to be CSR expenditure

US nears 100,000 deaths
in COVID-19 pandemic

Floods have washed away

government assurances of

flood control!
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WASHINGTON, May 27:

In a surprise move, US Presi-

dent Donald Trump on Wednes-

day offered to “mediate or ar-

bitrate” the raging border dis-

pute between India and China,

saying he was “ready, willing

and able” to ease the tensions,

amid the continuing standoff

between the militaries of the

two neighbours.

Trump previously offered

to mediate between India and

Pakistan on the Kashmir is-

sue, a proposal rejected by

New Delhi which maintains

that there is no role for any

third party in bilateral issues.

“We have informed both

India and China that the Unit-

ed States is ready, willing and

able to mediate or arbitrate

their now raging border dis-

pute. Thank you!” Trump said

in an early morning tweet.

The nearly 3,500-km-long

Line of Actual Control (LAC)

is the de-facto border be-

tween India and China.

Several areas along the

LAC in Ladakh and North Sik-

kim have witnessed major

military build-up by both the

Indian and Chinese armies re-

cently, in a clear signal of esca-

lating tension and hardening of

respective positions by the

two sides even two weeks af-

ter they were engaged in two

separate face-offs.

But on Wednesday, China

took an apparently conciliato-

Trump offers to
mediate between

India, China

ry tone by saying that the sit-

uation at the border with In-

dia is “overall stable and con-

trollable,” and both the coun-

tries have proper mechanisms

and communication channels

to resolve the issues through

a dialogue and consultation.

India has said the Chinese

military was hindering normal

patrolling by its troops along

the LAC in Ladakh and Sik-

kim and strongly refuted Be-

ijing’s contention that the es-

calating tension between the

two armies was triggered by

trespassing of Indian forces

across the Chinese side.

The Ministry of External

Affairs said all Indian activities

were carried out on its side of

the border, asserting that In-

dia has always taken a very

responsible approach towards

border management. At the

same time, it said, India was

deeply committed to protect

its sovereignty and security.

RON DUARAH

DIBRUGARH, May 27: In

a major oilfield mishap today,

there was a blowout at Bagh-

jan rig No. 5, where worko-

ver operations were con-

ducted by a private operator

named John Energy. This

company was working under

a contract of Oil India Limit-

ed (OIL). Baghjan 5, as the

rig is known, is a high pres-

sure gas well of OIL.

The blowout occurred at

around 10-30 am, according to

eye witness accounts. OIL

sources said the “Christmas

Tree” on top of the gas well

got blown out due to high pres-

sure. The exact cause of the

mishap is a matter of investi-

gation. However, negligence

on the part of the contractor is

cause for initial suspicion.  No

worker has been injured due

to the mishap. Till the time of

reporting, no fire has been re-

ported due to the mishap. For-

tunately, it has been raining at

Baghjan this morning, mini-

mizing a fire hazard. Howev-

Blowout at
Baghjan oilfield

er, a few fire tender vehicles

have been stationed near the

rig to meet any eventuality.

Baghjan located near Ma-

kum falls in Tinsukia district.

The civil administration has

taken steps to evacuate the

immediate vicinity of the oil-

well site, as the air is heavy

with leaked natural gas, and

causing substantial air quality

degradation. In simple terms,

the air is unfit for human res-

piration in the vicinity, and will

remain so till Thursday after-

noon, before the breeze dis-

perses the gas to become safe

for man and animals once again.

OIL’s Deputy General

Manager of Public Relations,

Tridiv Hazarika stated in a

statement today as follows:

“At around 10.30 am this

morning (27/05/2020) the

producing well of Baghjan 5

under Baghjan Oilfield of Oil

India Limited in Tinsukia dis-

trict suddenly became very

active while work over op-

erations were on.
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Border standoff
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GUWAHATI, May 27: The

first flood fatality of the year

was reported from Goalpara

on Wednesday where one

Sanjit Das (21) drowned in

floodwaters at Rongjuli area

of the district.

According to the Assam

State Disaster Management

Authority (ASDMA), alto-

gether 11 districts – Dhema-

ji, Lakhimpur, Nagaon, Ho-

jai, Darrang, Barpeta, Nal-

bari, Goalpara, West Karbi-

Anglong, Dibrugarh and Tin-

sukia – were reeling under

flood affecting a total popula-

tion of 2,71,655 in 321 villag-

es under 21 revenue circles.

In the past 24 hours, eight

incidents of embankment

breach and damage were re-

ported from Goalpara, Barp-

eta and Nalbari districts. In

11 dists hit by floods
Dhemaji, Majuli, Hojai,

Sonitpur, Chirang, Karim-

ganj, Nagaon, Barpeta, Nal-

bari, Bongaigaon and Dima-

Hasao districts a number of

roads were also damaged in

floods along with a number

of bridges and culverts in

Chirang and Baksa districts.

The flood report issued by

ASDMA stated about flood-

triggered erosion at different

locations of Majuli, Sonitpur,

Tinsukia, Chirang, Baksa,

Biswanath and South Salma-

ra districts. Jia Bharali river

in Sonitpur district, Puthima-

ri river in Kamrup district

and Brahmaputra in Jorhat

were flowing above the dan-

ger level.

Around 16, 720 flood-af-

fected people are taking shel-

ter in 57 relief camps set up

by the district administration

in Dhemaji, Lakhimpur, Nal-

bari, Goalpara and Tinsukia.

Till Wednesday, floodwaters

have submerged 2,678 hectares

crop land and affected 28,253

big animals, 16,078 small ani-

mals and 9,350 poultry.

Chief Minister Sarbanan-

da Sonowal today reviewed

the flood situation in the

State at a meeting with the

officials of ASDMA and top

officials of various other

departments at the Assam

Administrative Staff Col-

lege here.

In the meeting, Sonowal

directed for ensuring all

COVID-19 protocols like so-

cial distancing, hand washing,

wearing of masks etc. at the

flood relief camps so that

community spread of COV-

ID-19 cases can be contained

during the flood season.

 SEE PAGE 6

SIVASISH THAKUR

GUWAHATI, May 27: In

yet another disturbing reve-

lation on the allotment of

new areas of Saleki PRF lo-

cated close to Dehing Patkai

Wildlife Sanctuary to Coal

India Limited (CIL) for open-

cast mining, it appears that

the State forest authorities

misled the State Board of

Wildlife (SBWL) on the dis-

tance of the sanctuary from

Forest authority ‘misled’
SBWL on project site

Coal mining in Dehing Patkai vicinity
the coal project site at its

meetings when the issue

came up for discussion.

As per law, no mining ac-

tivities can be allowed with-

in a 10-km radius of a wildlife

sanctuary. A Coal India state-

ment on the issue clearly

mentions the distance of the

project site from the wildlife

sanctuary to be 9.19 km. Sale-

ki is part of the Dehing Patkai

Elephant Reserve but is not

within the wildlife sanctuary.

“It is clarified that the

nearest distance of Dehing

Patkai Wildlife Sanctuary

from the project site is 9.19

km and the nearest elephant

corridor, Golai Powai, is lo-

cated at a distance of more

than 10 km from the project,”

a statement issued by North

Eastern Coalfields, the As-

sam-based coal producing

unit of CIL, says.

 SEE PAGE 6

NEW DELHI, May 27: The

Supreme Court on Wednes-

day sought responses from the

Centre and the Assam govern-

ment on a plea seeking that

delimitation of assembly and

parliamentary constituencies

in the State be deferred until

the completion of Census 2021.

A bench headed by Chief

Justice of India SA Bobde

agreed to hear the plea seek-

ing quashing of this year’s

February 28 order which “re-

scinded” an earlier notifica-

tion of February 8, 2008 that

had deferred the process of

SC notices to Centre, Assam
on delimitation process

delimitation for Assam.

The bench, also compris-

ing Justices AS Bopanna and

Hrishikesh Roy, issued notic-

es to the Centre, Assam gov-

ernment and the Delimita-

tion Commission and asked

them to file their responses

on the plea which has chal-

lenged the delimitation proc-

ess based on 2001 Census.

The petition, filed through

advocate Fuzail Ahmad Ayyu-

bi, has sought a direction to the

authorities to defer the proc-

ess until the completion of

Census 2021 “so that the most

recent population figures are

available for this exercise”.

“The decision to conduct the

pending process of delimitation

of assembly and parliamentary

constituencies, is not only an

arbitrary and hasty decision but

stands contrary to the very idea

behind conducting delimitation,

having proposed to be conduct-

ed not on the basis of the popu-

lation figures obtained from the

most recent census but rather

on the basis of stale figures of

2001 census,” the plea said.
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GUWAHATI, May 27:
A flight passenger and a
laboratory technician de-
ployed at the Sarusajai
quarantine centre were
among the 92 persons
who tested positive for
COVID-19 during the day,
taking the State’s corona-
virus tally to 774.

The COVID-19 positive

flight passenger – a female

from Guwahati – had arrived

here from Ahmedabad. She

has been admitted at the

MMCH. All her co-passen-

gers are in quarantine now.

Pushpa Kalita, a laboratory

technician of Maloibari PHC,

who was deployed at the Sa-

rusajai quarantine centre, also

tested positive for COVID-19.

Originally from Chhaygaon,

Kalita had visited his rented

accommodation at Lakhitari in

Khetri yesterday, prompting

the administration to declare

the area as containment zone.

COVID-19 cases in State go up to 774
Air passenger, Sarusajai staff among new positive patients

The Mahendra Mohan

Choudhury Hospital and the

Kalapahar TB Hospital in Gu-

wahati exhausted their capaci-

ties to admit further patients.

The State health department

has shifted the new patients to

the Sonapur District Hospital.

Around 119 patients are un-

der treatment at the MMCH

while 121 are admitted at the

TB Hospital in Kalapahar.

“The Sonapur District

Hospital, which has been read-

ied, is functional now with 108

beds. I and MoS Pijush Haza-

rika visited the hospital and

supervised shifting of first nine

patients here,” Health Min-

ister Himanta Biswa Sarma

said. There are 108 beds at

the Sonapur hospital.

The new 200-bed Covid

hospital being set up at

GMCH is expected to be

ready in a couple of days. The

government is also planning

to convert the Jalukbari Ay-

urvedic College hospital into

a Covid treatment facility.
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DERGAON/MANGALDAI/GUWAHATI, May 27: Bonti

Saikia, a cancer patient from Mahmaiki Gaon in Bokakhat,

who was infected by the COVID-19 and was believed to

have been cured, tested positive for the virus again while on

quarantine at Bokakhat.

She had returned from Delhi on May 22. She was admitted

at JMCH on Wednesday. But her companion Kankan Bora has

tested negative.

Saikia who along with her husband Ajit Saikia (60) and neigh-

bour Kankan had gone to the Rajiv Gandhi Super Speciality

Hospital, Delhi for her treatment in the second half of March.

In Delhi, the trio got infected by COVID-19 virus and Ajit

Saikia died at a hospital on May 7.

Dibyajyoti Dutta, general secretary of Assam Association, had

to receive Saikia’s body from the hospital on May 19. Bonti

Saikia and her neighbour were on quarantine at a Delhi hotel.

In Guwahati today, Health Minister Himanta Biswa Sarma

said Saikia’s test results may be “false positive”.

Cured patient
tests positive again,

ICMR to study
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Delimitation
panel members
SPL CORRESPONDENT

NEW DELHI, May 27:

The Lok Sabha Speaker has

nominated the associate

members of the Delimita-

tion Commission of four

northeastern states of As-

sam, Arunachal Pradesh,

Nagaland and Manipur under

Article 5 of the Delimitation

Act, 2002.

The associate members

nominated from Assam are

Pallab Lochan Das, Abdul

Khaleque, Dr Rajdeep Roy,

Dilip Saikia and Naba Kumar

Sarania.

 SEE PAGE 6

Two new COVID-19 patients being transferred to Diphu Medical College, at Bakaliaghat on Wednesday. – UB Photos

WORLDWORLDWORLDWORLDWORLD
Confirmed cases 5,728,084

Cured/Discharged 2,461,255

Death 353,661

INDIAINDIAINDIAINDIAINDIA

Confirmed cases 151,767

Cured/Discharged 64,426

Death 4,337

ASSAMASSAMASSAMASSAMASSAM
Confirmed cases 774

Cured/Discharged 87

Death 4

Data as on Wednesday
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For pick up of

Classified
Advertisements

from your doorstep ...

Ph: 97060-43680

or 70860-44611

Wanted (i) Mobile Technician, (ii)

AC Technician, (iii) TV

Technician - with 1 yr.  experience,

(iv) Driver - Commercial Licence.

Contact: 9678802582.

SV/P/RP000041/2

MORIGAON COLLEGE

MORIGAON

ADDENDUM

It is for information of all
concerned that, the last
date of submission of
application for the post of
Assistant Professor in the
Dept. of Chemistry which
was published in Assam
Tribune and Dainik Asom
on 20.03.2020 has been
extended for another 10
days from the date
publication of this
Addendum.

Dr. L.K. Barthakur

Principal,

Morigaon College,

Morigaon, Assam

PIN – 782105,

Phone – 9435479207

CD/SV/BL000075/1

Special home/online Tuition for

Mathematics Class IX, X, XI, XII.

8638602255.

Tuition/P/NP000041/15

Home Tuitions Class- V-XII

(CBSE/Council/ICS) @

Scholarship. Beltola. #94351-

14377, 80112-62340.

Tuition/P/SC000025/8

3 BHK flat for family at Games

Village, Guwahati. Rent 15K.

86388-69874.

TL/P/SP000118/1

Paying Guest Accommodation at

Rukminigaon with attached

Bath/AC/TV/Food Call

Whatsapp- 9401002201.

PG/P/AC000172/1

2 BHK FLAT ON SECOND

FLOOR @ Rs. 35 LAKHS AT

CHACHAL, SIXMILE. B.B.

CONSTRUCTIONS. 98641-

91345, 8638081916.

H&F/P/AC000164/1

2 BHK FLAT @ Rs. 26.85

LAKHS AT NALAPARA,

V.I.P. ROAD, NEAR

SHEMFORD SCHOOL. B.B.

CONSTRUCTIONS. 98641-

91345, 8638081916.

H&F/P/AC000162/1

2 BHK FLAT @ Rs. 31.55

LAKHS AT GORCHUK,

OPPOSITE PODDAR CAR

WORLD. B.B.

CONSTRUCTIONS. PH.:

98641-91345, 8638081916.

H&F/P/AC000163/1

Commercial space (130 sq.ft.)

Ground floor for rent at

Chandmari Bus Stop. Contact:

9864010641.

CS/P/SP000111/3

PARTHA PRATIM DEKA
Dt. of Birth : 07-01-1989
Dt. of Death : 28-05-2010

On your 10th Death
Anniversary we fondly
remember you and pray to
the Almighty for your eternal
peace.

Lovingly

Madan Mohan Deka (Papa)

Pranita Deka (Maa)

and family members.

CD/In memo/P/SP000110/1

TWINKLE ESSENTIALS,

ORDER GROCERY AND

VEGETABLES HOME

DELIVERY. OFFER FRESH

VEGETABLES AT RS. 30 &

MANGO - RS. 100 PER KG/

www.twinkleessentails.online

76648-11518.

Busi/P/AC000171/1

It is notified for the information

that my Original Qualifying

Examination Certificates of

Main,  Secondary Examination

of Year 2002 and Roll No.

3113156 issued by CBSE has

been actually lost. Name of the

candidate Surajit Sarma, Full

Address/Tel: Anupam Nagar,

Hatigaon, Ghy-78, Ph: 88228-

11292.

Lost/P/SP000117/1

For rent 500/1000/1500/2500/

4000 sq.ft. in Bhangagarh. No

security deposit. Contact-

9678802582/9954995356.

OS/P/AP000035/8

2500 to 98,000 sq.ft. Industrial

Shed/Warehouse, Godown at

Khanapara, Beltola, Lokhra,

Amingaon, Changsari, Mirza.

94354-03986.

Godown/P/AC000050/30

Repair Laptop Chiplevel pickup

and delivery from home.

+916901746237 only Guwahati

jurisdiction.

Rep&Servicing/P/NC000007/1

Home service TV, Fridge, AC,

Geyser, Microwave, Inverter,

Washing Machine etc. Shambhu.

98640-73804.

Rep & Ser/P/SC000005/8

Rhino Packers, Sixmile

M:98644-69464, Local shifting

M:94018-22253 (All India),

Packers & Transportation

Household Goods.

P&M/P/AC000113/30

INTERNATIONAL

SEOUL, May 27: South
Korea reported its highest
number of new coronavirus
infections in weeks on
Wednesday and India saw an-
other record single-day jump
of more than 6,000 cases, as
the pandemic expanded its
grip across much of the globe.

Still, optimism over reo-
pening economies from busi-
ness shutdowns to fight the
virus spurred a rally on Wall
Street, even as the official US
death toll approached 100,000.

Outbreaks are still climb-
ing in much of the Americas,
while many countries in Asia
and much of Europe are mak-
ing steady progress in con-
taining the deadliest pandem-
ic in a century.

Cyprus announced on
Wednesday that it was pre-

Virus expands grip in many areas,
as US nears 100,000 deaths

paring to welcome tourists
back on June 9 and would cov-
er all costs “lodging, food,
drink and medication” for an-
yone testing positive for the
coronavirus, and their family
members, while on vacation
in the east Mediterranean is-
land nation.

The pledge came in a five-
page letter that was sent out to
governments, airlines and tour
operators outlining strict health
and hygiene protocols, includ-
ing a requirement for COVID-
19 testing three days before
departure, as the tourism-reli-
ant country seeks to woo vaca-
tioners. Cyprus has confirmed
about 940 cases of the virus and
fewer than 20 deaths.

In New Zealand, which is
still banning foreign arrivals,
the Ministry of Health said

there were no COVID-19 pa-
tients under treatment in the
country's hospitals.

The nation took aggressive
and early action to stop trans-
missions and has reported
only 21 deaths. It has 21 ac-
tive cases out of 1,504 con-
firmed and probable ones.

In South Korea, 40 newly

confirmed cases “ the biggest
daily jump in nearly 50 days”
raised alarm as millions of chil-
dren were returning to school.

All but four of the new cas-
es were in the densely-popu-
lated Seoul region, where of-
ficials are scrambling to stop
transmissions linked to night-
clubs, karaoke rooms and an

e-commerce warehouse.
South Korea has reported 269
deaths and 11,265 cases, after
managing to contain a severe
earlier outbreak.

Authorities were testing
3,600 employees of a local e-
commerce giant, Coupang, af-
ter discovering dozens of
coronavirus infections linked
to workers at the company's
warehouse near Seoul.

India saw another record
single-day jump, reporting
6,387 new cases on Wednes-
day, as the government pre-
pared new guidelines for the
next phase of a 2-month-old
national lockdown that is due
to end on Sunday.

In the Americas, from
Mexico to Chile, health offi-
cials were reporting surging
coronavirus cases and over-

whelmed hospitals.
Mexico's health depart-

ment reported 501 deaths
from the coronavirus on Tues-
day, a new one-day high, and
3,455 more infections. Its daily
death toll is approaching that
of the US, at about 620. Bra-
zil currently leads in daily
deaths with more than 800.

Authorities in Chile said
their intensive care units
were near full capacity, with
about 4,000 new cases being
confirmed daily.

A US travel ban took effect
on Tuesday for foreigners
coming from Brazil, where
President Jair Bolsonaro has
raged against state and local
leaders enforcing stay-at-
home measures despite warn-
ings that the outbreak is deep-
ening. – AP

PARIS, May 27: “Do as I say, but not as
I do” – was the message many British
saw in the behaviour of Prime Minister
Boris Johnson's key aide, who travelled
hundreds of miles with coronavirus symp-
toms during the country’s lockdown.

While Dominic Cummings has faced
calls for his firing but support from his
boss over his journey from London to
the northern city of Durham in March,
few countries seem immune to the per-
ception that politicians and top officials
are bending the rules that their own gov-
ernments wrote during the pandemic.

From US President Donald Trump to
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netan-
yahu, global decision-makers have fre-
quently set bad examples, whether it's
refusing to wear masks or breaking con-
finement rules aimed at protecting their
citizens from COVID-19.

Some are punished when they're
caught, others publicly repent, while a
few just shrug off the violations during a
pandemic that has claimed more than
350,000 lives worldwide.

Here are some notable examples. In April,
New Zealand's Health Minister was stripped
of some of his responsibilities after defying
the country's strict lockdown measures.
David Clark drove 19 kilometres (12 miles)
to the beach to take a walk with his family as

Hypocrisy gone viral?

the government was asking people to make
historic sacrifices by staying at home.

“I've been an idiot, and I understand why
people will be angry with me,” Clark said.
He also earlier acknowledged driving to a
park near his home to go mountain biking.

Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern said

normally she would fire Clark but that
the country couldn't afford massive dis-
ruption in its health sector while it was
fighting the virus. Instead, she stripped
Clark of his role as Associate Finance
Minister and demoting him to the bot-
tom of the Cabinet rankings. – AP

WASHINGTON, May 27: A
study of 149 people who re-
covered from COVID-19
shows that most individuals
had generated at least some
antibodies that were intrinsi-
cally capable of neutralising
the SARS-CoV-2 virus, scien-
tists say, a finding that may help
develop a
u n i v e r s a l
vaccine for
the disease.

The first results from an
immunological study of these
patients by researchers from
Rockefellar University in the
US also found that the amount
of antibodies generated varied
widely.

Antibodies vary widely in
their efficacy. While many may
latch on to the virus, only some
are truly “neutralising” mean-
ing that they actually block the
virus from entering the cells,
the researchers noted.

The scientists collecting
blood samples from volunteers
who have recovered from
COVID-19, according to the
findings shared on pre-print
server BioRxiv ahead of sub-

mission to peer-reviewed sci-
entific journals.

The majority of the samples
they studied showed poor to
modest “neutralising activity,”
indicating a weak antibody re-
sponse, the researchers said.

However, a closer look re-
vealed everyone’s immune

system is ca-
pable of gen-
erating effec-
tive antibod-

ies — just not necessarily
enough of them, they said.

Even when neutralising an-
tibodies were not present in
an individual’s serum in large
quantities, researchers could
find some rare immune cells
that make them.

“This suggests just about
everybody can do this, which
is very good news for vac-
cines,” said Michel C. Nussen-
zweig from Rockefeller Uni-
versity.

“It means if you were able to
create a vaccine that elicits
these particular antibodies, then
the vaccine is likely to be effec-
tive and work for a lot of peo-
ple,” Nussenzweig said. – PTI

‘Universally effective
antibodies found!’

Recovered
COVID-19 patients

TEHRAN, May 27: Iran’s President urged his Cabinet on
Wednesday to speed up harsher laws in so-called honour kill-
ings, after a particularly disturbing slaying of a 14-year-old girl
by her father shocked the nation.

President Hassan Rouhani pushed for speedy adoption of
relevant Bills, some which have apparently shuttled for years
among various decision-making bodies in Iran.

The killing of teen Romina Ashrafi last week in the Iranian
town of Talesh, some 320 kilometres (198 miles) northwest of
the capital, Tehran, prompted a nationwide outcry. She was
reportedly beheaded while sleeping by her father, Reza Ashrafi,
who used a farming sickle to kill his daughter.

The father, who is now in custody, was apparently enraged
after she ran away with her 34-year-old boyfriend Bahamn
Khavari in Talesh. In rural areas of Iran, it’s unheard of for
teenage girls to run away from home to be with their boy-
friends.

After five days, Romina was found and taken to a police
station, from where her father brought her back home. The
girl reportedly told the police she feared a violent reaction
from her father.

Rouhani expressed regret over the tragic case.
There is little data on honour killings in Iran, where local

media occasionally report on such cases. Under the law, girls
can marry after the age of 13, though the average age of mar-
riage for Iranian women is 23.

It is not known how many women and young girls are killed
by family members or close relatives because of their actions,
perceived as violating conservative Islamic norms on love and
marriage.

Iran’s judiciary said Romina’s case will be tried in a special
court. Under the current law, her father faces a prison sentence of
up to 10 years. Iran’s Vice-President in charge of Family Affairs,
Masoumeh Ebtekar, expressed hope that a Bill with harsher pun-
ishments will soon be in the final stages of approval. – AP

Iran’s President
pushes for harsher

laws on honour killings

SEOUL, May 27: As Mediterranean
beaches and Las Vegas casinos lay out
plans to welcome tourists again, South
Korea on Wednesday announced a spike
in new infections and considered reim-
posing social distancing restrictions, re-
vealing the setbacks ahead for others on
the road to reopening.

The European Union was unveiling a
massive stimulus package for the bloc's
ailing economies later on  Wednesday, as
European nations scrambled to emulate
South Korea's widely-praised strategy of
tracing, testing and treating that tamed
its outbreak and made it a model for the
world.

The EU's economics commissioner,
Paulo Gentiloni, called the 750-billion-
euro ($825 billion) recovery fund “a Eu-
ropean turning point to face an unprece-
dented crisis." Across the Atlantic, the
pandemic was claiming new victims as
the confirmed US death toll approached
100,000  – “the highest by far in the
world”– and nations from Mexico to Chile
to Brazil struggled with surging cases and
overwhelmed hospitals.

In South Korea, 40 newly-confirmed

South Korea: Perils of reopening!

cases “ the biggest daily jump in nearly 50
days” raised alarms as millions of children
returned to school on Wednesday.

All but four of the new cases were in the
densely populated Seoul region, where
officials are scrambling to stop transmis-
sions linked to nightclubs, karaoke rooms
and a massive e-commerce warehouse.

All were reopened last month when
social-distancing measures were relaxed.

The country's top infectious disease ex-
pert said South Korea may need to reim-
pose social distancing restrictions because
it's becoming increasingly difficult for

health workers to track the spread of
COVID-19 amid warmer weather and
eased attitudes on distancing.

“We will do our best to trace contacts
and implement preventive measures, but
there's a limit to such efforts,” said Jeong
Eun-kyeong, director of South Korea's
Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion. “Young people have a very broad
range of activity, so at the point of diagno-
sis, there's already a lot of exposure ... the
number of people or locations we have to
trace are increasing geometrically,” he
added. – AP

LAHORE, May 27: A group
of 176 Pakistani nationals, in-
cluding women and children,
stranded in India due to the
coronavirus-induced global
travel restrictions returned
home via the Wagah Border
on Wednesday, officials said.

With the arrival of 176 peo-
ple, a total of 400 Pakistanis
have so far been repatriated
from India via the Attari-Wa-
gah border since March 20,
2020.

The Pakistani Rangers re-
ceived them from the Border
Security Force (BSF).

They were stranded in dif-
ferent parts of India for about
three months due to the lock-
downs and travel restrictions
put in place by the government
to contain the raging coronavi-
rus disease.

“Upon their arrival, the Pa-

kistani citizens including wom-
en and children were screened
and transferred to quarantine
centres in Lahore where they

will stay for 72 hours," Mo-
hammad Younis of Edhi Foun-
dation told PTI.

“If their corona test comes

in negative, they will be allowed
to go home after 72 hours oth-
erwise they will be quarantined
for 14 days,” he said.

176 Pakistanis return home via Wagah border

LAHORE, May 27: A
brother-in-law of Aasia Bibi,
the Christian woman who was
acquitted in an infamous
blasphemy case and left the
country last year, has been
murdered in Punjab province
of Pakistan.

Younas Masih, 50, was found
murdered in a drain near Dao Ki
Mallian, Sheikhupura, some 60
kms from Lahore on May 25.

According to the First
Information Report (FIR), filed
by Younas’s brother George
Masih, the wife of the deceased
and her paramour are the
prime suspects in this case.

He said Younas was missing

Aasia Bibi’s kin
murdered in Pakistan

since May 24. He alleged that
Younas’s wife Najma had
relations with Irfan alias Bagu
and suspected that they might
have killed him.

Punjab Deputy Inspector
General Sohail Akhtar
Sukhera said on Wednesday on
the complaint of George,
police conducted a raid and
arrested both Najma and Bagu
who confessed to killing
Younas.

“The suspects killed Younus
on Eid day (May 24) by slitting
open his throat and dumped his
body in the drain in a bid to
conceal their crime,” the DIG
said, adding the body has been
sent to the city morgue for
autopsy.

The DIG, however, claimed
that police did not find any
motive in this case having links
with the Aasia Bibi case. – PTI

Vice President Mike Pence, centre, visits Dennis Nelson, a patient who survived the
coronavirus and was going to give blood, during a tour of the Mayo Clinic in
Rochester, Minnesota., as he toured the facilities supporting COVID-19 research
and treatment. From the US President to the British Prime Minister’s top aide and far
beyond, leading officials around the world are refusing to wear masks or breaking
confinement rules meant to protect their populations from the coronavirus and slow
the pandemic. While some are punished when they’re caught, or publicly repent,
others shrug off the violations as if the rules don’t apply to them. – AP Photo

The relatives of those repa-
triated from India were not al-
lowed to enter the Wagah Bor-
der to meet them.

They were stuck in Chhat-
tisgarh, Gujarat, Madhya
Pradesh, Maharashtra, Punjab,
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Ut-
tarakhand and Delhi due to the
extended lockdown and the
closure of the Attari-Wagah
border following the outbreak
of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Mahesh Kumar, a stranded
Pakistani national, said that had
gone to India early in March
on a religious pilgrimage.

“Owing to the coronavirus
lockdown, I was stuck there. I
am happy to return to  my
country,” said Kumar, a resi-
dent of Sindh.

Those who returned were
reportedly quarantined in In-
dia as well. – PTI
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ADYA SHRADDHA

Deeply mourned by:

Deepali Kakoti, Bandana K Chaliha, Nandini Kakoti,

Indrani Kakoti, Madhurjya P Chaliha,

Meghna Chaliha, Pratyaksh Kakoti

Priyadarshana Chaliha

Shri RANA PRASAD KAKOTI
October 3, 1940 - May 18, 2020

My / our / dearest Husband / Deuta / Kaka left for his heavenly abode.

The golden years you blessed us with, remain etched on our hearts,

mind and soul. May you smile forever. We love you!

NATIONAL

Uttarakhand girl dies of snake

bite at quarantine centre
NAINITAL, May 27: A six-year-old girl died of snake bite at

a quarantine centre in the district following which three per-

sons have been booked, a senior official said.

The girl was sleeping along with her family on the floor at

the quarantine centre for want of beds when the incident oc-

curred in the early hours of Monday.

The girl was taken to the community health centre at Betal-

ghat where she was declared dead, Nainital District Magis-

trate, Savin Bansal, said.

A vacant school building converted into a quarantine centre

in Talli Sethi area of Betalghat is the place where the incident

took place. – PTI

Indian-born US national deported

for alleged links with Al-Qaeda
HYDERABAD, May 27 (PTI): A man hailing from Telanga-

na, who was alleged by the US of being an Al-Qaeda operative,

and deported to India, has been brought to Hyderabad and kept

under home quarantine, police said on Wednesday.

Ibrahim Zubair Mohammad, aged around 40, after being shift-

ed to Hyderabad on Tuesday has been placed under quarantine

at his home in Alwal here as per rules, they said.

Mohammad, an Indian-born US national, arrived at Amritsar

airport on May 19 where he was questioned about the allega-

tions levelled against him by the US authorities, officials had

earlier said.

After questioning, he was sent into quarantine for 14 days at

a facility in Amritsar, the officials said, adding there was no

evidence so far to link him to the global terror outfit Al-Qaeda

till now. “He was brought to Hyderabad by his family mem-

bers from Nagpur and quarantined at his house here on Tues-

day,” a senior police official told PTI, without elaborating. – PTI

30,000 weddings cancelled in

Gujarat amid pandemic
AHMEDABAD, May 27: The COVID-19 pandemic has hit

the wedding industry in Gujarat, with around 30,000 cancella-

tions the last two months during the coronavirus-induced lock-

down, industry sources said.

Around 30,000 weddings planned across the State have been

either called off or postponed in the last two months due to the

ongoing health crisis, Hotel and Restaurant Association (Gu-

jarat) spokesperson Abhijit Deshmukh said.

March and April are considered the peak season, when max-

imum number of weddings take place in the State, he said.

Giving the idea of a big fat Indian wedding a miss, some

couples have chosen to tie the knot in the presence of 8 to 10

close relatives, wedding planner Devang Shah said.

Although some relaxations in the lockdown were announced

from May 18, hotels, restaurants, party venues and temples

are directed to remain shut, making it difficult for people to

organise weddings and related functions, he said. – PTI

Faridabad SSB unit feeds

underprivileged children
NEW DELHI, May 27: A small unit of the Sashastra Seema

Bal (SSB) in Faridabad is providing special meals to the under-

privileged children amid the coronavirus-triggered lockdown,

officials said on Wednesday.

Officials of the force said while a number of organisations are

running food camps for the poor and migrant workers across

the country, their focus was on providing meals to the children

during this crisis.

Troops of this company, which has about 80-90 personnel, of

the 25th battalion of the force are also bearing the full cost for

a single public meal on special days like birthday of their chil-

dren or anniversary of their elders.

The company have also been cooking and arranging meals

for about 350 poor, migrants, labourers and those in need in the

old Faridabad area every day. This has been going on for over a

fortnight now, a senior SSB officer said. – PTI

40 fresh COVID-19 cases in

Kerala, tally breaches 1,000 mark
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM, May 27: The  COVID-19 tal-

ly in Kerala crossed the one thousand mark on Wednesday,

with 40 people, including 37 returnees from abroad and other

States, testing positive for the coronavirus.

The aggregate of cases now has touched 1003, while pres-

ently 445 people are undergoing treatment in various hospitals

and over 1.7 lakh under observation, Chief Minister Pinarayi

Vijayan told reporters. Altogether 552 people have been cured

and there has been six fatalities.

Kasaragod reported the highest number of cases today – 10,

Palakkad eight, Alappuzha seven, Kollam four, Pathnamthitta

three, Wayanad three, Kozhikode two, Ernakulam two and

Kannur one, Vijayan said. – PTI

UP industries seek to employ

5 lakh migrant workers
LUCKNOW May 27: The exercise to map skills of migrant

workers who returned to Uttar Pradesh amid the COVID-19

lockdown has yielded encouraging results with industrial units

seeking to employ 5 lakh labourers, a government spokesman

said on Wednesday.

Till Sunday, around 25 lakh migrants, who were stranded in

different parts of the country due to the lockdown, have re-

turned to the State.

The Uttar Pradesh government started the process of pro-

filing migrant labourers on the basis of their skills to help them

get employment. The first demand for five lakh workers is

encouraging. The industrial units of the State have come to

provide employment for all migrant workers in the state, the

spokesman said. – PTI

Woman delivers baby inside

Shramik train in MP’s Ratlam
MANDSAUR (MP), May 27: A 28-year-old woman gave

birth to a baby boy inside a Shramik Special train at Ratlam

railway station on Wednesday while she was travelling to her

native place in Uttar Pradesh from Gujarat, an official said.

Western Railway’s public relations officer Jitendra Jain said

that the woman, Pooja Devi, was travelling along with her

husband in the Shramik Special train from Surat in Gujarat to

Pratapgarh in Uttar Pradesh on Wednesday.

Jain said that after a tweet, the commercial control depart-

ment and the Twitter cell informed about this to the Chief

Medical and Health Officer (CMHO) and asked for an ambu-

lance. “Before the arrival of the train, the railways’ doctor

Ankita Mehta and her team reached the Ratlam station. Later,

the woman safely gave birth to a baby boy inside the coach

under the supervision of the medical team,” he said. – PTI

Corona Snippets

IAF operationalises No. 18 Squadron
COIMBATORE (TN), May 27: The

Indian Air Force on Wednesday inducted

the first Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) Te-

jas FOC (Final Operational Clearance)

standard and operationalised its Squad-

ron 18 ‘Flying Bullets’ at the Air Force

Station at Sulur in the city’s outskirts.

An inter-faith prayer was performed

before induction of Tejas Mk-1, manufac-

tured by Hindustan Aeronautical Ltd,

Bengaluru, whose Chairman and Manag-

ing Director, R Madhavan handed over

its documents to Air Chief Marshal and

Chief of Air Staff RKS Bhadauria.

A coconut was also broken to mark the

induction of Tejas today.

Bhadauria handed over a representa-

tional key of the first LCA Tejas Mk-1

NEW DELHI, May 27: As countries scramble to stem the

spread of COVID-19, the debate over immunity passports is

gathering steam with some governments pushing for docu-

ments that certify a person immune and several experts saying

the claim would not just be specious but also lead to discrimina-

tion and intentional cases.

With a vaccine several months, if not a year, away, the pro-

posal for a document to certify that an individual has been in-

fected and therefore immune to SARS-CoV-2, which causes

the infection, is centre-stage of discussion as the world navi-

gates its way out of the pandemic.

Looking for ways out of the restrictive physical distancing

measures imposed to control the spread of the novel coronavi-

rus, several governments, including Chile, Germany, Italy, the

UK and the US, have suggested the use of ‘immunity passports’.

Individuals in possession of an ‘immunity passport’ could be

exempt from physical restrictions and may return to work,

school and daily life.

An ‘immunity passport’ is a certification that would mark an

individual immune to SARS-CoV-2 infection, virologist Upasa-

na Ray told PTI.

The rationale behind certifying people immune is the pro-

duction and presence of antibodies against the virus, Ray, a

senior scientist at the Kolkata-based CSIR-Indian Institute of

Chemical Biology (IICB), explained.

India, however, has been more cautious in its approach.

There is no evidence yet that a person infected with COV-

ID-19 cannot get the infection again. There are reports from

South Korea of re-infections, so providing ‘immunity pass-

ports’ on the basis of SARS-CoV-2 antibodies in the blood isn’t

feasible, Manoh Murhekar, director of ICMR’s National Insti-

tute of Epidemiology in Chennai, told PTI.

As cases of the novel coronavirus cross 5.6 million with

more than 3,50,000 fatalities, the WHO has said there is no

evidence to suggest that people who have recovered from

COVID-19 and have antibodies are protected from a second

infection.

This idea of ‘immunity passports’ can lead to great difficulty in

administrative implementation, and is likely to be accompanied

by widespread abuse in a variety of ways, especially for poor and

underprivileged groups, said immunologist Satyajit Rath.

Writing in The Lancet, Alexandra L Phelan from Georget-

own University Medical Center in the US noted that immunity

passports would impose an artificial restriction on who can and

can’t participate in social, civic, and economic activities. This

might also create a perverse incentive for individuals to seek

out infection. – PTI

COIMBATORE, May 27:

The Hindustan Aeronautical Ltd

(HAL) is awaiting approval from

the Cabinet for manufacture of

LCA Mk-1A, the improvised

version of Mk-1 to be supplied

to Indian Air Force (IAF), a top

official said on Wednesday.

The Cabinet’s approval

should have been received

earlier, but was delayed due

to the COVID-19 situation and

the company is expecting it

during the third quarter of the

HAL awaiting approval for LCA Mk-1A
manufacture: CMD

financial year, HAL Chairman

and Managing Director, R

Madhavan told reporters at

Sulur near here, on the side-

lines of handing over Tejas Mk-

1 FOC to the IAF.

HAL has an order of 83 such

fighter aircraft and once it re-

ceived the approval it would

start supplying by 2023, in 36

months, he said.

Similarly, another version Mk-

2 is under design stage, which

will be more advanced than the

previous variants, he added.

Stating that the FOC variant

will reduce the maintenance

man hours and turnaround

time resulting in enhanced sup-

port to IAF missions, Madha-

van said 16 more such FOC

fighters will be delivered soon,

by increasing the manufactur-

ing capacity from 8 to 16.

Asked about setting up an

assembling unit in Coimbatore,

which has a defence manufac-

turing corridor, Madhavan said

of the more than 2,000 ven-

dors, the city has a major share

and there is no plan to set up a

unit as yet.

To another question on ex-

ports, the official said that HAL

was very much interested in

supplying to other countries.

Air officer Commander in

Chief Southern Air Command,

Amit Tiwari, who was present,

said that IAF had enough war

planes and there was no short-

age as such. – PTI

FOC fighter to Group Captain Manish

Tolani, Commanding Officer of No. 18

Squadron at the Air Force Station, Sulur.

Earlier, Bhadauria flew a sortie on an

Initial Clearance Operation (IOC) aircraft

from the 45 Squadron Flying Daggers.

Tejas is an indigenous fourth genera-

tion tailless compound delta wing aircraft.

The No. 18 Squadron will be the second

one to have the home-made Tejas, after

the 45 Squadron based here.

The aircraft is equipped with fly-by-wire

flight control system, integrated digital av-

ionics and multi-mode radar, while its

structure is made of composite material.

It is the lightest and smallest in its

group of fourth generation supersonic

combat aircraft.

The No. 18 Squadron, formed in 1965

with the motto “Teevra aur Nirbhaya”

meaning “Swift and Fearless,” was earli-

er flying MiG 27 aircraft. The Squadron

“actively participated” in the 1971 war

with Pakistan and had earned the sobri-

quet “Defenders of Kashmir Valley” by

being the first to land and operate from

Srinagar. The Squadron was “resurrect-

ed” on April 1 this year at Sulur.

In his address, Bhadauria urged the

industry to work together to fulfil the

requirements of IAF.

Lauding the scientists and others be-

hind the designing and manufacture of the

new version, he said this model of Tejas

was the best in this class in the world

now. – PTI

Induction ceremony of Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) Tejas Mk-1 into the No. 18 Squadron (Flying Bullets), the only Param Vir
Chakra Squadron of the IAF, at Air Force station in Sulur of Coimbatore district on Wednesday. – PTI

‘Immunity passports’ for
COVID-19 may lead to
discrimination: scientists

Lockdown has
‘decelerated’ pace of

COVID-19 spread: Govt
NEW DELHI, May 27:

There have been “multiple

gains” from the lockdown and

the most important of them is

that it has “decelerated the

pace” of spread of COVID-19,

the Union health ministry said

on Wednesday even as the

death toll reached 4,337 and

the number of cases rose to

1,51,767 in the country.

A total of 6,387 new cases of

coronavirus infection and 170

deaths were reported in a 24-

hour span till Wednesday 8 am,

according to ministry’s data.

The country has been register-

ing new cases in excess of 6,000

daily since the past six days.

“Lockdown has garnered

multiple gains, and primarily

among them is that it has de-

celerated the pace of spread of

the disease,” the ministry said.

Estimates made by the Min-

istry of Statistics and Pro-

gramme Implementation

showed that a large number of

deaths and cases have been

averted, the ministry said in

statement.

At the same time, during the

lockdown period, develop-

ment of COVID-19 specific

health infrastructure, capacity

development of human re-

source through online training

modules and webinars, in-

creased testing capacity, devel-

opment of diagnostics, drug

trials and vaccine research

were achieved, it said.

On the technical side, the

surveillance systems  of which

contact tracing  and house-to-

house surveys are a part were

strengthened and tools like

Aarogya Setu was developed,

the ministry added.

“Health infrastructure re-

quired for COVID-19 manage-

ment was ramped up during

the lockdown. As on May 27,

930 dedicated COVID hospi-

tals with 1,58,747 isolation

beds, 20,355 ICU beds and

69,076 oxygen supported beds

are available,” the statement

said.

Also, 2,362 dedicated COV-

ID-19 health centres with

1,32,593 isolation beds, 10,903

ICU beds and 45,562 oxygen

supported beds have been op-

erationalised. Besides, 10,341

quarantine centres and 7,195

COVID care centres with

6,52,830 beds are now availa-

ble to combat COVID-19 in

the country, it said.  – PTI

NEW DELHI, May 27:

Their dreams of returning

home finally taking wing after

two months of lockdown, 10

migrant workers are flying to

Bihar thanks to their employ-

er, a Delhi farmer, who bought

their plane tickets.

Their flight to the Bihar cap-

ital Patna is at 6 am on Thurs-

day and the men, who  planned

to go home in April, can’t be-

lieve they are going to their

villages in Samastipur not

walking or cycling thousands

of kilometres, or scrambling

for a seat on a bus or train, but

on a plane.

“I never imagined in my life

that I will be travelling in a

plane. I don’t have words to

express my happiness. But I

am also a little bit nervous

about what I have to do when

we reach the airport tomor-

row,” Lakhinder Ram, who

will be returning with his son,

told PTI.

Delhi farmer buys plane tickets
to send 10  workers to Bihar

He is grateful to Pappan

Singh, a mushroom farmer in

Delhi’s Tigipur village who is

helping rewrite the migrant

narrative, so far about unpaid

dues, hunger and arduous jour-

neys home resulting in illness

and even death.

When Lakhinder called his

wife to tell her he will be leav-

ing for Bihar on a flight, she

didn’t believe him.

It was only when Pappan in-

tervened and spoke to her that

the truth dawned  her husband

and son Naveen Ram, who had

been working for 8 years in

Pappan’s field, would be flying

home.

Lakhinder, 50, who has

been working for Pappan for

27 years, said the farmer has

been taking care of their food

and accommodation since

the lockdown began on

March 25.

Pappan said he has booked

tickets worth Rs 68,000 and is

also giving each Rs 3,000 in

cash so they don’t face any

problems when they reach

their home State. He will also

drop all his workers in his ve-

hicles to the IGI Airport early

on Thursday  while following

social distancing norms.

“These 10 workers would

have left for their homes in

Bihar in the first week of April

on train but they could not go

due to the lockdown,” Pappan

told PTI.

He said he had made sever-

al attempts to send them back

to their home State in a

Shramik Special train but could

not manage to do so.

“I could not have taken a

risk by allowing my workers

to walk thousands of miles as

it would have put their lives

in danger because we are get-

ting to know these days that

migrants meet road acci-

dents while going home,” he

said. – PTI

Punjab on alert
after locusts

attack crops in
Rajasthan, MP
CHANDIGARH, May 27:

Punjab has been put on alert

after swarms of locusts at-

tacked crops in Rajasthan and

Madhya Pradesh, officials said

on Wednesday.

The locusts initially entered

Rajasthan from Pakistan. From

Rajasthan, they also entered

Madhya Pradesh over the past

few days.

Farmers have been asked to

keep an eye out for any locust

activity, they said. “An alert has

been issued in whole of Pun-

jab (in the wake of locust at-

tack in other States),” Punjab

Director Agriculture Saw-

tantar Kumar Airi said.

Control rooms have been

set up in each district and

farmers have been asked to

report any activity of locusts,

he said. – PTI
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MESSAGE FOR TODAY

Never let the fear of striking out keep you from

playing the game.

– BABE RUTH

Chinese strategy
For around a month, tension has been building up at the

border between India and China, in particular on the east-

ern Ladakh sector where Chinese soldiers are reported to

have moved into Indian territory across the Line of Actual

Control. The situation appears grave enough to have war-

ranted a high-level meeting between Indian Prime Minister

Narendra Modi, National Security Advisor Ajit Doval and

Chief of Defence Staff General Bipin Rawat, while Union

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh too held a meeting with the

three armed forces chiefs, General Naravane, Air Chief

Marshal RKS Bhadauria and Admiral Karambir Singh. The

worrying fact is that Chinese incursions are happening in

multiple locations and the PLA soldiers are becoming more

assertive and aggressive in their behaviour, hinting that the

Chinese wish to suddenly up the ante in order to put pres-

sure on India. On the face of it the Chinese intransigence is

in response to India’s move at strengthening the border

area infrastructure in Ladakh after the completion of the

DSDBO road. It is true that India’s defences have been

bolstered with more mountain forces and better infrastruc-

ture and equipment. It is also true that after India success-

fully stymied Chinese moves at Doklam in 2017, the latter

has become especially sensitive to Indian activity along the

disputed border. Yet these do not quite explain why China

has chosen this particular time to heighten border tensions.

China’s actions have always been inscrutable, especially

if there are no authoritative statements from Beijing or the

Chinese official media. There was no mention of any border

friction between India and China in the press conference

given by Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi on the side-

lines of the recently concluded Communist Party Congress.

Thus the China watchers can only speculate as to what

prompted that nation to try and cause friction with its Asian

rival and neighbour, in a move contrary to the reconciliation

postures adopted by both countries of late while acknowl-

edging that economic interests should be prioritized. The

most likely explanation might be that it is a deliberate strat-

egy of distraction at a time when China is under tremen-

dous international pressure because of its alleged lack of

transparency in matters concerning the Covid-19 outbreak

in Wuhan. China has witnessed deterioration in its global

standing because of the perception that it mismanaged the

initial handling of a local outbreak and allowed it to become a

worldwide pandemic. Seen in the added context that China

is also flexing its muscles in Hong Kong and the South Chi-

na Sea, as also ramping up rhetoric towards Taiwan and the

United States, a diversionary strategy is the most likely

explanation for its infringements on the India-China border.

India must take this factor into account while framing her

own response to Chinese belligerence even as she herself

battles the Covid-19 pandemic.

Brazen high-handedness
While it is common knowledge that the rights of employ-

ees in private establishments are routinely violated by man-

agements, with the trend getting more conspicuous during

the Covid-19-induced lockdown, a most shocking manifes-

tation of such brazen high-handedness on the part of man-

agements concerns the sacking of a pregnant woman jour-

nalist of a private television news channel a few days back.

The service of the journalist with over 13 years of experi-

ence was terminated because, as per media reports, the

television channel needed only ‘agile persons’ as reporters

and the scribe’s pregnancy restricted her abilities. Her plea

for leave without pay was also allegedly turned down by the

channel. The incident which exposed shocking insensitive-

ness of the management naturally elicited wide media cov-

erage, with the National Commission for Women now seek-

ing an explanation from the news channel over the develop-

ment. As the Commission has noted, the rights to mother-

hood being a major right of women, the news channel man-

agement besides exhibiting appalling inconsiderateness also

violated provisions of the Maternity Benefit (Amendment)

Act, 2017. The Act provides for paid maternity leave for

women for 12 weeks, in addition to paid leave and extension

of leave without pay or work from home facilities. The State

Government should also treat the matter seriously and in-

tervene so that the rights of the employees are respected

by the managements. It has also been seen that the media

fraternity in the State has been subjected to a raw deal by a

majority of the media house owners in terms of remunera-

tion and social security. The government authorities need

to address this long-standing concern of the journalists at

the earliest.

The ongoing lockdown period has witnessed a spurt in

the number of cases of women suffering domestic vio-

lence and abuse. The lack of a proper response mecha-

nism among the government authorities and non-gov-

ernment bodies has worsened matters further for these

suffering women. The State Department of Social Wel-

fare has now formulated a standard operating procedure

(SOP) so that timely help can reach every woman facing

violence or domestic abuse. The SOP is aimed at ad-

dressing issues like ensuring that suitable shelters for

women in need are not denied under any circumstances,

facilitating arrangement for Covid-19 screening for such

women, and proper coordination regarding shelter and

healthcare needs of women having mental health issues

among departments and their agencies. The Assam Trib-

une recently reported the case of a hapless woman ex-

posing the poor distress response mechanism in the State

amid the contagion-induced crisis. Facilitating the required

assistance for women in distress through helpline num-

bers and involving shelter homes, administration and the

police in the quick response process can help such vic-

tims to a great extent.

uch has happened in

Nagaland in the last 60

days after the lock-

down was imposed.

Where does one begin to recount

all that has happened? Forgotten

now but perhaps the first should be

the small but important information

– just to set the record straight. Our

first Covid-19 patient, a Dimapuri-

an, was not referred to Guwahati

last month by a private hospital –

Zion Hospital – here. He was un-

dergoing treatment for some other

ailments in the said hospital for

about a couple of weeks when he

started developing symptoms,

which were similar to Covid-19

symptoms, and hence, Zion Hospi-

tal referred him to the Dimapur

District Covid-19 Hospital, which

referred him to Guwahati. The rest

should have been history but it isn’t

because this incident exposed our

State Government’s unprepared-

ness to deal with the pandemic in

the event it strikes Nagaland. You

see, the Dimapur District Covid-

19 Hospital had no choice but to

refer him to Guwahati because it

was totally unprepared to admit any

patient into the ICU. The ICU con-

struction was incomplete and the

necessary wherewithal was unavail-

able at that point of time. This

doesn’t reflect on our doctors but

on our State Government, which

asserted its preparedness prior to

this case but soon enough, its as-

sertions proved to be hollow. Need-

less to say it caused much shame,

anger and panic here.

After that incident, all kinds of

worms started coming out of sev-

eral cans of the State Government

and it looks like more such worms

will come out by and by despite the

M

While our State Government did

pay Rs 2000 and Rs 4000 each

to students and working people

living outside Nagaland, it

actually also announced Rs

10,000 each to our people to

avoid returning home. In effect, it

said that it would pay those who

do not return home. That is the

level of our Government’s

unpreparedness.

Letters
to the

EDITOR

Spike in Covid-19 cases

Sir, – This is in reference to the

news item ‘Massive spike in

Covid-19 cases’ (AT, May 24). The

rapid increase in the number of

active Covid-19 cases in Assam is

giving a signal to a possible chaotic

situation in near future. The

already quarantined people who

arrived in the State before the

announcement of the lockdown

relaxations are causing no such

threat to the scenario. But the

situation is likely to get deterio-

rated due to the massive and

incautious inter-State movement

of vehicles and trains with a large

number of passengers. Before

such people are quarantined, they

already come in contact with a few

which may result in community

spread. Also, since there has been

no stringent following of the

lockdown norms, the scenario is

not going to improve easily.

Therefore, every one of us must

take the necessary precautionary

inauguration and operationalization

of our first BSL-3 at Kohima a few

days ago. True, no Government was

prepared for this pandemic; how-

ever, that is no excuse for decades

of Nagaland’s pathetic healthcare

delivery system.

Side by side, the memory of the

brutality of the implementation of

the lockdown is another memory

that remains fresh. For five days

from April 1 to 5, Dimapur was not

only under the national lockdown but

also under total shutdown

imposed by the district ad-

ministration. Not even

pharmacies and chemists

were allowed to open.

True, there were a lot of

lockdown violations since

March 25, but Dimapur

was punished because the

district civil and police ad-

ministration failed to con-

stitutionally ‘administer’

the district during the ini-

tial days of the lockdown.

It failed to understand that

the Constitution was not

suspended during the

lockdown, hence human

rights were abused. In

course of time, the mem-

ories of the brutality of the double

lockdown at Dimapur will be docu-

mented, which will then become a

part of our pandemic lockdown his-

tory. How will posterity receive and

react to this history? Will posterity

look at this history as a lesson to

learn from?

Let’s fast forward to the present

– now that returnees from various

parts of the country have started

reaching Nagaland, all that we con-

cealed about ourselves all these dec-

ades have been exposed. It was

shocking when quite a few of our

tribal Hohos asked our people out-

side Nagaland not to return home

unless absolutely necessary. Our

State Government too said as much.

While our State Government did

pay Rs 2000 and Rs 4000 each to

students and working people living

outside Nagaland, it actually also

announced Rs 10,000 each to our

people to avoid returning home. In

effect, it said that it would pay those

who do not return home. That is

the level of our Government’s un-

preparedness. Some took this offer

but a lot more started returning

home by road and by train. Most of

our people living in Indian cities lost

their jobs and were thrown out of

their rented places. Even students

were asked to vacate their hostels

and rented flats. There is only this

much most parents could afford to

send to their children. Matters

worsened as prices soared to the

skies. There is also only this much

physical, mental and psychological

trauma anyone can take. So home

they came one by one.

Now, the mandatory 14-day quar-

antine requires quarantine facilities

and our State Government has very

limited facilities to offer. In any case,

the less said about these government

facilities the better. So, hotels, pri-

vate schools and colleges were ap-

proached, some of which have been

requisitioned in the past few days.

However, this didn’t come about

without great resistance. You see,

when it became apparent that our

people would return in a matter of

time, there was much fear and panic

in the minds of the people anyway.

So when the Government ap-

proached private schools and colleg-

es for their hostel facilities, this fear

and panic was turned into a kind of

psychological tug-of-war

for and against using

them, especially on social

media. Meanwhile, there

was much stigmatization

against those within Na-

galand, who were under

quarantine. Some colo-

nies and villages even re-

fused them entry into

their homes. In fact, since

lockdown was imposed

on March 25, a good

number of colonies and

villages implemented

their own version of the

lockdown disallowing

people, including medical,

police and government

personnel, to enter or exit

these colonies and villages. Thank-

fully, that has been put to an end.

What has happened since March

25 has not only exposed our State

Government’s governance deficit

but also our people’s biases, preju-

dices, fears and beliefs founded on

unproven and insupportable logic –

and plain common sense. Yet these

past 60 days have been a learning

process – not just how to best deal

with the pandemic with the long and

dark shadow of past and present mis-

governance looming over us, with

limited ideas, insufficient knowledge

and scarce resources but also how to

be a sensitive, understanding, com-

passionate, caring, tolerant, giving

and forgiving society. In the initial

days of the lockdown, it was basically

the non-Naga communities at Di-

mapur that came to the rescue of daily

wage-earners, labourers, migrants,

stranded people, homeless and so

many in need of food and shelter. A

month later the scenario started

changing with a lot more Naga indi-

viduals and groups coming to the aid

of people in need and distress. For

instance, now people of Wokha dis-

trict are even providing free food to

bus passengers transiting through

Wokha to Mokokchung and other dis-

tricts from Dimapur and Kohima.

Others are also giving free food pack-

ages to so many on the road and else-

where. We are finding the human in

us. As for our Government, it still

appears to be in the woods trying to

find its way back.

I think the best aspect of it is that

an increasing number of our people

are finding our voices to say ‘It’s

wrong’ to age-old biases, prejudic-

es, superstitions, etc., and what I

would call illogical logic that have

roots in some of our cultural and tra-

ditional practices and even some of

our religious beliefs. These had fos-

silized our thinking – even our feel-

ings – and immured us in the stale

and toxic air of illiberalism and paro-

chialism. This prevented us from

being truly human for a long time.

Rome wasn’t built in a day – neither

should Nagaland. By just saying ‘It’s

wrong’, we are beginning to change

narratives that we were culturized

into believing were the totemic foun-

dations and hallmarks of our tribal

existence. We are not there yet but

a few small steps have begun. So,

there is hope that in the post-pan-

demic world, we will look with more

seeing eyes, love boundlessly and

live more fruitfully in the letter and

spirit of a democratic ecosystem.

(The columnist is the editor, Na-

galand Page.)

Covid-19 and its mental health impacts on children
he Covid-19 pandemic has

cast a shadow of gloom on

all of us and we are un-

doubtedly facing the

daunting challenges of an unprece-

dented crisis. According to a recent

UN report, even though fortunate-

ly children are not the face of the

pandemic till date, yet the indirect

impact of this crisis on the children

is devastating. The mental health

impacts on the children during this

pandemic cannot be overlooked.

Research has shown that the chil-

dren who face adverse experiences

during their childhood are prone to

become victims of chronic diseas-

es, auto-immune diseases, sub-

stance abuse; it can trigger long-

term mental health challenges, deep

into their adulthood. Without prior

preparation, our children also had

to go into an urgent crisis mode

along with us. They were abruptly

cut off from their schools, friends

and teachers. They cannot go out to

play with their friends, nor can they

visit their grandparents and rela-

tives too. Instead, they are grap-

pling with confinement within their

homes. Like adults, children too

have different personalities and ex-

press their emotions differently.

Some may not be much concerned,

n  Dr Mehzabin Haider Hazarika

whereas some may develop un-

pleasant feelings. Some children

may develop high levels of stress

and show irritability, restlessness,

anger, anxiety, withdrawal, unex-

pected bursts of emotions, denial,

fear and apathy. These feelings may

also result in physical manifestations

like stomach aches, headaches or

loss of appetite. A recent prelimi-

nary study conducted in Shaanxi

Province, China during Covid-19

pandemic by the China-EPA-UNEP-

SA Collaborative working group

showed that clinging, inattention and

irritability were the most severe

psychological conditions demon-

strated by the children in all age

groups.

So simply put, it’s high time we

acknowledged that our children are

at risk of mental health challenges

due to this pandemic. We can start

it with a few simple steps which will

help our children to foster positive

mental health and build psychologi-

cal resilience.

The first and the foremost step

that we can do is to have open com-

munication with our children. It all

begins with a simple conversation!

We have to ask them about their feel-

ings. Their worries and fears should

be acknowledged. We are getting an

opportunity now to be excellent lis-

teners to our children. Like in times

of distress for adults, children too

need most attention and love in these

times. Be compassionate. Research

shows it has a very calming effect on

the minds of children.

We have to explain to our chil-

dren in a subtle way about the

present situation in an age-appro-

priate manner. Making them aware

will empower them and will remove

their undue fear and anxiety. We

should try to give good inputs to

them like frequent hand-washing,

maintaining hygiene, staying safe at

home, etc.

Parents should take good care of

their own mental health as well, so

that they can take good care of their

children too. They should try to re-

main optimistic and hopeful because

children try to imitate the emotion-

al states of their parents.

One most important aspect is that

routine and structure provide a

sense of security to children. Going

to school gave them a structured

lifestyle. According to UN reports,

around 188 countries have imposed

country-wide school closures, affect-

ing more than 1.5 billion children.

We should always try to plan rou-

tines for our children. Besides edu-

cation, playing time should also be

allotted. Free and undirected play-

ing is pivotal for their emotional

well-being. We should plan some fun

activities for them so that they can

look forward to it. Laugh with your

children, do things which make you

and your children happy. Positive and

happy thoughts secrete ‘feel good’

chemicals in our brain like endor-

phin, oxytocin, serotonin and

dopamine which help us in feeling

calmer, happier and less anxious.

We should encourage our chil-

dren to do some exercises, yoga,

dancing or other physical activities.

We should also encourage them to

have mindful reflection in an age-

appropriate manner. Another aspect

that needs emphasis is maintaining

a nutritious diet of our children to

build up their immunity. We should

also ensure that our children get

good sleep. Exposure to flooded in-

formation in TV and social media

may cause anxiety and pose threat

to their sleep. So, we must check

that they are not being exposed to

undesirable screen time. We should

encourage our children to inculcate

creative skills and life skills too. We

can motivate them to draw or write

letters to their grandparents and

friends. Let them stay connected

over the phone so that they feel se-

cured. We should encourage them

to learn the value of giving without

expecting anything in return, to

show respect to those who are work-

ing tirelessly for them in this time

of crisis. Teaching them to be sensi-

tive to others will empower them

to have good mental strength and to

be good human beings in future.

A few points have to be stressed

here, though tragically these are the

bitter truths. Some children face vi-

olence, neglect, abuse in their

homes itself and are witnesses to

domestic violence. This warrants

special attention and proper moni-

toring of the safety of these children

is of prime importance. The conti-

nuity of the services of the core ‘child

protection services’ have to be giv-

en extreme emphasis. This pandem-

ic is hitting the children of slum-

dwellers and refugee settlements.

They are facing a severe economic

crisis and struggling with hunger,

stress and anxiety. The policymak-

ers must seize this moment to give

emphasis on these vulnerable chil-

dren while formulating strategies for

children, so that these children can

also get their share of the sky, their

dreams and get wings to soar high.

May we convert this crisis into an

eye-opener and an opportunity to

work for the well-being of the chil-

dren, to safeguard them not only on

the educational front, but also for all

round emotional, physical and men-

tal well-being.

T

measures against Covid-19 more

seriously from now onwards.

Yours etc., BIBHASH DEVA

NATH, Assam Engineering

College, Jalukbari.

Water supply
Sir, – From the news report

‘Water supply hit due to damaged

machines’ (AT, May 27), it is not

clear as to whether the machines

got damaged or there is no

manpower to operate the

machines. For operating the

essential services of the city, there

must be some laid down SOPs

(standard operating procedures)

and the entire city population

cannot suffer due to one mechan-

ic’s son testing Covid-19 positive.

As your reporter has already

contacted the GMC superintend-

ing engineer, we request you to

bring out the actual reason why

such a major part of the city has

had to do without water for eight

days now and that too without

even a public notice or apology

informing the same. The attitude

of these so-called public servants

needs to be exposed. I live in

Bamunimaidam and we have got

water supply only once in the last

eight days, that too for less than

45 minutes. So much for living in

a ‘Smart City’. Yours etc., P

RAJKHOWA, Bamunimaidam,

Guwahati.

Flood control
Sir, – Assam is fighting the

Covid-19 pandemic courageously

and by the grace of god, it has not

penetrated to the common

masses of Assam till date. This

time the competency and efficacy

of the State Government’s

response to disaster is going to be

tested to its extreme end. The

Indian Meteorological Depart-

ment has already predicted that

the monsoon is going to touch the

shores of Kerala in the first week

of June and within two weeks it

will reach Assam. This time also

Assam will have to face the wrath

of flood along with the devil called

Covid-19.

The Government is claiming

that it is working on embank-

ments to contain the menace of

flood. It is seen that our Govern-

ment always emphasize mitiga-

tion measures, giving no or very

low attention to adaptation

measures. I think equal emphasis

should be given to both mitiga-

tion as well as adaptation

measures. As per the 2011-12

data, there are 430 government-

registered wetlands in Assam

covering 60,000 hectares of

areas. Along with these, there

are nearly 800 non-registered

wetlands covering a total of

40,000 hectares. In addition to

these wetlands, there are

numerous marshy lands and

water bodies. The Government

should give adequate attention to

use these resources for contain-

ment of flood. Poland and Norway

are the prime examples of

successful implementation of

flood adaptation measures. Both

mitigation and adaptation

strategies should be used

optimally to get the desired

result. Emphasis on one measure

is not going to suffice. Yours etc.,

NILADRI MAHANTA, Jail Road,

Jorhat.

Articles (within 1000-1100 words) and

Letters to the Editor for publication in

the editorial page may be sent to the

email ID: editor@assamtribune.com.

Finding ourselves

Unethical action
Sir, – The news that a journalist

was removed from her job in an

Assamese news channel without

allowing her maternity leave is

pathetic. Not only journalists,

many women face such unethical

actions in their workplaces. There

should be an investigation into this

fracas. Is a woman journalist not

entitled to maternity leave?

Besides, is there no grievance cell

to solve such matters? It is not

only a matter of women’s rights,

it is also a matter of child

protection and child rights. Do the

electronic media organizations or

any such organizations for that

matter adhere to the rules for

appointment of women? All these

need to be checked for the

betterment of women workers in

private organizations. Yours etc.,

PRIYANKA CHAKRABARTY,

Nabin Nagar, RG Baruah Road,

Guwahati.
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GUWAHATI, May 27: The

Assam State Commission for

Protection of Child Rights

(ASCPCR) has requested

government departments and

agencies concerned as well as

NGOs, to create a safety net

for children, especially those

returning with their families

to Assam, so that they are not

subjected to abuse or other

forms of rights violation post

lockdown.

Expressing apprehension

about the possibility of chil-

dren falling prey to traffick-

ing, child labour, violence, child

marriage and other forms of

abuse once the lockdown gets

over, the ASCPCR has initi-

ated dialogue with the police,

civil administration, various

agencies and NGOs working

in the field of child rights to

strengthen the child protec-

tion mechanism in State.

“There are manifold issues

associated with children return-

ing to Assam. The foremost

requirement is to enrol them

in the nearest school, so that

they get proper formal educa-

tion in any arrangement of ed-

ucation system. The Commis-

sion plans to initiate a dialogue

with the Department of Edu-

cation on this,” ASCPCR

Chairperson Sunita Changka-

koti told The Assam Tribune.

“Post lockdown, a huge

chunk of child population may

end up being used as child la-

bourers, forced into child mar-

riage, and many may fall prey

to trafficking, violence or sex-

ual abuse. Apart from the ex-

isting response system such

as Childline (1098) and Wom-

en Helpline (181) to report

such cases for the protection

of the victims, the Commis-

sion requests every member

of society to come forward to

protect the children from fall-

ing prey to any form of abuse

and violence,” she added.

Also stressing the need to

look after the mental health

of children of all strata of soci-

ety during and post lockdown,

the ASCPCR said that chil-

dren becoming addictive to

mobile phones may also make

them vulnerable to inappro-

priate sexually explicit con-

tent, cyber bullying and cy-

ber crime. “It is thus impor-

tant for the teachers and par-

ents to have an insight on safe

usage of the internet platform

to ensure safety of the chil-

dren when they are using the

internet,” it noted.

The child rights panel fur-

ther opined that being confined

at home, the children may de-

velop various forms of mental

stress and issues. There may

also be cases of abuse and cru-

elty within the family system.

The Commission has also re-

quested all departments and

stakeholders concerned to en-

gage with children to create a

safety net for them. It further

said it would also engage with

existing networks such as the

panchayats, committees under

the Integrated Child Protec-

tion Scheme, volunteers’ net-

works, teachers’ associations,

NGOs to make information on

the child protection mecha-

nism reach the last child.

STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, May 27: Al-

leging mismanagement on

the part of the Assam govern-

ment in operating the quar-

antine centres, opposition

Congress today demanded

that the people who, arriving

from outside the State, do not

show any symptoms during

screening should be allowed

to go for home quarantine.

Addressing a video press

conference, Assam Pradesh

Congress Committee (APCC)

president Ripun Bora also

claimed that Health Minister

Himanta Biswa Sarma is al-

ready “overburdened” and

should be relieved of the Fi-

nance, Education and PWD

portfolios so as to let him con-

centrate on efforts to tackle the

COVID-19 pandemic.

“The State government is

doing everything in an un-

planned manner. I myself have

been to Sarusajai. The condi-

tion of the quarantine centres

is filthy. There is shortage of

water and toilet facilities and

the food provided is also not

up to the standard. It is not

possible to maintain social dis-

Mismanagement rife at quarantine
centres, alleges Cong

tancing in the centres. Even

healthy people will get ill in

those places. There have been

protests by inmates of quar-

antine centres at many places

in recent days,” said Bora.

He added, “We demand

that only those who show

symptoms during the screen-

ing should be sent for testing

and then to the quarantine

centres. Let the others, who

do not show any symptoms,

go for home quarantine as is

being done in Kerala.”

Bora said that surveillance

of people sent to home quar-

antine could be carried out

by use of technology and of

local healthcare workers, like

ASHA workers.

“Send those who do not

show any symptoms to home

quarantine and keep them un-

der surveillance,” said Bora.

The State Congress pres-

ident is himself under home

quarantine as he had recent-

ly come back from Delhi.

The Congress leader said

that Health Minister Sarma

should be allowed to focus

exclusively on the COVID-

19 front.

“Sarma himself has said

that he hasn’t got time to

sleep for the last 70 days. We

are concerned about his

health and wellbeing. We ap-

preciate his work. He has led

from the front. However, he

need not go to receive peo-

ple arriving from outside or

to see off people who have

been discharged from hospi-

tal. He also need not person-

ally give out data regarding

the number of people diag-

nosed with COVID-19 or dis-

charged from hospital. Let of-

ficers and spokespersons do

that... Sarma is now overbur-

dened as he has to handle so

many departments. So, we

request the Chief Minister to

reduce Sarma’s burden and

relieve him of the other port-

folios for the time being, so

that he can focus exclusively

on the health sector and on

the fight against the pandem-

ic,” said Bora.

Bora also alleged that Chief

Minister Sarbananda Sonow-

al has taken the back seat

during the pandemic.

“The Chief Minister

seems to have given up.

Why is the Chief Minister

scared? He should come for-

ward. There should be col-

lective leadership,” said the

Congress leader.

Meanwhile, the Congress

will hold a nationwide social

media campaign tomorrow

to put pressure on the Cen-

tral government to fulfil

three demands.

“Our first demand is that

Rs 7,500 each month should

be provided to each poor fam-

ily for a duration of six

months. As it will take some

time to arrange the entire

logistics, we demand that Rs

10,000 be released for each

such family immediately (as

first instalment).

“Secondly, the Centre

should take the initiative to

coordinate with all state gov-

ernments to facilitate trans-

portation of stranded people

across the country. All the

state governments should

provide money to bring back

their citizens.

“Thirdly, we demand that

at least 200 days of guaran-

teed employment per year

should be provided to the

poor under the MGNREGA

as against 100 days earlier,”

said Bora.

Govt, NF Rly
hailed for

helping pilgrims
GUWAHATI, May 27:

The Viswa Hindu Parishad,

Guwahati Mahanagar

Samity has hailed the

initiative of the government

and NF Railway in bringing

back 58 pilgrims from

Assam and Tripura who

were stranded at Radhakund,

Gobardhan in Mathura

district of Uttar Pradesh.

In a press release, the

VHP unit’s president Santi

Kumar Singha said the

pilgrims were taken to

Mathura Railway Station

where they were given

tickets upto Howrah

instead of Silchar and

Karimganj in Assam, and

Agartala in Tripura. The

pilgrims were then ferried

to Baharampur in West

Bengal by a special train.

Thereafter the pilgrims

from Assam were brought

to New Jalpaiguri Railway

Station and those from

Tripura were brought to

New Coochbehar Railway

Station by buses without

police escort, Sinha said.

However, due to the

initiative taken by former

Chief Secretary of Tripura

Banamali Sinha, NF

Railway authorities and

government officials at

New Jalpaiguri and New

Coochbehar, the pilgrims

from both the states could

travel to their respective

destinations by special

trains, the VHP leader said.

63,000 stranded
people reach

NE by 45
special trains
STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, May 27:

Shramik Special trains have

so far brought over 63,000

stranded people to the

north-eastern states from

other parts of the country.

“Forty-five Shramik

Special trains have arrived

in various north-eastern

states like Manipur,

Mizoram, Tripura and

Assam till yesterday with

more than 63,000 stranded

people. More than 20 such

Shramik Special trains will

be arriving in these states

in the coming days with

stranded people from other

parts of the country,” said

Subhanan Chanda, Chief

Public Relations Officer of

the Maligaon-headquar-

tered Northeast Frontier

Railway (NFR).

He said that 14 outbound

Shramik Special trains have

also left from this region

carrying people hailing from

other states who were

stranded in the North East.

GUWAHATI, May 27: The medical cyclo-

tron installed at the State Cancer Institute,

Gauhati Medical College, is now operational

following approval granted by the Atomic En-

ergy Regulatory Board, Govt of India, stated

a press release issued here today.

The cyclotron at the State Cancer Institute

is the only cyclotron in the Northeast, and

also the only one under a state government

in India.

The cyclotron is capable for producing ra-

diopharmaceuticals and one of the major pro-

ductions is 18 F fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG),

which is essential for carrying out PET scan

GUWAHATI, May 27: As

part of its ‘Webinar Speaker Se-

ries’, Royal Global University

(RGU) held a webinar titled

‘The best way to live life is with

an attitude of gratitude’ on May

26 in which more than 400 acad-

emicians, faculty, students and

staff from different universities

and schools across India partic-

ipated, said a press release is-

sued on Wednesday.

RGU Vice Chancellor Prof

SP Singh went down memory

lane recalling how during his

formative years, his father

would ensure core Indian hu-

man values which were in-

stilled in his kinsfolk for life.

Today, as a Vice Chancellor for

5000+ students and father to

his children, he deemed it fit to

have a webinar on ‘attitude of

gratitude’ wherein to discuss

lost human values, psychologi-

cal well-being and ways for-

ward in life post COVID-19. He

stressed how behavioural sci-

ence is a strong subject in char-

acter building and instilling an

MANASH PRATIM DUTTA

GUWAHATI, May 27: People are

now living in very difficult times and

trying desperately to make use of

health safety measures to the maxi-

mum possible so as not to get infected

with coronavirus. In such a situation,

officials concerned of the State gov-

ernment and of NGOs have been fac-

ing immense hardships in providing

shelter to destitute, mentally ill and

distressed people.

Explaining the situation, Monamoti

Barman, an official of city-based NGO

Global Organisation for Life Develop-

ment (GOLD), said, “Accommodating

rescued women is a real challenge for

With COVID-19 holding sway, managing mentally ill destitute persons a tricky job

LOCAL FORECAST:

Generally cloudy sky
with a few spells of rain/
t h u n d e r s h o w e r .
Maximum and minimum
temperatures are most
likely to be 29°C & 20°C
respectively on Thursday.

TEMPERATURE:

Max 29.8° C

Min 20.3° C

WEATHER

GUWAHATI

ASCPCR advocates safety net
for children post lockdown

us. Along with providing shelter at any

cost, we also have to ensure the health

safety of our existing inmates.”

Barman said that in every case it is

not possible for a shelter home to keep

an inmate under home quarantine. So

the chances of outbreak of the disease in

a shelter home are very high.

“For a shelter home located in a rent-

ed house, scarcity of space is always

an issue. Moreover, it is a very tough

job to find a house to use for the pur-

pose of shelter home. In such situa-

tions these issues become more criti-

cal. Still, we are trying to accommo-

date as many women and girls as pos-

sible,” she added.

Rupa Hazarika of Destination, an

NGO that provides welfare services to

mentally challenged persons, especial-

ly those who become homeless after

being abandoned, informed that in such

a medical emergency situation it is

very challenging to serve a mentally

challenged person as in most cases, it

is not possible to carry out the contact

tracing work.

“Accommodating a new person is re-

ally a risk factor for other inmates of a

shelter home. On the other hand, it is

not possible for us to quarantine a per-

son at our shelter home. We even don’t

have any medical expert to look after

such issues,” she said.

Hazarika alleged that in most cases

police and other officials are also clue-

less about how to address such issues,

which leads to a lot of misunderstand-

ing too.

“One-time medical test of a person

before bringing to a shelter home is not

sufficient in a situation of the present

type. The situation is more critical in

case of mentally retarded people, as in

most cases they cannot say much about

their health problems. Moreover, most

of the rescue cases reported during night

hours cause many problems,” Hazarika

stated.

To address the issue, Dr Anjana Gos-

wami of Ashadeep underscored the need

of a policy to quarantine rescued men-

tally ill people in the State.

“At present we have been pressurised

by different officials concerned to accom-

modate the rescued persons. But amid

the current medical emergency situa-

tion, health safety of existing inmates is

our main concern, because mentally ill

persons don’t know even how to wear a

mask properly,” Goswami said.

She cautioned that outbreak of the

coronavirus disease inside a shelter

home will cause great disaster. “We al-

ways want to provide shelter to the

needy ones. But this is a very challeng-

ing situation for us,” she added.

Nilakshi Sarma, an official of the 181

helpline centre here, commented, “In

the current medical emergency situa-

tion, many shelter homes refuse to ac-

commodate needy persons by citing

health issues. It is really a cause of seri-

ous concern for us. Especially, in case of

mentally challenged people the situation

is more critical. Moreover, in some cas-

es, there is scarcity of space in shelter

homes too.”

RGU holds webinar on attitude of gratitude
attitude of gratitude for poster-

ity. As an educationist, it be-

comes every teacher’s duty to

charter a student’s life along its

right course, he said. A child

holds a blank slate and what

parents/teachers write, be-

comes his destiny. It is impera-

tive that parents teach children

the history of India, thank the

farmers for the food people get

to eat and inculcate in them the

sense to respect all, he said.

Prof AK Buragohain, Chair-

person Academic RGU, delib-

erating on his many years of

service to education, pondered

on gratitude, a strong positive

emotion which is an active area

of study in positive psycholo-

gy. Philosophers since time

immemorial have propound-

ed that gratitude played a piv-

otal role in civilisation build-

ing. Though every human be-

ing has innate values, it takes a

pandemic to change and chal-

lenge every life and instill a

sense of gratitude, he added.

Prof Anuradha Devi, a math-

ematician with a scientific bent

of mind, quoted a research

study of 15 years which proved

that being grateful has a posi-

tive impact on the health and

mind, reduces high pressure

and cholesterol, improves

sleeping and keeps depression

at bay. “The day we start con-

versing in ‘we’ instead of ‘I’ is

the day of reckoning for grati-

tude,” she said.

Anita P Yammiyavar, a

staunch supporter of preserv-

ing Nature while construct-

ing buildings, stated how Ut-

tarakhand was an apt exam-

ple of man going against Na-

ture cutting down trees or

blocking water bodies and the

result is for all to see. She ad-

vocated gratitude to be shown

to Mother Nature or else

“we will perish”.

Dr Soumitra Sen spoke on

the fact that life does not pro-

vide guarantees and warrantees

but offers endless possibilities

to thank the frontline warriors

fighting a minuscule virus. The

new connotation of SMS is -

sanitize, mask and social dis-

tancing, she pointed out.

Dr Gitumoni Konwar spoke

on past pandemics like the

Spanish flu, black fever and the

great famine teaching valuable

lessons of kindness and grati-

tude to humankind. “This pan-

demic has taught us to retro-

spect on our lives and incul-

cate good habits through yoga,

healthy lifestyle and thereby

creating ‘happy hormones’ in

the body,” she said.

RGU Registrar Angira Mi-

mani said COVID is making

each individual introspect on

materialistic gains and delve in-

wards to re-evaluate one’s at-

titude towards life. A belief was

created that human beings

could ‘achieve it all’ but the pan-

demic punctured that myth, she

said. While the ‘haves’ eat in

luxury, the ‘have nots’ are still

struggling to get home, eat a

meal with family, she said.

The webinar was moderat-

ed by Ayushman Devraj.

Cyclotron at State Cancer
Institute now operational

procedure.

The FDG product is not only catering to

the need of the State Cancer Institute but

also is being supplied to three PET scan cen-

tres in the State.

Till now, FDG was being supplied mostly

by private centres from outside Assam, and

hence, its installation at the government in-

stitute is a major landmark in the field of nu-

clear medicine for the region.

The institute has plans to produce other

radiopharmaceuticals to expand the scope of

study of nuclear medicine at the cancer insti-

tute, the release added.

STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, May 27 :

Chief Minister Sarbananda

Sonowal today paid a visit to

Governor Jagdish Mukhi at

Raj Bhavan and discussed a

range of issues concerning

the State and its people.

Sonowal apprised the

Governor of the COVID-19

situation in Assam and the

government’s response to

deal with the situation, espe-

cially in view of the recent

surge of positive cases.

He told the Governor that

though the State is experienc-

ing a spike in COVID-19 cas-

es, the government is coping

CM apprises Mukhi of
steps against pandemic

with the problem well with

adequate quarantine and iso-

lated ward facilities. He also

said that an adequate number

of equipment, required to

provide medical assistance to

the affected people, is also

available with the State.

The conversation also

featured economic activities

amid lockdown to revamp

economic health of the State

hit by the coronavirus pan-

demic.

The Chief Minister also

drew the attention of the

Governor to the torrential

rains that have created a

flood-like situation submerg-

ing seven districts of Assam.

He apprised the Governor

that the Deputy Commission-

ers of the affected districts

were directed to be ready

with their disaster response

strategies to lend rescue and

relief to the affected people.

He also told the Gover-

nor that some of the reve-

nue villages have been sub-

merged in the wave of flood

as adequate arrangements

have been made to reach out

to them with institutional re-

sponse.

He apprised Prof Mukhi

of several welfare schemes

and their implementation

for the benefits of all sec-

tions of the people.

Chief Minister Sarbananda Sonowal calling on Governor Prof Jagdish Mukhi at Raj
Bhavan in Guwahati on Wednesday. – UB Photos

Fishermen trying to net fish in the rising water of the Brahmaputra, in Guwahati on
Wednesday. – Photo: Samarendra Sarma
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SHORT NOTICE INVITING TENDER
Sealed tender in F-2 Form affixing court fee stamp of Rs. 8.25 (Rupees eight and paise twenty five) only with a validty period

of 180 (one hundred and eighty) days are invited from the registered APWD (Building) contractors for the work as detailed in the

table below:

TABLE

Gr. Name of work Approx Bid Cost of Date of Date of Time & Date Period of Eligibility

No. value of Secruity Tender application issue of of receiving/ completion of

work document tender opening of Contrator

(In Rs.) paper tender

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I Repairing/Renovation 2% for Receiving 120 (one APWD

of Staff quarter (RCC general upto 14.00 hundred (Building)

Building-3 unit) at and 1% hours of twenty Class-I

Kamalpur BPHC in for 11.06.2020 and days) (A), I(B), I(C)

Kamrup (R), Assam for reserved opening at Class-II of

the Financial year category 14.30 hours Circle-II &

2019-20 of 11.06.2020 Class-III

II Construction of 2% for Receiving 90 Do

boundary wall of general upto 14.00 (ninety)

proposed (Twin Type) and 1% hours of days

Chowkider quarter of for 11.06.2020 and

P.L. Home, Boko reserved opening at

Bamunigaon. category 14.30 hours

of 11.06.2020

Detailed particualrs may be seen during office hours of any working days in the office of the undersigned. Contractors will have

to submit application for Tender paper along with attested copy of current Registration Certificate, PAN Card, GST Certificate

upto date Labour Licence and cost of tender paper as detaield above in the form of Bank Draft/Banker Cheque/IPO drawn in any

nationalized Bank in favour of Executive Engineer, PWD, Guwahati Building Division No. II, Dispur, Guwahati-6. Tender paper will

be issued to the contractors or to their authorized agents upto 4.00 P.M. in working day as mentieod above from the office of the

undersigned. Bid security in the form of FDR/TDR pledged in favour of the Executive Engineer, PWD, Guwahati Building Division

No. II, Dispur, Guwahati-6 is to be submitted along with the tender paper.

Sd/- Executive Engineer, P.W.D.

Janasanyog/C/927/20 Guwahati Bldg. Divisioin No. II, Dispur, Guwahati-6
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No. BNZ-7/2020-21/Stationery Quotation/13

QUOTATION
Sealed quotations are invited from the intending

registered Firms/Suppliers affixing non judicial stamp

of Rs. 8.25 (Rupees Eight and Twenty Five paise) only

for supply of Stationery Articles for the year 2020-21

and fixation of rates thereof.

The rates quoted against each items should be

written distinctly both in figure and words and inclusive

of all taxes. The sealed quotation can be dropped in the

tender box placed in the office of the Deputy

Commissioner, Bongaigaon from 26.05.2020 in office

hours and shall be received till 03.00 PM on 15.06.2020.

The sealed tender box will be opened in the same day

on 15.06.2020 at 04.00 PM in presence of Quotationer

or his/her representatives. Details of the items and terms

and conditions can be obtained from the office of the

Deputy Commissioner, Bongaigaon (Nazarat Branch)

in all working days upto 03.00 PM till 15.06.2020. Detail

of notice with terms and conditions may be seen at the

undersigned office.
Sd/- Deputy Commissioner

Janasanyog/C/898/20 Bongaigaon

Government of India

Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology (MeitY)

Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI)
4th Floor, Bangla Sahib Road, Behind Kali Mandir, Gole Market, New Delhi - 110001

Vacancy circular for filling up the post of Assistant Director General

(ADG) on deputation basis at UIDAI.

UIDAI, invites applications for filling up 14 posts (likely to vary) of Assistant Director
General(ADG), at UIDAI, Headquarters, New Delhi and Regional Offices at Delhi, Guwahati,
Lucknow, Mumbai, Hyderabad, Chandigarh and Bengaluru in the Pay Matrix Level-13 (Pay
Band Rs. 1,23,100 – 2,15,900) on deputation basis in UIDAI.
The application may be furnished in the prescribed proforma and forwarded to ADG (HR),
Unique Identification Authority of India, 4th Floor, Bangla Sahib Road, Behind Kali Mandir,
Gole Market, New Delhi – 110001. The last date for receipt of application complete in all
respects is 22.06.2020. Since this vacancy is to be filled up on deputation basis, private
candidates are not eligible.
Application received after the last date or otherwise found incomplete shall not be considered.
Further details may be obtained from the website www.uidai.gov.in.

Assistant Director General (HR)

Now Aadhaar Enrollment & Updation facilities can also be availed at Aadhar
Seva kendra (ASK). To locate one near you, visit UIDAI.GOV.IN or Call 1947.

davp 54103/11/0017/2021

NO.- TWRD/G/19/Pt-VII/2014/70

SHORT TENDER NOTICE
Sealed tender in prescribed forms (No tender in Cyclostyle

copy/Carbon copy/Xerox copy will be accepted) to be

eventually drawn up in P. W. D. “H”/ “F-2” (as the case may

be) affixing Non-refundable court fee stamps of

Rs.8.25(Rupees eight and paisa twenty five) only in various

groups are hereby invited from the current years valid and

up to date Registered Eligible Contractors under Water

Resources Department Assam and will be received in the

office of the undersigned up to 2.00 PM of Date 05/06/2020

and will be opened on the same day at 2.30 P.M. in presence

of the contractor or their authorized representative at that

time. 2% Earnest Money (1% in case of S.T./S.C./OBC/

MOBC) of each group amount should be deposited at the

time of submission of the tender by Call Deposit/ Fixed Deposit

(Nationalised bank) pledged in favour of the Executive

Engineer, Tezpur W.R. Division, Tezpur. If the date of receiving

tender falls on a holiday/ bandh etc. the tender will be received

in the next working day accordingly. The tenderer or their

authorized agents may remain present at the time of opening

of tender.

The detailed notice, plan, specification, terms and conditions

etc. may be seen in the office of the undersigned during office

hour’s up to 1.00 P.M. of 05/06/2020. The Detailed tender

papers for the group of work may be obtained during office

hours upto 1.00 P.M. of 05/06/2020 on payment of Rs. 100.00

(Rupees hundred) only for each tender paper in the shape of

crossed I.P.O. pledged to the Executive Engineer, Tezpur

Water Resources Division, Tezpur.

Sd/- Executive Engineer,

Tezpur W. R. Division,

Tezpur.Janasanyog/C/924/20

No. DMB/14th F.C/2020/367-371

PRESS NOTICE INVITATION FOR TENDER

Sealed tenders are invited in 2(two)separate covers (TechnicaI bid evaluation & Financial

bid) in the prescribed form for the works given below with a validity period of 120 days, affixing

court fee stamp of Rs. 8.25 only from Assam PWD registered Class-1st class & 2nd class

(Roads) contractors having Eligibility criteria as stated In bidding documents which will be

received by the office of the undersigned in the allotted sealed tender box up to 1 PM on 1st

June ‘2020 and will open the Technical Bid on 1st June ‘2020 at 2 PM in presence of intending

tenderers or their authorized agents and if the technical bid is accepted then the Financial bid

will be open in the next office working day at same place at 2 PM. Earnest money at the rate of

2% of the value of work (1% for ST,SC,OBC,Women, ) in the Form of Bank Draft/Call Deposit

in favour of the Chairman, Dhemaji Municipal Board will have to be deposited along with each

tender Paper(Technical Bid).

The detailed tender papers may be obtained from office of the Dhemaji Municipal Board by

the intending tenders on payment of Rs.3000.00 (Three Thousand)only in case/daft for each

tender which is not refundable ,during office hours from 20th May 2020 to 30th May 2020. No

tender will be issued after this date.

NB :- Rate should be quoted as per Schedule of Rate / below (maximum 5%) Rate quoted more

than 5% below will not be accepted and tender will be treated as cancelled.

Sl. Name of work Value of works Bid Security Cost of tender Time of

No. (in Rs) Paper (in Rs) comple-

tion

1 Construction of RCC covered drain Rs.49,10,000.00 2% of the value Rs. 3000.00 4 Months

from existing  culvert at NH-15, (Rupees Forty of work (1% for (Rupees Three

Opposite Dhemaji Circuit House to Nine Lakhs Ten ST, SC,OBC, Thousand) only

Existing RCC drainage portion of Thousand)only Women,

Pahukari Jan.  (Part -I)

2 Construction of RCC covered drain Rs.28,39,000.00 2% of the value Rs. 3000.00 4 Months

from existing culvert at NH-15, (Rupees Twenty of work (1%for (Rupees Three

Opposite Dhemaji Circuit House to Eight Lakhs ST, SC,OBC, Thousand) only

Existing RCC drainage portion of Thirty Nine Women,

Pahukari Jan. (Part-II) Thousand) only

Time of Completion: 4 Months from the date of issue of formal work order.

Place of work : Ward No. 04, District-Dhemaji (Assam)

The undersigned reserves the right to reject any or all tenders without any  reasons thereof.

Sd/- Addl. Deputy Commissioner, Dhemaji

Cum Executive Officer,

Dhemaji Municipal Board, Dhemaji.Janasanyog/CF/460/20

CDN/NIT/SOPD/2019-20/755

PRESS NOTICE INVITING TENDER

Executive Engineer, PWRD, Chabua, Duliajan and Naharkatia Territorial Road Division, Duliajan

on behalf of Governor of Assam invites Bids from approved and eligible contractor registered with
Assam PWD (Roads) for the works SOPD (G) and SOPD (FDR) in 14 (fourteen) Nos. for the year
2019-20 in Dibrugarh District of Assam amounting to Rs.5,45,07,000.00 (Rupees five crore forty five
lakh seven thousand) only (Approx) as detailed in the table. Details may be seen at the office of the
undersigned from 29.05.2020 during office hours.

The work will be allotted subject to final approval from the competent authority. In the event of
non-approval of schemes, the bids may be cancelled and no claim whatsoever on this shall be
entertained.

Sl.No. Name of LAC Number of Works Total Cost (Rs. in Lakh)

1 Chabua LAC 6 2,36,94,000.00

2 Duliajan LAC 5 2,02,13,000.00

3 Naharkatia LAC 3 1,06,00,000.00

Total Cost= Rs.5,45,07,000.00 Lakhs

(Rupees five crore forty five lakhs seven thousand) only

Sd/- Executive Engineer, PWRD
Chabua, Duliajan and Naharkatia

Territorial Road Division, Duliajan.Janasanyog/CF/467/20

SHORT NOTICE INVITING TENDER

No. ATDC/CS/597/2020/

Sealed tender in plain paper affixing Court Fee

Stamp of Rs. 8.25 paisa (Rupees eight and paisa twenty

five) (Non-refundable) are invited for “Supply and

Installation of Floating (Pontoon) Jetty, Supply of Solar

powered Boat, Supply of Fibre Glass Paddle Boat at

Sivasagar, Assam” from reputed manufacturer / dealer

/ authorized agencies and will be received in the office

of the undersigned upto 2.00 P.M. on 10.06.2020. The

tender’ will be opened by the undersigned on the same

date, place at 2.30 P.M. The tenderer or their authorized

agent may remain present at the time of opening of

tender.

Tender / Bidding documents, terms and conditions

in details can be downloaded from the ATDC website

www.awesomeassam.org and also in the office of the

undersigned during office hours from 29.05.2020 to

10.06.2020.

The undersigned reserves the right to cancel this

notice without assigning any reason thereof.

Sd/- Managing Director,

Assam Tourism Dev. Corpn. Ltd.

 ASSAM TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

CORPORATION LIMITED
ASOM PARYATAN BHAWAN (4th FLOOR)

A.K.AZAD ROAD, PALTANBAZAR,

GUWAHATI -781008

PHONE NO. (0361) 2633654, FAX: (0361) 2738620

An ISO 9001:2008 Certified Organization

(Quality Management System)

Janasanyog/CF/469/20

NEW DELHI, May 27: Top Indian

Army commanders on Wednesday began

deliberations on key security challenges

facing India, including the tense standoff

between Indian and Chinese troops in

several areas of eastern Ladakh.

The three-day conference is being pre-

sided over by Chief of Army Staff Gen

MM Naravane.

The commanders are also expected to

delve into the overall situation in Jammu

and Kashmir. However, the main focus

will be on the situation in eastern Ladakh

where Indian and Chinese troops are

locked in an eyeball-to-eyeball face-off in

sensitive areas like Pangong Tso, Galwan

Valley, Demchok and Daulat Beg Oldie,

government sources said.

“All aspects of India’s security challeng-

es, including along borders with Pakistan

and China, will be discussed at length by

the commanders,” said a senior military

official on condition of anonymity.

Both India and China have significantly

increased their presence in all sensitive

Top Army commanders begin deliberations
on security challenges facing India

areas in the region, in an indication that

neither side is ready to back off.

The situation in eastern Ladakh deteri-

orated after around 250 Chinese and Indi-

an soldiers were engaged in a violent face-

off on the evening of May 5 which spilled

over to the next day before the two sides

agreed to “disengage” following a meet-

ing at the level of local commanders.

Over 100 Indian and Chinese soldiers

were injured in the violence. The incident

in Pangong Tso was followed by a similar

incident in north Sikkim on May 9.

The commanders’ conference was orig-

inally scheduled to be held from April 13-

18, but it was postponed due to the coro-

navirus pandemic.

The second phase of the conference

will take place in the last week of June.

On the face-off in eastern Ladakh, India

last week said that it has always taken a

very responsible approach towards bor-

der management but the Chinese mili-

tary was hindering normal patrolling by

its troops.

It is learnt that both India and China are

looking at a solution to the issue through talks.

On May 5, the Indian and the Chinese

army personnel clashed with iron rods,

sticks, and even resorted to stone-pelt-

ing in the Pangong Tso lake area in which

soldiers on both sides sustained injuries.

In a separate incident, nearly 150 Indian

and Chinese military personnel were en-

gaged in a face-off near Naku La Pass in the

Sikkim sector on May 9. At least 10 sol-

diers from both sides sustained injuries.

The Indian and Chinese troops were

engaged in a 73-day standoff in Doklam

tri-junction in 2017 which even triggered

fears of a war between the two nuclear-

armed neighbours.

The India-China border dispute cov-

ers the 3,488-km-long LAC. China claims

Arunachal Pradesh as part of southern

Tibet while India contests it.

Both sides have been asserting that

pending the final resolution of the bound-

ary issue, it is necessary to maintain peace

and tranquility in the border areas. – PTI

Delimitation ...
(Contd from page 1)

From Arunachal Pradesh Kiren Rijiju and Tapir Gao have

been nominated as associated members, while Tokheho Yep-

thomi and Dr Larho S Plaze (Nagaland) and Dr Ranjan Singh

Rajkumar (Manipur) are the other ones.

Earlier this month, the Delimitation Commission wrote to

the Speakers of the Lok Sabha and Assemblies of the four

northeastern states to name the associate members to the

panel and the Assam Assembly Speaker Hitendra Nath Gos-

wami nominated five MLAs – Ramendra Narayan Kalita,

Kamalakhya Dey Purkayastha, Hafiz Bashir Ahmed, Mrinal

Kumar Saikia and Rabiram Narzary.

The move by the commission has set in motion the process

for redrawing parliamentary and assembly constituencies of

Assam, Manipur, Arunachal Pradesh, and Nagaland.

Forest ...
(Contd from page 1)

This being the case, the forest authorities need to answer

why this critical provision was violated in according mining

permission to Coal India. Another question is why despite the

fact that all coal mining leases elapsed in 2003, coal mining was

allowed for long 17 years during 2003-2019 by the govern-

ment agencies concerned in Assam turning a blind eye to the

illegalities.

According to conservationists, it is perplexing why the For-

est Advisory Committee or Standing Committee of National

Board of Wildlife (NBWL), which has the ultimate legal power

to give permission, even considered such a mining proposal

knowing fully well that these mining agencies and forest offi-

cials did not take due process under the Forest Conservation

Act, 1980 for renewing their lease licence for 17 years since

2003.

Dr Bibhab Kumar Talukdar, a member of SBWL that has

been under fire for “clearing” the mining project which also

later got the NBWL approval, told The Assam Tribune that

the new members of SBWL at its 11th meeting had insisted

that the proposed site should be outside the 10-km radius of

the eco-sensitive zone “but the members were given wrong

information by the forest department as is evident from the

meeting minutes”.

“This was minuted in the 9th meeting of SBWL that the

Chief Wildlife Warden of Assam, who is Member Secretary of

SBWL, shall finally confirm by sending a senior officer to the

site and only if the proposed coal mining site in Saleki PRF is

found to be beyond the 10-km radius from Dehing Patkai WLS,

then shall the Chief Wildlife Warden forward the proposal to

the Standing Committee of NBWL for further consideration,

as existing Wildlife (Protection) Act 1972 permits the NBWL

Standing Committee to give final official nod on ‘Yes’ or ‘No’,”

he said.

Pointing out that the issue had been a continuous one which

perhaps started from the 7th meeting of SBWL and that al-

ready major discussions and decisions were taken at the earli-

er meetings, Dr Talukdar said that since the expert committee

constituted in an earlier meeting had already recommended

the proposal, there was no detailed deliberations done in the

9th meeting of SBWL.

“The members of the newly-constituted SBWL were not

fully aware that the proposal was in fact looking for post facto

permission,” he added.

Dr Talukdar said that giving post facto permission regularis-

ing such illegal mining from 2003-2019 was, in fact, a case of

abetment for which all officials involved in those nefarious ac-

tivities should be booked under the existing law to send a

strong signal that corruption would not be tolerated.

The Assam government had forwarded the proposal (vide

letter No. FRS. 108/2012/320 dated 02.04.2013) seeking prior

approval of the Central government under Section 2 of the

Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980 and it was considered by the

Forest Advisory Committee (FAC) in its meeting held on June

10 and 11, 2013 and the FAC observed that “no forest clear-

ance was granted to the mining lease in 2003 or later period

but the mining operation has been going on since 2003 in viola-

tion of the Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980.”

11 dists ...
(Contd from page 1)

Issuing instructions to Deputy Commissioners of all dis-

tricts to keep soap and water for hand washing, masks for

inmates while properly sanitizing the flood relief camps, Sonowal

directed district administrations to ensure that no irregulari-

ties take place while distributing relief materials.

He also issued directions for releasing of ex-gratia within 48-

hours by district administration for those losing life in floods.

He also instructed the DCs to regularly review the relief dis-

tribution system so that accountability can be fixed if any irreg-

ularity takes place. He also stressed on the need to keep an

information board in all relief camps showing details of how

much relief materials have been received by the individual

inmates.

During the meeting the Chief Minister was apprised that an

amount of Rs 386 crore has been released by Central Govern-

ment as the first instalment this year to the State Disaster

Relief Fund (SDRF) and the Chief Minister emphasized proper

utilization of the fund for providing succour to those affected by

flood in the State.

(Contd from page 1)

The petition, filed by two

Assam residents, has claimed

that present delimitation ex-

ercise is sought to be con-

ducted on the basis of Cen-

sus 2001 despite the fact that

Census 2011 has already

been conducted. It alleged

that the order of February 28,

2020 is liable to be quashed

as it is violative of constitu-

tional provisions related to

equality before law and the

right to life and freedom of

speech and expression.

It said that the process of

delimitation was earlier de-

ferred in the State in light of

the aggravated law and order

situation in Assam.

The plea said that due to

opposition over the Citizenship

(Amendment) Act and appre-

hensions related to publication

of the National Register of Cit-

izens (NRC) in Assam, the sit-

uation had so aggravated that

the entire State was declared

as a “disturbed area” for a pe-

riod of six months with effect

from August 28, 2019.

The plea said “the very

purpose of conducting delim-

itation is to ascertain an equal

number of division of the

electorates in the various as-

sembly and parliamentary

constituencies and the same

has been historically based on

the population figures as ob-

tained from the most recent

census.” It said that one of

the reasons for earlier defer-

ring of the delimitation proc-

ess in Assam was the prepa-

ration of NRC.

“While the results of NRC

had been published by the

State Coordinator, NRC,

Assam on August 31, 2019,

the process with regard to

more than 19 lakh persons,

excluded therefrom, is un-

der way,” it said, adding that

it would be more practical

to defer the present delimi-

tation process until the final-

isation of NRC as well as

2021 census. – PTI

SC notices ...

(Contd from page 1)
Barring one case, all other

patients who tested positive
for the novel coronavirus since
yesterday were from quaran-
tine centres, the Health Min-
ister claimed.

“One person in Karimganj
was not in quarantine. He had
a Meghalaya travel history. He
was found to have fever dur-
ing community surveillance
and his test results came pos-
itive,” the minister said.

Meanwhile, a microbiology
lab is being set up at the Insti-
tute of Advanced Study in Sci-
ence and Technology (IASST),
Boragaon in Guwahati. It is an
annexe of Guwahati Medical
College and it is expected to
increase the sample testing for

COVID-19 ...
COVID-19 to a large extent.
The lab will start functioning
soon, the minister said.

Besides, a lab is also coming
up at CSIR – North East Insti-
tute of Science and Technolo-
gy (formerly RRL) in Jorhat.
An additional lab is also com-
ing up at the GMCH and an-
other at Diphu. “When these
labs are ready, we will be able
to do around 5,000 tests eve-
ry day,” Sarma said.

Meanwhile, 25 patients have
been discharged in Assam to-
day after being tested nega-
tive for COVID-19 twice.
Among them, 22 are from
MMCH, two from SMCH and
one from JMCH.

(With inputs from Jorabat
Correspondent)

Cured ...
(Contd from page 1)

“Sometimes it also happens
that traces of the virus remain
and towards the fag end there
is a tussle between the anti-
body and the virus, leading to
contradictory test results at
the later stages. ICMR will
study the case,” Sarma added.

Meanwhile, one Aminul Is-
lam of Dalgaon, who had re-
turned from Mumbai and was
advised home quarantine after
a day’s stay at Sarusajai quar-
antine facility, has tested posi-
tive for the virus.

Aminul was in home quar-

antine since May 23 last after
a night’s stay in Sarusajai Quar-
antine centre in Guwahati. He
was reportedly allowed to
leave Sarusajai with the advice
for home quarantine after col-
lection of swab sample.

He has been admitted to
Mangaldai Civil Hospital,
while eight other persons, in-
cluding his family members
have been kept in isolation. An
area of around four hundred
metre radius surrounding the
Aminul’s residence has been
declared as containment zone
by the administration.

Blowout ...
(Contd from page 1)

“As a consequence the on-

going operations had to be im-

mediately suspended and the

well started releasing natural

gas in an uncontrolled manner.

All efforts have been made to

mobilize men and equipment

at the site so that the well can

be brought under control. Fur-

ther, the Crisis Management

Team from ONGCL, Nazira

has been mobilized to assist

OIL’s efforts to control the well

at the earliest.”

He informed that the blow-

out happened while workover

operations were going on to

produce gas from a new sand

strata (oil & gas bearing res-

ervoir) at a depth of 3729 me-

tres. Earlier the well was pro-

ducing around one lakh Stand-

ard Cubic Metre per day

(SCMD) of gas from a depth

of 3870 metres.

Safety arrangements are

made to bring the well under

control as per plan includes

adequate water spraying and

taking all adequate safety meas-

ures, install BOP (Blow out

Preventer) apparatus.

Experts from OIL have

reached the site to supervise

safety and wellhead safety pro-

cedures, and effort to control

the gas leak from the well.

Trump ...
(Contd from page 1)

“Any suggestion that Indian

troops had undertaken activi-

ty across the LAC in the West-

ern sector or the Sikkim sec-

tor is not accurate. Indian

troops are fully familiar with

the alignment of the Line of

Actual Control in the India-

China border areas and abide

by it scrupulously,” MEA

Spokesperson Anurag Srivas-

tava said at an online media

briefing last week. – PTI
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Forecast for North Eastern

States : Rain / thundershower

is very likely to occur at most

places over Arunachal

Pradesh, Assam, Meghalaya,

Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram

& Tripura.

Warning : Thunderstorm with

lightning is very likely to occur

at isolated places over

Arunachal Pradesh.

Thunderstorm with lightning

with gusty wind speed up to

(30-40 kmph) is very likely to

occur at isolated places over

Assam and Meghalaya and

thunderstorm with lightning

with gusty wind speed upto(40-

50 kmph) is very likely to

occur at isolated places over

Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram

& Tripura. Heavy to very

heavy rain is very likely to

occur at isolated places over

Assam, Nagaland, Manipur

and Mizoram. Heavy to very

heavy with isolated extremely

heavy rainfall is very likely to

occur at isolated places over

Meghalaya and Tripura. Heavy

rain is very likely to occur at

isolated places over Arunachal

Pradesh.

Temperatures :

 Max (°C)  Min (°C)

Dibrugarh 24.4 18.6

Tezpur 26.0 21.4

Silchar 26.2 20.9

Dhubri 26.0 22.1

Jorhat 23.4 20.5

N Lakhimpur 24.9 19.6

Shillong 22.2 –

Cherrapunjee 19.6 13.4

Aizawl 25.3 19.3

Kohima 25.0 14.4

Pasighat 25.7 19.5

Itanagar 26.5 19.4

Imphal 22.5 17.4

Agartala 27.0 20.8

WEATHER

NORTHEAST

Arunachal Govt seeks AAU help
GI registration for three State agricultural produce

CORRESPONDENT

ITANAGAR, May 27: The

Arunachal Pradesh Govern-

ment has sought help from the

Assam Agricultural Universi-

ty (AAU), Jorhat, to obtain

Geographical Indication (GI)

registration for Khamti Lahi

rice, Tawang maize and Adi

ginger (Kekir) as well as ex-

pertise on agro-technology

practices, processing, packag-

ing and marketing of high-val-

ue agricultural produce.

The State Government

and the AAU  agreed to sign

a memorandum of under-

standing (MoU) in this regard

soon after Deputy Chief Min-

ister Chowna Mein and AAU

Vice Chancellor Prof Ashok

Bhattacharya held a “mean-

ingful and fruitful” video con-

ference on Wednesday.

Mein said that Khamti rice

is known for its unique taste,

aroma, size, shape, colour and

cooking method. He sought

technical support and cooper-

ation from the AAU for its

processing, packaging and

marketing, and also for its GI

registration for generating

employment and income for

the people of the State. He also

sought the help of the AAU

for GI registration of Tawang

maize and Adi ginger (Kekir)

along with Khamti Lahi rice,

which has been pending for the

last many years.

Sharing the problems faced

by farmers in the State with

regard to processing, packag-

ing and marketing of local pro-

duce, Mein sought ideas and

suggestions on market oppor-

tunities and accessibility from

the premier institute.

The Deputy Chief Minis-

ter further said that the

North East region has vast

fertile agro-climatic zones

like subtropical, temperate

and alpine zones, which are

suitable for cultivation of va-

rieties of agricultural and

horticultural crops.

With so much potential,

the region can be trans-

formed into a food bowl of

the country with proper in-

puts of good quality seeds and

planting materials, scientific

methods of cultivation, suit-

able agro-technology practic-

es and post-harvest technol-

ogy, which an institute like the

AAU  can formulate and ini-

tiate, Mein stated.

The AAU VC has agreed

in principle to extend all co-

operation and help to the

Arunachal Pradesh Govern-

ment in getting GI registra-

tion for Khamti Lahi rice, Ta-

wang maize and Adi ginger

(Kekir) and other technical

support.

Tripura records spurt in COVID-19
cases, 23 more test positive

CORRESPONDENT

AGARTALA, May 27: At

least 23 people tested posi-

tive for COVID-19 in Tripura

last night, taking the total

number of positive cases in

the State to 232 till date. The

active cases now stand at 65

as 165 patients have already

been discharged from hospi-

tals after recovery. Two pa-

tients have migrated.

Out of the total patients

confirmed on Tuesday night,

18 had come from Mumbai

and the remaining five had

been contacts of the Mumbai

returnees, official sources

said. As many as 48 positive

cases have been found among

those who had returned from

Mumbai on May 21.

Meanwhile, Chief Minister

Biplab Kumar Deb today

asked all panchayat secretar-

ies and village councils to set

up at least one institutional

quarantine centre each in their

respective areas.

“Authorities concerned will

maintain proper hygiene in

these centres. If required, any

quarantined person will be

shifted to hospital immediate-

ly. I believe these centres will

play an important role to con-

tain the transmission of COV-

ID-19,” Deb said through a

teleconference.

Soon after confirmation of

the new cases, the district

surveillance teams swung into

action and took the new pa-

tients to the COVID Care

Centre at the Shaheed Bhagat

Singh Youth Hostel here.

Alarmed at the spike in

COVID-19 cases across the

State, the Government is

now mulling to conduct tests

on all persons returning to

the State from COVID-19

hotspots like Mumbai, Delhi

and West Bengal.

“The special train had fer-

ried 1,154 persons who were

stranded in Mumbai and 899

samples have already been

collected for COVID-19

tests. Swabs from the remain-

ing  255 Mumbai returnees

have already been collected,”

said a senior official today.

The Government has decid-

ed to conduct COVID-19 tests

on all 105 persons who are

scheduled to return to the State

from Bangladesh tomorrow.

A total of 23,376 samples

have been collected so far,

while results are available for

22,049. As many as 10,355

persons have been placed un-

der quarantine – 330 under

facility quarantine – till date.

On the Central team’s re-

port on the COVID-19 out-

break at Jawaharnagar in Dha-

lai district, the official said that

Additonal Chief Secretary SK

Rakesh has already submitted

a report to the Chief Minis-

ter on Tuesday. “The findings

are now with the Chief Min-

ister,” he added.

Meanwhile, the Director of

the MBB Airport here, VK

Seth, has informed the State

Government that the issue of

resuming flight services has

been taken at the highest lev-

el. The flight services could

not resume at the MBB Air-

port on May 25 due to the West

Bengal Government’s deci-

sion to keep flight operations

suspended till May 31 in the

aftermath of the devastation

caused by Cyclone Amphan.

Total cases reach 44 in Manipur
CORRESPONDENT

IMPHAL, May 27: Ma-

nipur has registered a total

of 44 COVID-19 cases so far

with the confirmation of five

new positive cases, Health

officials said today. The active

positive cases in the State

stand at 40. Earlier, four pa-

tients were discharged from

hospitals after recovery.

Dr Kh Sasheekumar Man-

gang, Additional Deputy Di-

rector and spokesperson of

the Manipur Health Depart-

ment, in a press release, stat-

ed that a total of 603 samples

were tested today. As many

as 403 were tested at the

Regional Institute of Medi-

cal Sciences, while 200 at the

Jawaharlal Nehru Institute of

Medical Sciences.

As on Wednesday, 6,834

persons have been tested for

COVID-19, according to a

press release. Altogether

10,293 inmates have been

staying at community quar-

antine centres, while 3,746

are under institutional quar-

antine.

Meanwhile, a special train

carrying 1,660 people from

Bengaluru arrived last night,

while another special train

with 1,233 people from Del-

hi reached the Jiribam Rail-

way Station today. Later, the

passengers were transport-

ed to quarantine centres af-

ter necessary medical proce-

dures.

Around 507 people who

were stranded outside due to

the nationwide lockdown, ar-

rived in two flights at the Bir

Tikendrajit International Air-

port here today, sources said.

They were also sent to quar-

antine centres.

Lockdown violators de-

tained: Manipur Police has

detained 545 persons and

seized 452 vehicles for vio-

lating lockdown norms in the

State, a senior officer said.

They were fined a sum of

Rs 58,480 on Wednesday, a

press note issued by Addi-

tional Director General of

Police (Law and Order) L

Kailun said.

Nagaland records nine cases
CORRESPONDENT

DIMAPUR, May 27: With

the detection of five more

positive cases today, the

number of active COVID-19

patients in Nagaland has

climbed to nine.

Health and Family Welfare

Minister S Pangnyu Phom

shared the information

through his official Twitter

handle.

“Five more returnees

from Chennai tested COV-

ID19 +ve this morning; 4

from Dimapur and 1 from

Kohima. With this, we have

9 active cases in Nagaland,”

Phom tweeted.

They are undergoing med-

ical treatment at COVID-19

hospitals in Dimapur and Ko-

hima, he added.

All the nine positive per-

sons are among 1,463 peo-

ple who had returned to the

State from Chennai by a

Shramik Special train on May

22. Altogether 3,982 strand-

ed people have returned to

the State from various parts

of the country till May 26.

Principal Secretary

(Home) Abhijit Sinha said the

State Government is arrang-

ing various modes of trans-

port to bring back the dis-

tressed stranded people from

various States by June 1.

He said special trains are

being arranged from Goa,

Andhra Pradesh and Rajas-

than and special buses from

West Bengal, Uttarakhand,

Punjab, Daman and Diu and

Lucknow.

Sinha added that 370 peo-

ple left for Nagaland from

Jaipur in a special train on

Tuesday. They are expected

to reach Lumding in Assam

on Thursday morning. The

State Government will fer-

ry them from Lumding to Di-

mapur by bus.

Ravi reviews prepared-

ness: Nagaland Governor

RN Ravi reviewed the pre-

paredness of the State Gov-

ernment in tackling the COV-

ID-19 situation in a meeting

held on Wednesday in the

backdrop of detection of fresh

cases in the State.

Senior officials, including

Chief Secretary Temjen Toy

and Additional Chief Secre-

tary Sentiyanger Imchen,

were present in the meet-

ing.

Ravi stressed the need for

rigorous tracing of all those

who came in contact with the

COVID-19 patients and quar-

antining them either at home

or institutions depending on

their symptoms.

“Contact tracing and their

management are the most

crucial preventive protocol

against spread of COVID-

19,” Ravi said.

Underscoring the need for

more bio-safety laboratories

in the State, the Governor

insisted on improving the

conditions of all district hos-

pitals, which have been made

COVID-19 hospitals.

Ravi lauded the frontline

warriors for their dedication

and selfless service to the

people. He asked the senior

officials of the State to be in

touch with them and be re-

sponsive to their legitimate

needs and apprehensions.

The Nagaland Governor

also urged the people of the

State not to panic and stig-

matise the COVID-19 pa-

tients and be compassionate

towards them.

5 more cases in Meghalaya
STAFF CORRESPONDENT

SHILLONG, May 27: Five

more persons tested positive

for COVID-19 in Meghalaya

today, taking the total number

of active cases to seven.

Chief Minister Conrad

Sangma said five persons who

returned from Delhi-Harya-

na have tested positive.

“They are at the Corona Care

Centre, Shillong, and are

asymptomatic,” Sangma said.

The State Government re-

iterated that those returning to

the State from different parts

of the country would have to

strictly follow the guidelines

laid down by the Government.

They have to register on the

‘Corona Web App’ and under-

go temperature screening,

rapid test and reverse transcrip-

tion polymerase chain reaction

test if they have returned from

“high-risk areas outside the

State.”

The State Government has

set up various screening points

across the entry points. Dis-

tricts have also been empow-

ered to handle entrants.  Those

arriving in the State, are trans-

ported to quarantine facilities

and kept there till their test

results arrive.

Those testing negative are

allowed to go home, but have

to remain in quarantine for 14

days and maintain a diary which

they have to strictly follow and

update on a daily basis.

Quarantined homes are vis-

ited by district surveillance

units to keep tabs on the health

of the people. Moreover, the

Government has asked the

people living under quarantine

to contact the district helpline

number or 108 if they develop

COVID-19 symptoms.

Meanwhile, the Megha-

laya High Court today gave

a directive that those under

quarantine must be made

aware (by the State Gov-

ernment through the pub-

lic address system and the

media) to adhere to “pro-

tocols as prescribed” by the

Government.

“With regards to any viola-

tion of the said protocol, it is

felt necessary that the said

persons be also made aware

of the consequences and the

repercussions under law,” the

High Court said.

Mizoram
battles fresh

fall armyworm
invasion

CORRESPONDENT

AIZAWL, May 27: Mizo-

ram is witnessing a resur-

gence of the infestation by fall

armyworm (FAW), a dread-

ed pest which devastated

large tracts of maize cultiva-

tion in the State last year.

At a time when farmers

in rural areas expanded their

fields in anticipation of a pos-

sible food crisis due to the

coronavirus pandemic,

maize farmers in east Mizo-

ram’s Champhai district

have reported fresh fall ar-

myworm attacks.

At Sazep village in Cham-

phai district, most families

have cultivated maize this

year as an alternative to rice

and they are now anxious

due to the pest attack.  Farm-

ers said that maize plants

grown from seeds distribut-

ed by the State Agriculture

Department were the worst

affected.

Project Director of Agri-

culture Technology Manage-

ment Agency C Lalhriatpuia

said the pests which ap-

peared in the State this year

were hatched from eggs laid

last year.

Earlier in March, agricul-

ture officials had confirmed

FAW outbreak at Dialdawk

area in Mamit district in

western Mizoram. They

said that pesticides, insecti-

cides, sprayers and pherom-

one traps were distributed

among maize cultivators to

control the infestation.

Meanwhile, State Agricul-

ture Director Rohmingth-

anga Colney said that FAW

infestation was also reported

at Chhungte village in Cham-

phai district bordering My-

anmar in early April.

A scene of a damaged house at Zuangtui locality of Aizawl following a storm that lashed Mizoram on Wednesday. A
woman, Khualzingi (84), and two teenagers, Lallawmpui (19) and Lalnunthara (18), suffered injuries in the incident. All
of them are, however, stated to be out of danger. – Photo: Zodin Sanga

SKM Govt
completes
one year in

office
A CORRESPONDENT

GANGTOK, May 27: The

Sikkim Krantikari Morcha

(SKM) Government led by

Chief Minister Prem Singh

Tamang completed one year

in office today. To mark the

occasion, a function was or-

ganised at the Samman Bha-

wan here, which was attend-

ed by the Chief Minister, his

Cabinet colleagues and other

dignitaries. The celebration

was, however, subdued due

to the COVID-19 outbreak.

The Chief Minister

thanked the people of Sikkim

for giving the mandate for

“change and new possibili-

ties”. In a Facebook post he

wrote: “The responsibility

entrusted on us has encour-

aged and inspired us to pro-

vide our people with the best

they deserve with transpar-

ency being the hallmark.

Tamang also thanked the

Governor, Chief Secretary,

DGP, heads of line depart-

ments, and all other govern-

ment employees for their con-

tribution towards smooth func-

tioning of the government

even during the pandemic.

“Our government is peo-

ple and youth-centric and I

like to inform everyone that

our doors are always open for

Sikkim and its people. The

journey has been challenging

as well as satisfying with some

systematic changes and fine-

tuning. We have been able to

serve the people with utmost

sincerity and dedication and

will continue to nurture the

seed of overall develop-

ment,” Tamang added.

“We were very successful

in keeping the coronavirus at

bay for the longest period, but

unfortunately it managed to

sneak in. I like to remind and

reassure our people that they

need not panic. We are well

equipped and ready to tackle

the situation and appeal to

everyone to stay calm and be

empathetic towards each oth-

er,” he said.

He specifically mentioned

the frontline warriors for their

efforts in keeping Sikkim safe.

The Chief Minister urged

everyone to follow the safety

protocols and cooperate with

the frontline warriors.

“Our government will leave

no stone unturned for the safe-

ty and well-being of Sikkim and

its people. I assure you that to-

gether we can emerge victori-

ous and set an example for the

world,” he said.
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NEWS IN BRIEF

UDALGURI, May 27: A hog deer weighing about six
kilograms was rescued by Mithu Sarkar and Ankit
Tanti of Green Valley Wild Life Protection Society, an
NGO of Orongajuli Tea Estate area yesterday at about
3 pm and later it was handed over to the Udalguri
Forest department in a healthy condition. They also
appealed to the people to save flora and fauna in their
vicinity. – ANN Service

One dies in mishap
DHEMAJI, May 27: One Nitu Chetia (40), son of Bubul

Chetia of Siripani Ahom Gaon under Silapathar Police
Station died in a road accident at Jonaki Nagar in
Silapathar yesterday.  According to sources, the tractor ,
which was being driven by Nitu fell into a ditch and  he
died on the spot. – ANN Service

One tests COVID-19 positive
UDALGURI, May 27:  One Mohan Chetry (23) of

Majuli village under Udalguri police station has tested
COVID-19 positive. According to Health department
sources here, Chetry came from Chennai and was put
under Sapkati quarantine centre in Udalguri since May
22. A doctor of the centre informed that Chetry has
been kept as per guidelines set by the Union Health
Ministry. –Correspondent

Awareness on COVID-19
DHEMAJI, May 27: Panic prevails at Siripani and

its surrounding areas of Dhemaji following detection
of a COVID-19 positive case. An awareness campaign
was organised yesterday in this connection at
Siripani Milanjyoti Sangha Bhavan premises in the
presence of a large number of villagers maintaining
social distancing. The awareness campaign conduct-
ed by the local gaonburha Samrat Deori and initiated
by local ASHA worker Nijora Deori was addressed by
several noted persons of the locality, including Tolan
Deori, Dhananjay Deori and Mangal Deori and
Prasanta Deori. – ANN Service

Quarantine management
NILAMBAZAR, May 27: As per the government

directive, a quarantine management committee has
been formed by the district  administration in
Karimganj. The district administration has formed
the committee by nominating local MLA Vijay
Malakar as the president of the Ratabari constituen-
cy. – ANN Service

New treasurer nominated
RAHA, May 27: Prem Narayan Nath, a retired bank

official and a noted poet has been nominated as a
treasurer of the Asam Sahitya Sabha for the year
2020-2022 by the executive body of the largest
literary organisation of the State. Nath, a resident
of Rajagaon, Raha has a number of books to his credit.
– ANN Service

Green drive at Barpeta
 BARPETA, May 27:  Subham, an NGO based at

Barpeta has undertaken a unique initiative to make

Barpeta town green through afforestation. The novel

initiative was launched yesterday with active support

from Aranyak and the Social Forestry Division of

Barpeta. The organisation will distribute 1,000 saplings

among the selected households of the old town. –

Correspondent

CORRESPONDENT

NORTH LAKHIMPUR, May 27:

The overall flood situation in Lakhim-

pur district worsened today follow-

ing release of excess water by the

North East Electrical Power Corpo-

ration (NEEPCO) from its Ranganadi

Hydro Electric plant (RHEP) at Yaza-

li. Arunachal Pradesh and its neigh-

bouring areas have been experienc-

ing heavy downpour for the last six

days, as a result of which most of the

rivers flowing across the district have

submerged new areas.

According to the District Emergen-

cy Operations Centre (DEOC) at

North Lakhimpur, the NEEPCO has

been releasing water since May 22

causing severe floods in the district.

Meanwhile, all the major rivers in

Lakhimpur district, including the

Brahmaputra have been rising in the

last 24 hours due to heavy rainfall.

So far, eight revenue villages have

been affected by the current wave of

flood in the district.

Embankment breached at Pata-

charkuchi: The Kaldia river flowing

across the area has breached an em-

Flood situation worsens in Lakhimpur

bankment in Bargandubi and Tihu

Dekhata, affecting around 100 fami-

lies under Bajali Revenue circle. In-

cessant rains from the last couple of

days have thrown the life out of gear

here. In the town, most of the roads

were inundated by rain water. In some

places, knee-deep water has disrupt-

ed the surface communication. Mean-

while, overflowing water of Kaldia

river has posed a threat to an em-

bankment at Akaya, ANN Service

reports from Patacharkuchi.

Flash-flood hits parts of Rangi-

ya: Following continuous downpour for

the past several days, many parts of

Rangiya are now in the grip of floods.

Rain water has submerged the Mura-

ra-SDO (civil) road stretch, NT Road,

station area, Rangiya-Bhutan road

stretch near Santipur area causing se-

vere hardship for the common man.

Drains and other civic outlets have been

filled with rain water forcing the people

to remain indoors. Lack of proper drain-

age system and growing population in

the main town have aggravated the

problem. Meanwhile, water level of

Borolia river is also rising gradually, our

Rangiya correspondent reports.

Subansiri river flooding Adarsha village in Lakhimpur district, on Wednesday. – UB Photos

Hog deer rescued in Udalguri

STAFF CORRESPONDENT

SILCHAR, May 27: In a

major development, com-

mercial flight services at the

Silchar airport located at

Kumbirgram eventually re-

sumed on Tuesday.

Sources  from the Airport

Authority of India at Silchar

informed that after a lay-off

for around 62 days since the

clamping of nationwide lock-

down to combat the spread

of  COVID-19, SpiceJet

Boeing 728 from New Del-

hi via Guwahati touched

down Silchar at 1:56 pm with

44 passengers including four

children under 10 years of

age. The pilots, cabin attend-

ants and  flight staff had worn

full protective gears as per

instructions, the AAI sourc-

es added.

STAFF CORRESPONDENT

JORHAT, May 27: CAA Bi-

rodhi Oikya Mancha (Jorhat)

members on Tuesday staged

a protest in front of the Jorhat

Deputy Commissioner’s office

against the decision of the Cen-

tral Government to hand over

seven oilfields of ONGC in

Upper Assam to private com-

panies, allow coal mining at

Dehing Patkai Wildlife Sanc-

tuary and State Government’s

decision of extending working

hours of workers to 12 hours.

The protesters held a

large banner stating their op-

position to three Govern-

ment decisions and staged

the demonstration by main-

taining social distancing and

other safety norms of the

COVID-19 pandemic rules.

225 surveillance
teams  functional

in Biswanath
CORRESPONDENT

BISWANATH CHARIALI,

May 27: People who were

stranded in other States follow-

ing the nationwide lockdown to

break the coronavirus trans-

mission chain, have gradually

started to return to Biswanath

district. As per government di-

rectives, the Biswanath district

administration has made ar-

rangements for quarantine af-

ter examining the health status

of such returnees.

More than a dozen quar-

antine centres have already

been set up in different parts

of the district and all the re-

turnees have been kept in the

quarantine centres.

So far, swab tests have

been conducted on 657 peo-

ple in the district and 476

among them have tested neg-

ative for COVID-19. The first

COVID-19 positive case in

the district was a 60-year-old

man named Tok Gayari, who

returned from West Bengal

in a vehicle. On the other

hand, as per government di-

rective, the district discharge

board has given at least 7 days

compulsory institutional quar-

antine to every returnee.  It

is learnt that 26 such persons

have already been discharged

from the centre till date.

It may be mentioned that

at present 225 surveillance

teams have been actively

working in different parts of

the district.  The surveillance

teams comprise of ANMs,

ASHA supervisors, ASHA

workers, MPW, Anganwadi

workers etc., who have been

extending a helping hand by

conducting house to house

monitoring at the field level.

A quarantine committee

has already been formed in

Biswanath, Behali and

Gohpur LACs.

OBITUARY

Durgeswari
Devi

GUWAHATI, May 27:

Durgeswari

Devi, wife of

social work-

er late Deba-

jit Sarma, a

resident of

Kalaigaon Habibanga area of

the Udalguri district, passed

away on May 25 at her resi-

dence. She was 80.

She leaves behind four

sons, a daughter and a host of

relatives.

Zehiruddin
Ahmed

OUR BUREAU

DIBRUGARH, May 27:

Retired sub

registrar of

the Assam

G o v e r n -

ment, Ze-

h i r u d d i n

Ahmed died on May 26. He

was 72.

After retiring from gov-

ernment service, he became

a practising lawyer here.

He leaves behind his wife

and two sons.

Commercial flight services
resume at Silchar airport

Also, 45 passengers includ-

ing a couple of minors de-

parted from Silchar on the

same day, sources said.

Meanwhile, officials of the

Cachar district administration

informed that the passengers

who landed at the airport

were screened by the medi-

cal team at the airport. Out of

28 passengers who belong to

Cachar district, 12 passengers

including four children under

10 years along with their par-

ents and one Army person-

nel have been sent on home

quarantine while 16 passen-

gers  were taken to NIT Sil-

char wherein their swab sam-

ples will be collected and they

will be accomodated in the

quarantine centre till their

results are available, sources

said. Other passengers includ-

ing 13 from Karimganj and

three from Hailakandi were

sent to their respective des-

tinations.

Earlier, the Cachar Deputy

Commissioner Keerthi Jalli,

visited the airport to take stock

of the preparations to receive

the passengers and screening

arrangments. During her visit

along with ADC Sumit Satta-

wan, Jalli held discussions with

Airport Director PK Gorai and

other officials regarding the ar-

rangments. She expressed her

satisfaction and hoped that the

cooperative efforts shall help to

smooth running of the activi-

ties at the airport.

A CORRESPONDENT

NAGAON, May 27: The

Salna Forest Range, which

falls under Nagaon Forest di-

vision, has collected revenue

to the tune of Rs 1.85 crore

for the fiscal year 2019-20.

This is said to be the highest

revenue collection by a range

in the district, according to a

highly-placed source. The

range collected revenue of

Rs 86, 96,307 during the pe-

riod of January, February and

March in the current year.

Speaking to this correspond-

ent, the Range officer, Nepal

Chandra Mandal attributed the

success to the untiring efforts

of the forest personnel, who

have been rendering their serv-

ice despite challenges in the

wake of ongoing lockdown due

to the COVID-19. “Our per-

sonnel have to remain alert

round-the-clock as they have to

encounter wild jumbos and si-

multaneously against the smug-

gling of forest materials like

timber, stone and sand with lim-

ited manpower. In spite of that,

the forest staff have been dis-

charging their duties with full

commitment and dedication,

Mandal claimed.

Sharing more details in

this regard, the senior forest

official claimed that within a

short span of time, especial-

ly in January, February and

March, the staff of the range

were able to seize seven

trucks loaded with valuable

timber and also busted more

than eight illegal saw mills

scattered in various areas.

Similarly, during the period

of those months, the range

collected forest revenue of

around Rs 90 lakh. In this

context, he asserted that the

range has taken a slew of in-

itiatives to check timber

smuggling in and around the

area. “With a skeletal staff,

we have been able to contrib-

ute a huge chunk of revenue

to the government excheq-

uer,” he claimed.

Salna Forest Range collects
Rs 1.85 cr-revenue

CAA Birodhi Oikya Mancha
stages protest

They said that all the three

decisions of the Central and

State Governments were

against the interest of the

State and people.

The protestors demanded

withdrawal of all the three de-

cisions at the earliest by the

Governments and later sub-

mitted a memoranda in this

regard to the Union Minister

for Environment, Forests and

Climate Change and Assam

Chief Minister, through the

Jorhat Additional Deputy

Commissioner Tapan Gohain.

Niranjan Mahanta, the

president of CAA Birodhi

Oikya Mancha (Jorhat), said

that all the three decisions of

the Government were “very

much against the interest of

the people of Assam”.

Mahanta pointed out the

decision to hand over oil-

fields to private companies

would have an adverse im-

pact on the employment op-

portunity available for the

youths of the State.

Our dangor peha Debendra

Nath Bhattacharyya’s demise

on May 18 cast a pall of unspeak-

able grief on our larger family.

Born in a middle class fam-

ily at Tinsukia and brought up

in a simple environment, af-

ter completing his education,

he joined as a college teacher,

a profession close to his heart

in Tinsukia College. In course

of time he became the Vice

Principal of the college. Dur-

ing his service career, he was

an active member of the All

Assam College Teachers' As-

sociation. Possessing many

qualities of head and heart, he

was a man of strict principles

and punctuality. An ardent ad-

vocate of green and clean en-

vironment, Peha through

‘Eden’ a socio-environmental

organisation worked relent-

lessly in support of the global

concern for ever increasing

pollution of the environment

and global warming.

Today on the day of his ad-

yashraddha, I pray to the Al-

mighty to grant eternal

peace to his departed soul.

– Argha Goswami

Debendra Nath Bhattacharyya

Pulindas Kakati was the

eldest son of Late Santiram

Das and Brajabala Kakati.

Born in 1930 in Rehabari, he

was one of eight children and

we fondly called him Dada.

Initially educated from

Cotton Collegiate School, he

later did his Intermediate

Science from Cotton College

and BA from St Anthony’s

College, Shillong.

In 1951 as an active NCC

cadet from Cotton College,

he led the Assam contingent

at the Republic Day Parade at

New Delhi where he was

awarded a certificate by the

President of India.

He started his career at

RBI Guwahati for a brief

period before joining the

Indian Territorial Army and

SSB. During his active

career, three important wars

took place in the eastern

region. While in Territorial

Army he was a Major. He

found a very supportive and

caring wife in Bharoti,

daughter of Late Girish

Chandra Baruah. He is

survived by his wife, three

daughters, three sons-in-law

and five grandchildren.

Being the eldest son

Dada’s leadership skills

were evident right from his

childhood. He organised the

local football club in

Rehabari which had a good

standing in the city in those

days. Besides being a

sportsman, he was also

active in local cultural

activities. In the year 1942,

when he was in class VI,

WW-II forced the family to

move to our maternal

uncle’s house in North

Guwahati where he

continued his interests in

drama and recitations at the

North Guwahati Theatre

Hall. He had a fine taste for

food and living and enjoyed

cooking up his own recipes.

Dada was a passionate

gardener and was often

seen tending to his beautiful

lawn. He was also a

voracious reader and loved

his collection of books

especially, those on Winston

Churchill.

May his soul rest in

eternal peace.

 – Devdas Kakati

Pulindas Kakati: a tribute

CORRESPONDENT

HAILAKANDI, May 27:

The SK Roy Civil Hospital

of Hailakandi will be con-

verted into a COVID-19

hospital exclusively. Deputy

Commissioner of Hailakan-

di, Megh Nidhi Dahal on

Tuesday said the administra-

tion has decided to trans-

form the civil hospital to a

COVID-19 hospital follow-

ing the arrival of people in

hordes to the district by

train. Dahal said that it would

be a 50-bedded hospital with

provisions of another 20 beds

to treat COVID-19 infected

persons.

The Deputy Commission-

er said the move has been

necessitated as Silchar

Medical College and Hos-

pital (SMC&H) is over-

stretched as more infected

persons are being admitted

and swab samples of the

entire Barak Valley, Ma-

nipur and others are tested

there. However, the DC

made it clear that the OPD

and other wards would con-

tinue to function normally.

As chances of COVID-19

cases could not be ruled out,

as more than 24,000 strand-

ed people of the district have

applied for under the Assam

CARES, Dahal said the ad-

ministration has sent a batch

of doctors and nurses to the

SMC&H for undergoing

training as to how to nurse

an infected COVID-19 per-

son, Dahal added.

SK Roy hospital to
deal with COVID

patients only

GUWAHATI, May 27:

Employees, engineers and

pensioners of the Assam State

Electricity Board under the

aegis of the Coordination

Committee of Electricity

Employees, Engineers &

Pensioners (ASEB) has decid-

ed to give full support to the

national protest day to be ob-

served on June 1 next, in pro-

test against the move of the

Government of India to bring

in The Electricity (Amend-

ment) Bill, 2020, a press re-

lease stated.

The decision to support the

move of the national coordina-

tion body (NCCOEEE) for the

protest day was taken on May

24 through video conferenc-

ing in which around 100 mem-

bers of all the constituents of

the coordination committee

across the State participated.

Prasanta N Chowdhury, con-

venor of the national commit-

tee, Shailendra Dubey, chair-

man, All India Power Engi-

neers’ Federation and Abhi-

manyu Dhankar, secretary

general, All India Federation

of Power Engineers also took

part in the video conference.

The protest programme will

be organised by wearing black

badges and holding protest

programmes maintaining so-

cial distancing, at all work plac-

es, establishments, generating

stations and submitting of

memorandums to the Prime

Minister, Union Power Min-

ister, the State Chief Minister

and the respective heads of the

APDCL, AEGCL and APG-

CL. The committee has ap-

pealed  to all sections of peo-

ple to come forward to defeat

the anti-power policy, the re-

lease by Dipak Kr Saha, Utpal

Gohain and Bhaskar Jyoti Das,

working president of the State

body said.

ASEB body’s support
to national protest day

A passenger coming out of the Silchar airport after commercial
services resumed on Tuesday. – Photo: Arindam Gupta
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No. NRHM/KM/CORRESS/2020-21/3487

ADVERTISEMENT
WALK-IN INTERVIEW for MEDICAL OFFICER (MBBS),

Staff Nurse for COVID-19 Duties

Walk-in-interview will be held on 31st May from 11 A. M onwards at Conference Hall, AMSA

House, Panbazar,Near MMC Hospital, Guwahati-1 for engagement on temporary basis for

COVID-19 Duties.

SI. Name of the Requisite Qualification & Experience Remuneration

Position per month

1 Medical â MBBS Degree from a recognized Rs. 50,000/-

Officer Medical College and Registered with

(MBBS) Assam Medical Council/ Medical

Council of India

â Age: Up to 60 years as on 1st April

2020

2 Staff Nurse â B.Sc. Nursing/GNM Course passed,from Rs. 18,000/-

any nursing school/institution recognized

by Indian Nursing Council and registered

with “Assam Nurses’ Midwives’ and

Health Visitors’ Council”.

â Age: up to 43 years as on 1st April 2020

The candidates shall bring all original testimonials for verification along with a set of self-

attested photocopies of the testimonials to appear the walk-in-interview. No TA/DA will be paid

for attending the interview.

Sd/- Joint Director cum Member Secretary

Janasanyog/DF/248/20 DHS, Kamrup Metropolitan District

NOTICE
Application in prescribed form affixing non-refundable court fee stamp

of Rs. 8.25 (Rupees eight and paise twenty five) only are hereby invited

from the Contractors/ Firm for renewal/ up-gradation of their registration

under Class-II category for the year 2020-21 and will be received in the

office of the undersigned on all working days upto 12.06.2020 from 10.00

AM to 4.00 PM through concerned Executive Engineer (PHE) for renewal

& up-gradation.

The registration will be made as per guidelines which is available in the

office of the undersigned as well as the Divisional Offices.

The prescribed form may be obtained from concerned Divisional Offices

by paying requisite amount as per guidelines (Rs. 300/- for General and

Rs.150/- for SC/ST/OBC/MOBC in the form of IPO pledged to the concerned

Executive Engineer (PHE).

The application must be accompanied with the following documents in

variably in absence of which the application will not be considered for

renewal.

DOCUMENTS TO BE SUBMITTED

1) PAN card.

2) Up-to-date I/T Clearance Certificate or return.

3) Up-to-date GST clearance Certificate.

4) Renewal copy of Labour license.

5) Last year registration copy etc.

6) One passport size photograph.

7) Performance report from concerned Executive Engineer (PHE)

8) Bank Solvency Certificate.

The undersigned reserved the right to reject any application without

assigning any reason thereof

Sd/- Superintending Engineer (PHE)

Janasanyog/D/799/20 Nagaon Circle, Nagaon

No. FAAMCH/LBCTEND/1589/2020/994

NOTICE INVITING TENDER
Sealed quotation affixing non-refundable Court fee stamp of

Rs.8.25 (Rupees eight and twenty five paisa) only are invited

from reputed Govt. Registered Supplier/Firms for the supply

of Liveries/Bedding & Clothing items which are required for F.

A. A. Medical College & Hospital, Barpeta.

The Tender documents containing detailed information/terms

and conditions for the purpose can either be obtained from

the Office of Medical, Superintendent, from 28.05.2020 to

15.06.2020 between 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. with non-refundable

payment of Rs. 1000/- or may be downloaded from the website

http://faamcassam.co.in  Those who download the tender

documents from the website should enclose the DD / bankers

cheque of Rs. 1000/- (Rupees one thousand only) (non-

refundable) in favour of Superintendent, FAAMCH. The tender

documents are non transferable.

The last date and time of submission of tender is 16th June,

2020 up to 1.00 p.m. and the tender will be opened on the

same day at 1.30 p.m. in presence of the intending suppliers

or their authorized representatives. The tenders are to be

submitted to the office of the Superintendent, F.A.A. Medical

College Hospital, Barpeta on all the working days during

office hours.

Sd/- Superintendent

F.A.A. Medical College Hospital

Barpeta, Assam.Janasanyog/C/920/20

THE GAUHATI HIGH COURT AT GUWAHATI
(THE HIGH COURT OF ASSAM, NAGALAND, MIZORAM

AND ARUNACHAL PRADESH)

NOTIFICATION NO. 29

The last date for submission of sealed quotation for

providing Comprehensive Pest Control Services in the

New and Old Blocks, Chief Justices’ Residence,

Bungalow Nos. 2, 7, & 8 and Judges’ Guest House of

the Gauhati High Court (Principal Seat) at Guwahati,

vide this Registry’s Notice Inviting Tender bearing no.

HC.III-04/2020/537-540/G dated 4th March, 2020,

published through the official website of Gauhati High

Court at www.ghconline.gov.in, is hereby extended upto

04:00 P.M. on 30.05.2020.

By order,

Sd/- REGISTER (ADMN.)Janasanyog/C/916/20

Chief Minister Sarbananda Sonowal during a review meeting with officials of power companies APDCL, APGCL and
AEGCL at Bijuli Bhawan in Guwahati on Wednesday. – UB Photos

Govt notifies donations by
companies as CSR expenditure

PM-CARES Fund
NEW DELHI, May 27:

Two months after it made the

announcement, the Ministry

of Corporate Affairs has final-

ly notified that donations

made by companies to the

Prime Ministers Citizens As-

sistance and Relief in Emer-

gency Situations Fund (PM-

CARES Fund) will be consid-

ered as expenditure on cor-

porate social responsibility.

The ministry late on May

26 notified that it has amend-

ed Schedule VII of the Com-

panies Act, 2013 by includ-

ing contributions to PM-

CARES Fund as valid CSR

activity along with the earli-

er insertion of Prime Minis-

ter’s National Relief Fund.

However, to the relief of

corporate contributors, the

notification had clarified that

changes will be deemed to

have come into force on

March 28, 2020 to allow for

all the corporate contribu-

tions to PM-CARES Fund

made in last two months to

qualify as CSR spend.

Finance Minister Nirmala

Sitharaman had tweeted on

March 29 that CSR funds can

now donate to PM-CARES

Fund. A Ministry of Corpo-

rate Affairs circular issued

then had also said the same

suggesting that the fund has

been set up to provide relief

to those affected by any kind

of emergency or distress sit-

uation. But, a formal notifica-

tion of the proposal never

came in March.

Sources said delay in noti-

fying the circular was prima-

rily over the issue of wheth-

er such changes would re-

quire an amendment to

Companies Act or can be

done through amending the

rules. Legal opinion gave a

nod to the notification.

Corporate spending for var-

ious activities related to COV-

ID-19 including promotion of

healthcare, preventive health-

care, sanitation, disaster man-

agement would qualify for

treatment as CSR, as per a pre-

vious circular by the ministry.

The corporate social re-

sponsibility rules make it

mandatory for large Indian

firms to set aside at least 2

per cent of their average net

profit for socially responsible

expenditures. The norms are

applicable to firms with at

least Rs 5-crore net profit or

Rs 1,000-crore turnover or

Rs 500-crore net worth. The

list of activities included un-

der CSR is decided by the

government.

Companies have of late an-

nounced donations to the PM-

CARES Fund along with sev-

eral other initiatives to com-

bat the coronavirus pandemic.

The total corporate social

responsibility (CSR) spend-

ing by the top 500 companies

in the country since the ap-

plicability of mandatory CSR

in 2014 is likely to cross Rs

60,000 crore by the end of

the month as per industry

reports. – IANS

Sonowal reviews Power dept activities
STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, May 27: Chief

Minister Sarbananda Sonowal today

directed the Power department to

take necessary measures to prevent

incidence of electrocution in flood-

affected areas of the State. He also

asked the department to assess the

condition of all transformers, electric

poles and transmission lines, and

repair the damaged ones at the

earliest to stop the possibility of any

untoward incident.

Reviewing the activities of the

department at a meeting with the

officials of APDCL, AEGCL and

APGCL at Bijulee Bhawan here,

the Chief Minister further empha-

sised the need for expeditious

completion of electricity connec-

tions to all remaining villages in the

RFRI to conduct
NDF study on

agarwood species
AJIT PATOWARY

I
t’s good news for the State’s

traditional agarwood plant

ers and traders. The Jorhat

Deovan-based Rain Forest Re-

search Institute (RFRI) of the

Indian Council of Forestry Re-

search and Education has said

it will conduct a non-detriment

findings (NDF) study on the

agarwood species of the State.

The move, which is expect-

ed to result in lifting of the ban

on export of plantation-grown

agarwood and its products by

the indigenous planters and

traders, is initiated at the in-

stance of the Union Ministry

of Environment, Forest and

Climate Change (MoEFCC).

The indigenous agarwood

planters and traders, under the

banner of the All Assam Agar-

wood Planters and Traders’

Association (AAAPTA), have

been demanding lifting of this

ban since long.

Trade in agarwood products

will help the State earn around

Rs 35,000 crore annually, as-

serted AAAPTA president

Jehirul Islam.

The RFRI said in a letter to

the AAAPTA (No GCR/2019/

2-248/NDF-Agar/126, Dated

14.5.2020) that it has been

directed by the MoEFCC to

undertake an NDF study “in

order to examine the possi-

bility of trade (in agarwood)

and if so, the extent to which

it can be allowed.”

Seeking “all possible assist-

ance” from the members of

the association, in view of the

lockdown-induced restrictions

on movement, etc., RFRI Di-

rector RSC Jayaraj said in the

letter that the study requires

information on the species’ dis-

tribution, population status, re-

generation status, population

trends, growing stock, threats,

utilisation and trade, actual or

potential trade impact, popu-

lation monitoring, manage-

ment and control measures.

The information is “urgently

required for deciding on the

advice to be given” to the

MoEFCC, which is the RFRI’s

management authority. The

MoEFCC has sought the re-

port within three months.

Agarwood (Aquilaria ma-

laccensis) is a species includ-

ed in Appendix II of the Con-

vention of International Trade

in Endangered Species of

Wild Fauna and Flora. For the

purpose of trade in the parts

or products of this species,

an export permit shall be

granted only when a scientif-

ic authority of the ‘State of

export’ (India) advises that

such export will not be det-

rimental to the survival of this

species.

SBI simplifies
EMI deferment

process via
SMSes

MUMBAI, May 27: SBI

today said it has simplified the

equated monthly instalment

(EMI) deferment process for

eligible borrowers who want

to avail moratorium on term

loan repayments.

It has reached out to all its

eligible loan customers to

obtain their consent to stop

their standing instructions

(SIs)/National Automated

Clearing House (NACH)

mandate for the EMIs falling

due in June, July and August

2020, the State Bank of India

(SBI) said in a statement.

“For this, we have simpli-

fied the process of stopping

the EMIs by initiating an

SMS communication to near-

ly 85 lakh eligible borrowers

asking about their consent to

stop EMIs,” the country’s

largest lender said.

The borrowers have to

reply with a ‘Yes’ to a desig-

nated virtual mobile number

(VMN) mentioned in the

SMS within five days of re-

ceiving the message, if they

wish to defer the EMIs.

Last week, the Reserve

Bank of India (RBI) allowed

banks and other lending in-

stitutions to extend the mor-

atorium on term loans till

August 31, 2020.

In March, RBI had an-

nounced a three-month mor-

atorium on payment of all

term loans falling due between

March 1, 2020 and May 31,

2020 to help borrowers cope

with the economic fallout of

the COVID-19 crisis.

SBI Chairman Rajnish Ku-

mar had last week said that

close to 20 per cent of the

bank’s borrowers have

availed the moratorium on

term loans. – PTI

GR Chintala
takes over as

NABARD chief
NEW DELHI, May 27:

GR Chintala has taken charge

as the Chairman of National

Bank for Agriculture and

Rural Development (NAB-

ARD), the apex agri-finance

institution said today.

Chintala replaces HK

Bhanwala, who headed the

organisation for more than

six years.

Prior to this posting, Chin-

tala was Managing Director

of NABARD Financial Serv-

ices (NABFINS), a subsidi-

ary of NABARD headquar-

tered in Bengaluru, it said in

a statement.

Chintala has handled sev-

eral consultancy assignments

including a significant one on

roadmap for amalgamation of

regional rural banks (RRBs)

in 2006 that led the way for

the consolidation of 196

RRBs, it said.

His rich and varied expe-

rience is expected to further

deepen NABARD’s engage-

ment with agriculture and

rural development issues,

particularly in the wake of the

situation arising due to the

recent outbreak of the COV-

ID-19 pandemic, it added.

Earlier this month, PVS

Suryakumar and Shaji KV

took over charge as Deputy

Managing Directors (DMD)

of NABARD. – PTI

MSMEs set new
Guinness record

Online business lesson
NEW DELHI, May 27:

Nearly 4 lakh entrepreneurs

from MSME sector attend-

ed a training session for re-

building businesses post

COVID-19 to create a Guin-

ness World Record of the larg-

est online business lesson,

which was viewed for over

98 lakh minutes.

Overall, the online lesson

streamed on the Bada Busi-

ness App on April 24, which

garnered over over 7.49 lakh

total logins and was watched

by 3.78 lakh unique partici-

pants with an average concur-

rency of 50,131 during the

four-hour session. It was

viewed for a total of 98,54,293

minutes. The session was also

attended by a number of par-

ticipants from other countries.

The attempt created a new

world record for the largest

online business lesson, involv-

ing 18,693 unique viewers for

30 minutes. The previous

record was held by a Russian

gathering of 12,091 people in

2014, while a similar event

earlier was attended by 8,000

participants in the US.

Founder and CEO of Bada

Business Vivek Bindra said the

organisation has also reached

out to the Bihar government

and is in discussion to begin a

pilot programme in the State

for training of migrant labour-

ers, which can eventually be

expanded to several districts.

In a video press conference,

he said Bada Business has

forged tie-ups with universi-

ties as it estimates 10 lakh stu-

dents to enrol in a two-year

training course next year.

“We are thrilled to have

created a world record for the

largest online business lesson

and we congratulate India’s

highly resilient MSME com-

munity for this achievement.

At atime when the business-

es are reeling under the eco-

nomic impact of COVID-19,

our session was attended by

such a large number of entre-

preneurs looking for profes-

sional guidance and help in

adapting their businesses dur-

ing the crisis,” Bindra said.

Bada Business offers small-

and medium-scale enterpris-

es knowledge into business

strategies to help them scale

up and grow. – PTI

Maruti partners
ICICI Bank for
retail financing

schemes
Vehicle purchase

NEW DELHI, May 27:

The country’s largest car-

maker Maruti Suzuki India

(MSI) today said it has joined

hands with ICICI Bank to of-

fer retail financing schemes

to its customers.

As part of the tie-up, ICICI

Bank is offering flexi EMI

scheme which enables custom-

ers to pay low EMI initially, in

order to help them overcome

the liquidity stress due to the

COVID-19 pandemic, the auto

major said in a statement.

The EMI amount starts

from Rs 899 on a loan of Rs 1

lakh for first three months.

The bank is also offering sim-

ilar other EMI plans for MSI

customers.

With Maruti Suzuki’s over

3,000 outlets and ICICI

Bank’s extensive network of

over 5,380 branches across

India, the offer will definitely

benefit the customers of all

profiles who are willing to

buy a car, it said.

“While fighting the pre-

vailing COVID-19 crisis, we

also need to help customers

with attractive auto retail fi-

nancial solutions,” MSI Ex-

ecutive Director (M&S)

Shashank Srivastava said.

Low down payment, low

EMI products will definitely

help aspiring customers to

have their own personal mo-

bility solution, he added. – PTI

Merc models
MUMBAI, May 27:

German luxury car-maker
Mercedes-Benz today
expanded its performance
vehicle portfolio in India
with the launch of AMG
C63 Coupe and AMG
GTR Coupe, priced at Rs
1.33 crore and Rs 2.48
crore (ex-showroom
India, except Kerala),
respectively. – PTI

NTPC foray
NEW DELHI, May 27:

State-owned power giant
NTPC has decided to
foray in electricity
distribution business by
evincing interest to buy 51
per stake in Anil Dhirubhai
Ambani Group’s (ADAG)
two utilities in Delhi. The
ADAG has two discoms
namely BSES Rajdhani
Power Ltd and BSES
Yamuna Power Ltd. – PTI

Dabur Q4 net dips
NEW DELHI, May 27:

Home-grown FMCG
major Dabur India Ltd
today reported a 24.19
per cent decline in
consolidated net profit at
Rs 281.60 crore for the
fourth quarter ended
March due to severe
disruptions caused by
COVID-19 pandemic and
the subsequent
lockdown. – PTI

Zoomcar operations
MUMBAI, May 27: Self-

drive car rental platform
Zoomcar on Tuesday
said it has resumed
operations in as many as
35 cities  such as
Bangalore, Mangalore,
Hyderabad, Chennai,
Coimbatore, Kochi,
Guwahati, Siliguri, and
Bhubaneswar, among
others, following easing the
restrictions for lockdown
4.0, it said. – PTI

CAPSULE

State. He also directed the officials

to issue a public notice urging

people of the villages which do not

have electricity connection yet to

contact the department for install-

ing necessary transmission lines.

The Chief Minister also asked

the department to hold a meeting

with the Industry and Commerce

department to ensure adequate

supply of electricity for the

proposed industries in the State.

Further, stating the government’s

commitment to boost the agricul-

ture sector and ensuring remuner-

ative prices for farmers, Sonowal

asked the officials to provide

uninterrupted power supply to the

cold storages to house agricultural

produce.

Moreover, underlining the need

for generating awareness among

consumers to make regular

payment of electricity bills, the

Chief Minister directed the

officials to adopt a more profes-

sional approach. He also lauded

the role of Power department

officials for their dedicated

service to the public amid the

COVID-19 pandemic.

The Power department officials

informed the Chief Minister that

during the last four years, 47,000

bamboo and wooden electricity

poles were replaced with concrete

ones. Besides, a customer relations

department, including a call centre

(complaint), MyBijulee app,

customer care, e-mail, WhatsApp

services, have been opened, the

officials said, adding that the

department presently has 56 lakh

consumers.
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LEISURE & LIFESTYLE

07:45 Pratham Xongbad

14:00 Biyolir Headline

16:00 Abelir Khabar

16:30 Superfast Prime Time100

17:00 City18

18:00 Prime Time18

19:00 Dintur Shironam

20:00 Porjyobekhyon

21:30 Aparadh Nama

22:00 North East Scan

22:30 Noixo Xironam

08:30 Devotional Music

08:45 Swachh Bharat Batori

08.50 Batori

15:00 Vigyan Prasar

15:30 Classical Music

16:00 Abelir Batori

16:05 Akholor Juti

16:30 Chiphung

17:00 Nimishote Batori

17:02 DD Kisan TV Serial in Hindi

17:30 Krishi Darshan

18:00 Dharabahik

18:30 Batori

18:45 NE News

12:00 Bandbudh Aur Budbak
15:00 Roll No. 21
15:30 Oggy And The Cock-

roaches
19:00 Roll No. 21
19:30 Bandbudh Aur Budbak

21:00 Oggy And The Cock...

23:30 The Tom & Jerry Show

11:00 Chhota Bheem aur

Krishna II -Pataliputra

12:30 Super Bheem

13:00 Chhota Bheem
16:30 Grizzy And The

Lemmings
17:30 Chhota Bheem
18:30 Chhota Bheem- Banjara

Masti
19:30 Chhota Bheem
20:30 Super Bheem
21:00 Grizzy And The Lemm...
22:00 Mr. Bean
23:00 M.A.D.

LOCKHORNS

THE PHANTOM ® By Lee Falk

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE

BLONDIE

Know your DAY
By JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, May 28, 2020:

Individual and creative you needs to finish your main project this year and

not get discouraged. You are a trailblazer and must have faith in your abilities.

After some changes with finances, you succeed with ease after October. If

single, secrecy about your inner feelings can be off-putting to someone you

like very much. If attached, you can expect great happiness if you let yourself

worry less. AQUARIUS must be allowed their eccentricity.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You’ll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-

Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

ARIES (March  21-April 19)
HHHH It is a highly creative day. Leisure hours are rich and produc-

tive. You experience a change of heart about a loved one or accept

that someone you care for is a bit preoccupied. Be adventurous and do not

take life too seriously. Tonight: Up late.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
HHH A stable, familiar environment is especially nurturing today.

Postpone real estate transactions or any changes in living arrange-

ments. It is important to balance career demands with family life. Be patient, as

the stress will lessen by month’s end. Tonight: A good night’s sleep.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
HHHHH You can talk through problems and make good decisions

today. Logic and reason rule. A neighbor becomes a better friend. Write

emails, make calls and initiate conversations. There is a grace and elegance to

all communications. Tonight: Your ideas will be well received.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
HHH Your income might be less steady, but this can provide a new

opportunity. Be flexible about learning a new job skill. Being aware of

the latest developments in your field will assure success and security. Tonight:

Investigate financial decisions and commitments carefully.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
HHHHH Your brilliance and talents are in evidence, and you win

support. It is a good day for new beginnings. You might recall a past life

as an explorer or pioneer. You say the right thing and create your own opportu-

nities. Tonight: As you like it.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
HH Today brings hidden information to the fore when most needed. Be

cautious about expressing love and devotion too overtly. Wilderness

areas add to your serenity and strengthen you. Try to get out in nature when

you can. Tonight: Meditate in a long, calming bath.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
HHHHH A friend makes a helpful recommendation. You will appreci-

ate contacts with groups and organizations. Ask for advice and favors.

You will be pleasantly surprised, receiving more than expected. Tonight: Friends

are very supportive.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
HHH An old phase of your career might come to a close. Be adven-

turous and flexible. Humor and an insistence on clarity help. Your image

and reputation help you achieve a goal. Take special care with grooming and

your appearance. Tonight: Early bedtime.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov.  22-Dec. 21)
HHHH In-laws become closer, and you discover more about them.

You might crusade for a worthwhile cause. A competitive, enthusiastic

attitude carries you toward attainment. You enjoy the food, music and art of

faraway lands. Tonight: You have fun with virtual overseas travel.

CAPRICORN (Dec.  22-Jan. 19)
HHH Your freedom will be important today. Use care with purchases

made on credit. Do not let others tempt you to overstep your budget,

and all will be well. Listen to what your heart and instincts tell you. Tonight: You

are uplifted by a mystery.

AQUARIUS (Jan.  20-Feb. 18)
HHH A partnership becomes more intense and committed. Be aware of

how your deepest relationships are impacting you. A business contact

offers an unusual opportunity that you should consider carefully. It is a good day

to make suggestions and arrange interviews. Tonight: Dinner with loved ones.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
HHHH Health is a focus today. Release stress and make your work

environment more wholesome. This is not the time to adopt a new pet

– it could be aggressive or hard to care for. Tonight: You realize a goal through

sheer will power.

H H H

Thought for the day
The oldest, shortest words – ‘yes’ and  ‘no’  –

are those which require the most thought.
– PYTHAGORAS

–– is the thoughtful making of space.

– Louis Kahn (12)

Words: Ranee, trier, astute, clutch.
Answer: Architecture is the thoughtful

making of space. – Louis Kahn

Given below are four jumbled words. Solve
the jumbles to make proper words and move
them to the respective squares below. Select
the letters in the shaded squares and jumble
them to get the answer for the given quip.

JUMBLED  WORDSHEALTH CAPSULES®

by Bron Smith

Health Capsules is not intended
to be of a diagnostic nature.

CROSSWORD - 6905

Across: 3 Genoa, 8 Naans, 10 Twist, 11 Ufo, 12 Serif, 13 Ultimas,
15 Tubas, 18 Nom, 19 Silent, 21 Utmosts, 22 Dens, 23 Ions, 24
Ragging, 26 Unites, 29 Ira, 31 Mules, 32 Maenads, 34 Nixon, 35 Ilo,
36 Asked, 37 Staph, 38 Testa.

Down: 1 Caulk, 2 Anoints, 4 Eves, 5 Otitis, 6 Awful, 7 Asian, 9
Aft, 12 Samosas, 14 Mom, 16 Befog, 17 Stash, 19 Stygian, 20
Odium, 21 Until, 23 Inanity, 24 Reside, 25 Ire, 27 Nurse, 28 Tenet, 30
Adopt, 32 Most, 33 A la.

SOLUTION

12:00 Africa's Deadliest

13:00 Wild Families

13:30 Animals Gone Wild

14:00 Africa's wild side

15:00 Going Wild

16:00 Animal Fight Club

16:30 The Living Edens

17:00 Wild Hunters

18:00 Ultimate Honey Badger

19:00 Real Wild Battles

19:30 Ultimate Animals

20:00 World Wild Web

21:00 Planet Carnivore

22:00 HOstile Planet

22:30 Monekey Thieves

23:00 Dangerous Encounters

23:30 Wild Sex

12:00 Forget In Fire

12:30 Ancient Aliens
13:30 Pawn Stars

14:00 Storage Wars

14:30 Food Tech

15:00 OMG! Yeh Mera India
16:00 Forged in Fire
16:30 Counting Cars
17:00 Storage Wars
17:30 Shipping Wars
18:00 Modern Marvels
19:00 Counting Cars
19:30 KIngs Of Restoration
20:00 OMG! Yeh Mera India
21:00 Forged In Fire
21:30 Pawn Stars
22:00 Storage Wars

22:30 Shipping Wars

23:00 Knife Or Death

07:00 Breakfast Live
08:00 Live at 8
09:00 Good morning Assam
10:00 Assamese news
11:30 Kotha Barta (R)
12:00 Mid Day Live
13:00 Assamese Telefilm
14:30 Afternoon Prime
17:30 Guwahati Bisesh
18:00 Guwahati Live
18:30 Breaking @ 6:30
19:00 Assamesse Prime Time
20:00 Discussion Show
21:00 Super Prime Time
22:00 Live at 10
22:30 Noixo Guwahati

23:00 Noixo Batori

1700 Xopun
1730 Barala Kai
1830 Xopunor Aasutia Rang
2000 Jonaki Kareng
2030 Xopun
2100 Oi Khapla
2130 Bah Amarawati Bah
2200 Borola Kai

12:00 IPL 2013
14:30 IPL 2014 HLs
15:00 IPL 2012
18:30 IPL 2014 HLs
19:00 Journey Of Champions
21:00 IPL 2017 HLs

21:30 Bundesliga 2019/20 Fillers

14:30 IPL 2014 HLs
15:00 IPL 2012
18:30 IPL 2014 HLs
19:00 Journey Of Champions

2017

23:00 Football United Special

23:30 Hero Indian Super League

2019/20 HLs

12:00 The Blue Revolution

15:00 Modern Marvels

16:00 Retro India

17:00 Homage

17:30 Australian Open Classics

18:00 Men In Blue Victorious

19:00 Retro India

20:00 Best Of Abu Dhabi T10

20:30 The Blue Revolution

21:30 Homage

22:00 Men In Blue Victorious

23:00 Retro India

12:00 Asian Games 2018

12:30 WWE BlockBusters

15:30 Formula E's Top 10 Moments

16:00 WWE Raw

18:00 WWE BlockBusters

19:00 Asian Games 2018

11:00 Khuddar

14:00 Zameen

17:00 MLA Ka Power

20:00 Sholay

13:00 The Good Dinosaur
14:30 Dumbo
16:30 Avatar
19:30 The Jungle Book
21:30 Taxi
23:00 Ong Bak 3

13:30 Unstoppable
15:30 Supreme Khiladi 2
18:30 The Adventurers
21:00 Twilight
23:30 Percy Jackson: Sea Of

Monsters

12:00 Jack Ryan: Shadow

Recruit

14:00 Aeon Flux

15:30 Demolition Man

17:30 After The Sunset

19:00 Executive Decision

21:00 Win A Date With Tad

Hamilton!

22:30 Mars Attacks!

12:00 Transformers: Age Of

Extinction

15:00 The Lord Of The Rings:

The Two Towers

17:30 Rampage

19:30 Rush Hour 3

21:00 The Bucket List

23:00 Edge Of Tomorrow

ZEE ACTION

20:00 Lal Baadshah

12:00 Masss

15:30 1920 London

17:00 Jigarwala No.1

20:00 Lal Baadshah

23:00 Gabbar Sher 2

12:00 Shivam

15:00 Phir Hera Pheri

18:00 Encounter Shankar

20:30 Kesari

23:30 Sardaar Gabbar Singh

12:00 Taarak Mehta Ka Ooltah

Chashmah

17:00 My Name Ijj Lakkhan

17:30 Badi Dooooor Se Aaye Hai

18:00 Office Office

18:30 Partners Trouble Ho Gayi

Double

19:00 Tera Kya Hoga Alia

19:30 Tenali Rama

20:00 Baalveer Returns

20:30 Taarak Mehta Ka Ooltah

Chashmah

21:00 Sajan Re Jhoot Mat Bolo

21:30 Saat Phero Ki Hera Pherie

22:00 Jijaji Chhat Per Hain

22:30 Office Office

23:00 Taarak Mehta Ka Ooltah

Chashmah

23:30 Jijaji Chhat Per Hain

12:00 Kitchen Champion

13:00 Thapki Pyar Ki

14:00 Mohe Rang Do Laal

15:00 Kasam Tere Pyaar Ki

16:00 Madhubala-Ek Ishq Ek

Junoon

17:00 Beinthehaa

18:00 Kasam Tere Pyaar Ki

19:30 Madhubala-Ek Ishq Ek

Junoon

20:30 Sasural Simar Ka

22:00 Bhagyavidhata

23:00 Udaan

12:00 Mahabharat

13:00 Yeh Rishta Kya Kehlata Hai

15:00 Ramayan
16:00 Saath Nibhaana Saathiya
17:30 Mann Ki Awaaz... Pratigya
18:30 RAdhakrishn
19:30 Ramayan

SOLUTION TO TRIBUNE CROSSWORD – 6905

13:30 Hero Hindustani
17:00 Virasat Ki Jung
20:00 The Jungle Book
22:30 Gangaajal

11:30 Kashmora

15:00 Krrish 3

18:30 Lafange Deewane

21:00 Yevadu

Across
3 Columbus’

birthplace (5)
8 Indian

leavened
bread (5)

10 Intertwine (5)
11 Alien vehicle

(3)
12 Fine cross-

stroke at the
end of a letter
of print (5)

13 Last syllables
in words (7)

15 Wind
instruments
(5)

18 __ de plume
(3)

19 Soundless (6)
21 Greatest

possible
degrees (7)

22 Secret hiding
places (4)

23 Charged
particles (4)

24 Annoying
constantly (7)

26 Joins (6)
29 Irish Republi-

can Army,
acronym (3)

31 Backless
shoes (5)

32 Followers of
Bacchus (7)

34 Former US
president (5)

35 Specialized
U.N. agency (3)

36 Made an
enquiry (5)

37 Any of various
spherical
bacteria (5)

38 Hard shell (5)
Down
1 Make watertight

(5)
2 Smears on oil

(7)
4 Females in

general ? (4)
5 Inflammation of

the ear (6)
6 Horrendous (5)
7 A person from

our continent (5)
9 Astern (3)
12 Indian snacks (7)
14 Informal term

for mother (3)
16 Confuse or

obscure (5)
17 Stow away (5)
19 Infernal (7)
20 Intense hatred

(5)
21 To such time

(5)
23 Mindlessness

(7)
24 Dwell (6)
25 Choler (3)
27 Suckle (5)
28 Belief or credo

(5)
30 Take as one’s

own (5)
32 The majority (4)
33 In the style of

(1,2)

12:00 Snakes in The City

12:30 Primal Survivor

13:00 Monster Croc Wrangler

13:30 Primal Survivor

14:00 Running Wild With Bear...

15:00 Out There With Jack...

15:30 Monster Croc Wrangler

16:00 Primal Survivor

17:00 Remote Survival

18:00 World's Most Extreme

18:30 The Indestructibles

19:00 Snakes in The City

20:00 Monster Fish

21:00 Primal Survivor

22:00 India Fights Coronavirus

22:30 Monster Croc Wrangler

23:00 Witness To Disaster

12:30 Wild Frank

13:00 Animals Unleashed

13:30 Animal Planet Exclusives

14:00 River Monsters

14:30 How Do Animals Do That?

15:00 Jewels Of The Natural ...

15:30 Brave The Wild

16:00 Mahayudh

17:00 Wild Frank

17:30 Animals Unleashed

18:00 Bizarre Beasts

19:00 Animal Planet Exclusive

19:30 Jewels Of The Natural ...

20:00 The Lion Kingdom

20:30 Killer Instincts

21:00 River Monsters

22:00 Brave The Wild

23:00 Mahayudh

23:30 The Cute Ones

SONY MAX

15:00 Krrish 3

Blame your genes
Scientists spot 29 new genes behind

problem drinking

S
cientists have identified 29 new genetic

variants linked to problem drinking,

tripling the number of known genetic

risks associated with alcohol

disorders.

The team from Yale Univer-

sity in the US identified the

new variants after a genome-

wide analysis of more than

435,000 people.

“The new data triple the

number of known genetic risk

loci associated with problematic

alcohol use,” said study senior

author Joel Gelernter from Yale

University in the US.

In genetics, a locus (plural

loci) is a specific, fixed position

on a chromosome where a

particular gene or genetic

marker is located.

The study, published in the

journal Nature Neuroscience,

includes genome-wide analysis

of people of European ancestry

contained in four separate

biobanks or datasets.

“This gives us ways to

understand causal relations between problem-

atic alcohol use traits such as psychiatric states,

risk-taking behaviour, and cognitive perform-

UTV MOVIES

14:00 Zameen

20:00 WWE BlockBusters

23:00 Emirates FA Cup Classics

12:00 UFC Unleashed 2020

13:00 NBA 80s: Greats Of The NBA

14:00 Australian Open Classics

14:30 Football Greatest

15:00 Impact Wrestling 2019

17:00 Australian Open Classics

17:30 Dream Teams

18:00 NBA 80s: Greats Of The NBA

18:30 NBA 2019/20 HLs

19:00 UFC Fight Night

20:00 UCL Classic Match

21:00 Dream Teams

21:30 Best Of UEFA Champions

22:00 UFC Fight Night

ance,” said study lead author Hang Zhou.

“With these results, we are also in a better

position to evaluate the individual-level risk

for problematic alcohol use,”

Gelernter noted.

For the study, the research-

ers looked for shared genetic

variants among those who met

criteria for problematic alcohol

use, including alcohol use

disorder and alcohol use with

medical consequences.

The analysis found 19

previously unknown independ-

ent genetic risk factors for

problematic alcohol use and

confirmed 10 previously

identified risk factors.

The information allowed

researchers to study shared

genetic associations between

problematic drinking and

disorders such as depression

and anxiety.

They also found genetic

heritability of these variants

was enriched in the brain and

evolutionarily conserved

regulatory regions of the genome, attesting to

their importance in biological function.

(Source: IANS)

20:30 Mahabharat
21:30 Devon Ke Dev Mahadev

22:30 Ramayan

23:30 Savdhaan India

15:30 The Khatra Show

16:30 Jai Shri Krishna

18:00 Balika Vadhu

19:00 Mahabharat

20:30 Karmafal Daata Shani

21:00 Jai Shri Krishna

23:00 Dance Deewane 2

15:00 Pavitra Rishta

17:00 Chennai Express

20:00 Vishnupuran

21:30 Paramavatar Shri

Krishna

22:30 Dar Ki Sacchi Tasveerein

UTV ACTION

18:30 The Adventurers

The
information

allowed
researchers

to study
shared
genetic

associations
between

problematic
drinking and

disorders
such as

depression
and anxiety
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NO. FREMAA-48/PROCUREMENT/DIB/2020-21/45

SHORT NOTICE INVITING TENDER

SHOPPING FOR WORKS

The Executive Engineer, Dibrugarh Water Resources Division, on behalf of the Govemor of Assam, invites
quotations under Shopping Method of ADB’s Procurement Method from eligible bidders for works to be
executed under ADB funded Assam Integrated Flood and Riverbank Erosion Risk Management Project. The
detailed RFQ notice needs to be collected from the office of the undersigned during office hours.

Sl. Name of scheme/work Location Approx. Time of
No. value of Comple-

works tion

1 Assam Integrated Flood and River Bank Erosion Risk Dibrugarh Rs. 36,45,700/- 60 Days
Management Project (Dibrugarh sub project)
“Adaptation and Maintenance of DTP Dyke under
Dibrugarh Sub-Project”

2 Assam Integrated Flood and River Bank Erosion Risk Dibrugarh Rs. 39,91,000/- 60 Days
Management Project (Dibrugarh sub project)
“Emergency Work at DTP Dyke D/S of SS-V to
SS-VIII under Dibrugarh Sub Project”

3 Assam Integrated Flood and River Bank Erosion Risk Dibrugarh Rs. 24,24,000/- 60 Days
Management Project (Dibrugarh sub project)
“Adaptation & Strengthening of Stone Spur No. 4
DTP Dyke”

4 Assam Integrated Flood and River Bank Erosion Risk Dibrugarh Rs. 27,23,000/- 60 Days
Management Project (Dibrugarh sub project)
“Adaptation & Strengthening of Stone Spur No. 2
DTP Dyke”

Note:
1. All instructions regarding submission of Bid is available in the detailed RFQ notice as mentioned above.
2. The Quotation must be submitted only in the prescribed Form of Bid affixing non-refundable Court Fee Stamp

of Rs 8.25/- (Rupees eight and twenty five paisa only) along with required document as per ADB’s norms which
can be collected after depositing an amount of Rs 100/- in the form of IPO to the office of the undersigned.

3. Earnest Money: 2% of each scheme/work.
4. Date of publication of bid documents: 29/05/2020
5. Bid submission start date: 01/06/2020
6. Last date and time for submission of bid: 09/06/2020 up to 2:00 PM
7. Pre-bid meeting on: 01/06/2020 at 2:00 PM.
8. Date of opening of bid: 09/06/2020 at 2:15 PM.

Sd/- Executive Engineer
Dibrugarh Water Resources Division, DibrugarhJanasanyog/C/929/20

One more test
COVID-19

positive
at Dhemaji

ANN SERVICE

DHEMAJI, May 27: One

more case of COVID-19 has

been confirmed positive at

Dhemaji today, increasing the

total number of active cases

to 5 in the district, official

sources said.

Kapil Das (27), an

inhabitant of Akajan in

Silapathar of Dhemaji

district, who returned from

Haryana on May 23 and was

quarantined  at the quaran-

tine  centre of newly-built

Dhemaji Engineering

College, tested positive for

COVID-19. His blood and

swab samples were sent for

test on May 24 and the result

came positive last night.

Subsequently, he was shifted

to Dhemaji Civil Hospital

today.

Water levels of rivers in
Barpeta dist rising rapidly

Lightning
kills two

CORRESPONDENT

BISWANATH CHARIALI,

May 27: Two persons died

due to lightning at Gohpur

today. According to informa-

tion, Augusti Boraik and

Arjun Topno of Purupbari

Tea Estate under Gohpur PS

in Biswanath district lost

their lives when lightning

struck them. The duo had

reportedly gone to a nearby

field to bring back their

cattle.

One tests
positive in
Sivasagar

CORRESPONDENT

SIVASAGAR, May 27:

One Bitu Rajkonwar tested

COVID-19 positive in

Sivasagar on Wednesday. He

was kept under quarantine in

Hotel Raj Palace after

returning from Chennai

recently with his mother,

who is a cancer patient.

Rajkonwar is a resident of

Mathurapur in Charaideo

district. He was shifted to

Sivasagar COVID-19

Hospital on Wednesday

afternoon.

Sivasagar DC Lakjinandan

Gogo told this correspond-

ent that the total number of

COVID-19 positive cases in

Sivasagar Civil Hospital has

gone up to 10 as nine others

have been shifted from

Charaideo district on

Wednesday.

OBITUARY

Putul Ch Sarma
GUWAHATI, May 27: Pu-

tul Chandra Sarma, a senior

citizen of Dhapkota of Jorhat

passed away at his residence

on May 23. He was 75.

Sarma, who retired as an

office superintendent under

the Arunachal Pradesh admin-

istration had a brilliant service

career.

He leaves behind his wife, two

sons and a daughter. His crema-

tion was largely attended.

CORRESPONDENT

BARPETA, May 27: Due to incessant

rains for the last few days, water levels of

most rivers in Barpeta district are rising

rapidly and some of them have broken

their embankments in several places.

Buhradia river has breached its em-

bankment in two locations at Parahkuchi

under Sarthebari revenue village and has

inundated a number of villages. Hundreds

of families in that area have been affected

at Parahkuchi and its adjoining villages.

Tihu Lachima road connecting Sarthe-

bari in Barpeta district and Tihu in Nalbari

district has been inundated disrupting

communication since yesterday afternoon.

 Besides Buhradia river has washed

away about 300 metres of Batia-Kalatali

road. This road was built afresh after it

was completely damaged during the dev-

astating floods last year. Strong current

of water flowing through the washed

away portion of the road has inundated

several villages in the south bank of the

river.

Moreover, Kaldia river has also

breached its embankment at two points

at Tihu Dekhata due to which several vil-

lages under Bajali revenue circle have

been affected.

 It is the most advanced flood in recent

years as there is no record of flood of

such intensity during the month of May.

Several elders of villages Kalatali and

Parahkuchi informed that they have wit-

nessed several devastating floods during

their lifetime but not in the month of May.

 The water levels of most of the rivers

flowing across the district including Brah-

maputra is rising at the time of filing this

report. However, except Pahumara riv-

er all are flowing below the danger mark.

It must be mentioned here that though

there are long stretches of Tihu and

Buhradia rivers in Barpeta district, there

is no any record of these two river in the

Water Resource department of the dis-

trict. The department has also not un-

dertaken any flood control measure as-

sociated with these two rivers so far.

Buhradia
breaches
dyke at

Pokhra in
Nalbari dist

CORRESPONDENT

NALBARI, May 27: All total

32,000 people of 22 revenue vil-

lages under Paschim Nalbari rev-

enue circle have been badly af-

fected so far due to the current

wave of flood. The swollen wa-

ters of Buhradia river breached

its embankment at Pokhra vil-

lage in the wee hours today. Ear-

lier, the river breached its em-

bankment at Purni and Amoni

yesterday and submerged vast

areas of the locality.

The district administration

today pressed an SDRF team

into service to rescue the ma-

rooned people. Deputy Com-

missioner of Nalbari Bharat

Bhusan Dev Choudhury today

visited the flood-affected areas

to take stock of relief operation.

He told this correspondent that

three relief camps have been set

up at Paschim Nalbari revenue

circle. He has directed the cir-

cle officers to expedite the res-

cue and relief operations.

The Deputy commissioner

also informed that flood has

affected 358 hectares of crop

area and 1,200 animals includ-

ing poultry at Paschim Nalbari

areas were affected. Mean-

while, the flood waters of

Pagladia river also affected the

ahu crop in around 1,090 hec-

tare areas of Barbhag revenue

circle.

Fire guts 6
houses at

Tangla
CORRESPONDENT

UDALGURI, May 27: A

devastating fire gutted six

houses at Pujakhola locality of

Tangla town on Tuesday night

at about 9 pm.

Though the source of the fire

has not yet been ascertained,

six LPG cylinders burst in the

fire triggering a massive blaze

destroying properties worth

lakhs of rupees.

The houses belonged to

Fakira Ansari, Manik Ali, Bhim

Ram, Raj Kumar Prasad, Akon

Rabha and Sankar Basfor.

“We lost all our belongings,

including educational certifi-

cates of my daughter,” said

Sankar Basfor.

According to sources, prop-

erties worth around Rs 30 lakh

was destroyed in the fire.

“The fire-tenders from

Tangla and Khoirabari doused

the fire,” said Vice-Chairman

of Tangla Municipal Board,

Sankar Sarkar. Tangla Munici-

pal Board also distributed ra-

tion to the victim families. Pan-

eri MLA Kamali Basumatari

also visited the families and as-

sured financial assistance.

However, no one sustained

injuries in the incident.

Rangiya AASU
stages protest

CORRESPONDENT

RANGIYA, May 27: Rangi-

ya Anchalik unit of All Assam

Students’ Union (AASU) on

Wednesday staged a protest in

front of Rangiya Agriculture

Office here demanding prop-

er and transparent enquiry at

the ground level against the al-

leged anomalies in connection

with the PM Kisan Samman

Nidhi scheme.

Members and workers of

the students’ body shouted

slogans and displayed placards

in this connection maintaining

social distancing norms. The

AASU later submitted a mem-

orandum to the Chief Minis-

ter in this regard.

Govt committed towards protection
of natural resources, wildlife: Parimal

CORRESPONDENT

DHEMAJI, May 27:  The

flood situation in Dhemaji dis-

trict is reported to have im-

proved after water receded

today as rainfall has ceased

from last evening.

About 25 villages under

Dhemaji, Sissiborgaon and

Jonai revenue circles are still

reeling water for the fifth day.

Surging water of Lali in Jonai

revenue circles on Tuesday

entered Bahir-Jonai Berach-

apri area and inundated three

villages.

The first wave of flood has

affected 700 people in the dis-

trict, besides submerging 522

hectares of cropped area.

Flood scene improving  in Dhemaji

A CORRESPONDENT

NAGAON, May 27: Three

more persons of Nagaon district,

who were quarantined at Dh-

ing- based Jawahar Novodaya Vi-

dyalaya after arrival from Tamil-

nadu on May 22 last, tested pos-

itive for COVID-19 today.

Sources said that they were

all immediately admitted at the

Nagaon Swahid Bhugeswari

Phookonani Civil Hospital for

treatment.

These three positive pa-

tients have been identified as

Alias Uddin (28), Raful Amin

(22) of Sunsiri village and Aiza-

zul Haque (19) of Dhing Mo-

hkhuti under Dhing PS.

It may be mentioned here

that a total of 21 COVID-19

positive patients, of which 17

from Nagaon and 4 others from

Three more test positive
in Nagaon dist

Hojai and Karbi Anglong dis-

trict, are undergoing treat-

ment at the Nagaon Swahid

Bhugeswari Phookonani Civil

Hospital till date.

Meanwhile, a total of 120

people (117 from Nagaon and

three from Morigaon ) strand-

ed in Chennai reached Nagaon

Chapormukh railway station

today by 06172 Chennai-Di-

brugarh Shramik train.

ANN SERVICE

SONARI, May 27: Nine

more persons, including a

woman, tested positive for

COVID-19 in Charaideo dis-

trict on Wednesday.

The patients – Pallab Haza-

rika (20), Pradip Gogoi (30),

Junali Borgohain (21), Biren

Garh (40), Rintu Baidya (22),

Raktimjyoti Gogoi (25), Bablu

Kurmi (27), Bipin Tanti (40)

and Moniram Konwar (35)

were kept under quarantine at

Moran Women’s College after

their return from different

States.

Earlier, one Bhaskar Lahon,

his wife and one-year-old baby,

9 more test positive in
Charaideo district

and one Bimala Devi Gupta of

Charaideo district tested pos-

itive for the virus and were

admitted to Assam Medical

College and Hospital’s COV-

ID-19 ward on May 22 and 25

last. Along with the previous

four, the total number of in-

fected persons in Charaideo

district has jumped to 13.

CORRESPONDENT

 DERGAON, May 27: The

capacity of COVID-19 hospi-

tal needs to be increased as the

number of positive patients is

increasing at an alarming rate

in Golaghat district.

Swahid Kushal Konwar Civ-

il Hospital (SKKCH) Golaghat

was designated as a COVID-

19 hospital with a capacity of

120 beds only.

But as of now, the situation

has worsened and a total of 112

patients have already been ad-

mitted to the hospital.

Golaghat Deputy Commis-

sioner Bibhash Chandra Modi

said that a total of 112 patients

are in Golaghat hospital while

one cancer patient and 14 oth-

ers have been admitted to

Jorhat Medical College and

Hospital (JMCH) on Wednes-

day.

“As we have filled up almost

all our beds at Golaghat, so the

new patients are to be sent to

JMCH as per the government

order,” the DC said.

“The cancer patient from

Bokakhat and 14 others from

Sarupathar were sent to

JMCH,” he said.

Dr Rupam Dowerah, the in-

charge of the COVID-19 hos-

pital Golaghat said that the

opening a COVID hospital was

not a easy task.

“There are several measures

to be taken for opening a new

COVID hospital, and, therefore,

patients have to be sent to

JMCH, as of now,” he said.

But a source revealed that

the government is keeping an

eye on the model hospital at

Kohora to be developed as a

COVID hospital in the coming

days.

Capacity of COVID-19 hospital at
Golaghat needs to be increased

STAFF CORRESPONDENT

DIBRUGARH, May 27: The

All Adivasi Students’ Associa-

tion of Assam (AASAA) today

submitted a memorandum to

Chief Minister Sarbananda

Sonowal through the district

administration here and reiter-

ated their demands as part of

the student body’s State-wide

call to draw the attention of the

Chief Minister in writing.

At the foremost, the AASAA

leaders mentioned that it will

be impossible for the tea gar-

den workers to toil for 12 hours,

as decided by the State Cabinet

recently. The tea garden work-

ers in the State are the least paid

and highly exploited politically,

economically, socially and in oth-

er aspects as well both by the

engaging companies and gov-

ernment. This decision must be

withdrawn immediately, they

demanded.

The student body also reit-

erated its demand for hike in

the wages of the tea garden

workers to Rs 350, scheduled

tribe status to the Adivasis,

issue of land pattas to the tea

garden workers and a notifica-

tion for the construction of

PMAY houses in all tea gar-

dens, construction of group

hospitals in each district as per

the Plantation Labour Act, es-

tablishment of High Schools in

the plantation areas.

AASAA also reminded

Sonowal that several tea gar-

dens have not paid wages and

distributed rations to its work-

ers of the first phase of the

lockdown period. They urged

upon the Chief Minister to en-

sure that the deserving work-

ers receive their dues as per

the order of the government.

Demand for withdrawal of
working-hours extension

CORRESPONDENT

KAZIRANGA, May 27: Assam Forest

Minister Parimal Suklabaidhya said that

State government is committed towards

protection of natural resources and its wild-

life, including those of Dehing Patkai region.

He said that as far as mining is con-

cerned, it had been going on since 1932

and a legal permission was granted for a

period starting from 1973 to 2003 in an

area little over 98 hector. But the present

government is taking note of the issue of

open cast mining at Dehing Patkai region

and will definitely ensure that no further

illegal activity is carried out.

Suklabaidhya appealed to environmen-

tal NGOs to come forward for a fruitful

solution on it. He was addressing media-

persons at Mihimukh under Kohora cen-

tral range of Kaziranga National Park on

Saturday, while taking stock of the situa-

tion pertaining to flood preparedness.

The Forest Minister said that the For-

est department will do everything pos-

sible for the safety and protection of wild-

life in Kaziranga National Park.

When this Correspondent pointed out

about the flood preparedness of other na-

tional parks and wildlife sanctuaries of

Assam, Suklabaidhya said that equal im-

portance will be given to other protect-

ed areas of Assam to deal with any flood

situation that may come up in monsoon

season, including those of Dibru

Saikhowa, Pobitora and others.

He informed that Forest and other en-

forcement agencies will check the speed lim-

it of plying vehicles on NH-37 adjacent to

Kaziranga National Park. Five floating camps

were already in place, Suklabaidhya said.

Forest Minister was accompanied by

Chief Wildlife Warden MK Yadava, Park

Director P Shiva Kumar, DFO Ramesh

Gogoi and other Forest officials.

Floodwater of Kopili river submerges  many houses at Kheroni in West Karbi Anglong, on Wednesday. – UB Photos
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Joshua Kimmich of Bayern Munich celebrates with his team-mates after scoring against Borussia
Dortmund during the Bundesliga match at the Signal Iduna Park in Dortmund, Germany.

Originating from Japan,

‘su do ku’ is a mind game

and a puzzle that can be

solved with proper

reasoning and logic. Fill

the grid with digits in such

a manner that every row,

every column and every

3 x 3 box accommodates

the digits 1 to 9 without

repeating any.

Solution of last problem

SU DO KU

BERLIN, May 27: Joshua Kimmich de-

scribed his winning goal as “brutally impor-

tant” after Bayern Munich took a huge step

towards an eighth straight Bundesliga title

with a 1-0 win at Borussia Dortmund to leave

them seven points clear at the top with just

six games left.

Kimmich’s brilliant effort came just before

half-time behind closed doors at Signal Iduna

Park as hosts Dortmund missed the chance to

turn up the heat on the Bavarians without the

backing of their huge support.

“It was brutally important: I looked around

to see if everyone understood how important

it was,” Kimmich said of his deft chip.

Kimmich’s captain Manuel Neuer echoed

the defensive midfielder’s thoughts.

“That was a very important sign,” said Neuer.

Bayern won 4-0 when the teams met in

Munich in November and they kept up their

excellent recent record against second-

placed Dortmund.

“Now only Bayern can decide what happens,”

said frustrated Dortmund captain Mats Hummels.

“Sometimes, games are decided by bril-

liant moments and that was the case today.”

Dortmund’s star teenage striker, Erling Braut

Haaland, who had scored ten goals in as many

league games, failed to make an impact against

Bayern down Dortmund, inch closer to title

Bayern’s watertight defence before going off

injured in the second half.

Jerome Boateng and David Alaba gave him

no room, while Kimmich and Leon Goretzka

in midfield made sure passes intended for him

rarely met their mark. The Norway forward

limped off with 20 minutes left after a heavy

tackle from Boateng.

Things might have been different, with Haa-

land coming close inside the first minute with

an attempt that went through the legs of Bay-

ern goalkeeper Manuel Neuer but was kicked

off the line by Boateng.

At the other end, Lukasz Piszczek cleared

a Serge Gnabry shot inches from the line,

while moments later Dortmund goalkeeper

Roman Buerki denied Kingsley Coman.

Bayern were in control, and Kimmich

grabbed what proved to be the winner two

minutes before half-time when he chipped

Buerki from 20 yards.

It was the Germany international’s third

league goal from outside the box this season.

In an attempt to turn the game around,

Dortmund coach Lucien Favre brought on

midfield enforcer Emre Can at the start of

the second half and added the pace of Jadon

Sancho on the wing. The home side had a

shout for a penalty just before the hour mark

when a Haaland shot was deflected wide by

the arm of Boateng, but nothing was given.

Shortly after, Haaland limped off to be re-

placed by 17-year-old Giovanni Reyna.

In the dying stages, Favre brought on 2014

World Cup winner Mario Goetze, who is out

of contract next month and set to leave, in

the vain hope of grabbing an equaliser.

With time running out, Bayern striker Rob-

ert Lewandowski hit the post.

The league’s top scorer then had a strong

appeal for a late penalty waved away after a

push in the area by Dortmund defender

Manuel Akanji. – AFP

NEW DELHI, May 27: The

postponement of this year’s

T20 World Cup in Australia to

2022, which might open up a

window for the lucrative Indi-

an Premier League in Octo-

ber, is expected to be formal-

ised when the International

Cricket Council’s all-powerful

board holds a teleconference

on Thursday.

The decision, if it is for-

malised, owing to the COV-

ID-19 pandemic will give

members a chance to chalk

out their bilateral blueprint

in the coming months.

“There is a good chance

that postponement of World

T20 will be decided during

Thursday’s board meeting.

Whether there will be a for-

mal announcement or not is

the question,” an ICC board

member told PTI on condi-

tions of anonymity.

“There is very little

World T20 stares at
postponement to 2022

chance of World T20 going

ahead in this situation. I don’t

think either Cricket Austral-

ia or the top boards will

mind,” he added.

PTI had reported on May

15 that ICC’s Events Com-

mittee – led by Chris Tetley

– might present multiple op-

tions and one of the options

that members are likely to

seriously contemplate is

shifting the tournament to

October-November, 2022

while India hosts its edition

in 2021.

An ICC spokesperson said

reports stating that a decision

to postpone the World Cup has

been taken are “inaccurate”.

However, the spokesper-

son acknowledged that a

“number of contingency plans

are being explored in light of

the rapidly changing public

health situation caused by the

COVID-19 virus.” – PTI

NEW DELHI, May 27: In

an unusual move, ace lifter

Mirabai Chanu has been nom-

inated for the Arjuna award

by the national federation

though the former world

champion is already a recipi-

ent of Khel Ratna, country’s

highest sporting honour.

The Indian Weightlifting

Federation (IWLF) has

nominated Chanu along

with Ragala Venkat Rahul

and Punam Yadav.

Chanu had received the

Khel Ratna along with Indian

cricket team captain Virat

Kohli in 2018. She was also

awarded the Padma Shri – the

country’s fourth-highest ci-

vilian award – the same year.

The 25-year-old, who re-

ceived the twin honour after

winning the 2017 weightlift-

Weightlifting federation nominates
Mirabai for Arjuna award

ing world championship in

USA, says there is an hon-

our attached with the Arjuna

award, so she won’t mind

getting it after ‘Khel Ratna’.

“I know Khel Ratna is the

highest but I missed out on

the Arjuna award earlier and

I want it too. Sometimes you

want all of it. Players like to

get the Arjuna award,” Mi-

rabai told PTI.

“I had also applied for Ar-

juna award in 2018. We had

applied for both the Arjuna

award and the Khel Ratna

then,” she said.

Asked if an athlete, who has

already been awarded the Khel

Ratna, can be nominated for

an Arjuna Award, IWLF sec-

retary general Sahadev Yadav

said “it is possible”.

After recovering from a

back injury, which marred her

progress in 2018, Chanu im-

proved her performance, fur-

ther, in 2019.  She lifted 86kg

in snatch and a personal best of

113kg in clean and jerk for a

total of 199kg at the Asian

Championships in April last

year but missed the bronze

medal by a whisker. – PTI

Bishop praises Indian paces
NEW DELHI, May 27: The burning desire to succeed abroad

acted as a stimulus for India to consciously create a fearsome pace

battery, says former West Indies speedster Ian Bishop, who com-

pared the current unit to intimidating Caribbean bowlers of the

past. Bishop said the trend started with the likes of Zaheer Khan,

RP Singh, Munaf Patel following in the footsteps of Javagal Srinath

and Kapil Dev in the 2000s.

“It is perhaps the best generation of talents of fast bowling India

have produced. And it started a while ago,” Bishop said on ‘Cricbuzz

in Conversation’. “We can go back to Zaheer, RP Singh, Munaf

Patel and that little cluster that came through after Srinath, who

followed Kapil Dev. It’s great to see,” he added. – PTI

AFA, referees
contribute to

CM’s Relief Fund
GUWAHATI, May 27:

The Assam Football Asso-

ciation and All Assam Foot-

ball Referees Welfare Asso-

ciation contributed Rs

50,000 and Rs 70,000 re-

spectively to the Chief Min-

ister’s Relief Fund.

A team of referees and

AFA officials, represented

by AFA president and State

Minister Naba Kumar Do-

ley, vice president Dipak

Kumar Dey, assistant sec-

retary Atul Narah, treasur-

er Hiren Gogoi handed over

the cheques to Chief Minis-

ter Sarbananda Sonowal at

the Administrative Staff

College here yesterday.

The amounts have been

contributed for the fight

against the COVID-19 pan-

demic.

Mirabai

AATA begins training
GUWAHATI, May 27: The All Assam Tennis Association

(AATA) started the training of its national level players at the

AATA complex in Chachal here from today.

As per the government advisory, only national level players

have been allowed in the training programme. After more

than two months of lockdown due to COVID-19 pandemic,

the players started their practice maintaining the social dis-

tancing norms under the supervision of the coaches.

AATA secretary Ankush Dutta informed that the All Assam

Tennis Association is strictly following the directives of the

government and the SOPs issued by the All India Tennis As-

sociation. Only 18 players have been selected to start the

training session, stated an AATA press release.
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W
e are in the fourth phase of 
the nationwide lockdown. I 
hope, by now, we have pretty 
well adjusted to our family 
members.

But, I just wanted to ask everyone – do 
you remember when you last cooked 
food for yourself “before the lockdown”? 
When did you last ask your parents how 
they were doing? When did you make 
coffee for your family?  I think most of 
us, the youth, would reply that we don’t 

“Is there life in 
outer space?”

Which continent is known as the land of 
extremes?

Shrestha Dey, Class-VIII,

Sarala Birla Gyan Jyoti, North Guwahati.

“ ”

CREATIVE ENDEAVOUR

OF THE MONTH

Niloy Kurmi,
Biswanath Chariali.

The persons who influenced me 
the most...
Were my parents and the 
community of my childhood.

The turning point of my life...
Was when I joined the Assam Police 
Service. Women recruits were 
rare those days and it was a proud 
moment for me.

The happiest moment of my 
life...
Was when I was honoured with the 
Chief Minister’s Medal. There was a 
great sense of accomplishment.

A change I would like to see in 
the society.
It’s all about the proper mindset and 
development of work-culture. Our 
work at the macro-level benefits the 
country.

Message for today’s youth.
You must understand the difference 
between knowledge and wisdom.
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Is it possible that intelligent life exists 
in outer space? This thought has 
captivated mankind for centuries and 
it still inspires the quest to reach out, 
find out and discover whether life 
exists beyond our planet. I believe 
that there are so many planets out 
there in the universe and it would 
be impossible for us not to find 
intelligent life some day. It is also 
true that due to the lack of evidence, 
we cannot accept this prospect until 
presented with proper proof. But 
it does not mean that we are going 
to stop searching. Scientists have to 
continue their hard work and until 
they reach the end results, there are 
going to be problems along the way.

One of the questions that has 
intrigued researchers and scientists 
for a long time is the existence of 
life beyond Earth. Most, if not all, 
of the planets outside our solar 
system are little known. There are 
no proven habitable heavenly bodies, 
except Earth. Mars is very unlikely 
to harbour life, according to recent 
findings and little is known about 
other such planets. It still remains 
a herculean task to find out about 
life in outer space. So, as far as the 
present is concerned, we cannot say 
whether or not intelligent life exists 
in outer space.

For many years, people have been 
wondering about life in space. So 
far, they have invented imaginary 
things like UFOs and aliens. But 
until now, no source of water or 
any form of living beings have been 
found in space. NASA has been 
sending spacecrafts, but has not 
been successful in finding any source 
of life. The temperature in space 
is not conducive for the adaptation 
of living beings. But, people have 
gone to the moon and brought back 
samples from it. It has shown that 
there is slight chance of water there. 
So, maybe in the future, there will be 
life in outer space.

Anirban Borgohain,

Don Bosco H.S. School, 

Baghchung, Jorhat.

Ayanika Goswami,

St. Mary’s H.S. School, 

Guwahati.

Barnil Sandilya,

Maharishi Vidya Mandir-IV, 

Barsajai, Guwahati.

@2001 Viacom International Inc.      Created by Arlene Klasky, Gabor Csupo, and Paul Germain.

Bonya Gogoi is OSD to IGP 

(Special Branch) Assam.

According to me, there might be 
some existence of life in outer 
space. There have been many 
instances when people have 
witnessed flying saucers or UFOs 
in the sky. This may or may not be 
true, but scientists are still finding 
out. Astronomers have found some 
planets which have some similarity 
to Earth. But still, they are not able 
to find the proper climatic conditions 
in which life could evolve. Some 
planets have atmospheric conditions 
that are suitable, but they do not 
have suitable soil composition. Some 
may have both, but do not possess 
any instances of water – the elixir of 
life.

Niti Sarma,

Vivekananda Kendra 

Vidyalaya, Nalbari.

Focussing on the good side

even remember. But why? Are we really 
so busy that we cannot care for our own 
people?

This competitive world, the deadlines 
and stress have snatched the good qualities 
buried deep within us; they try to come 

out, but the competitive mindset always 
pushes them down. But, do we realise that 
a human without feelings and emotions is 
no less than a robot?

Also, there are two ways one can 
view a situation – negative and positive. 
If someone decides to look at all the 
negative things in a particular situation, 
then even the wisest of the wise cannot 

make things positive for that person. But, 
if someone tries to view or take the same 
situation in a positive light, then even the 
most negative person on earth cannot 
make it negative for that person. 

So, this lockdown period is the ideal 
time to allow all the positive emotions 
within us to flourish, and do something 
special for our loved ones.

T
he picture book Ten Tips to Fight Monsters is benefiting more and 
more young readers (and their parents) around the world. A part 
of Zhang’s philanthropic programme called “Picture Books about 

COVID-19 for Children Around the World”, which he launched on February 
29, the purpose of this project is to provide picture books about COVID-19 
and thus, help children understand the outbreak. Translated into 11 picture 
books, which have been published on a website called “Life Tree Books”, it 
is free to all readers around the world. 

The books are available for free reading on http://www.lifetreebooks.org.cn/

Getting connected
Social media can improve social distancing among teens.

You must 

understand 

the 

difference 

between 

knowledge 

and 

wisdom.Multilingual picture books about COVID-19 for children 

CONTRIBUTOR OF 

THE WEEK

Shrestha Dey,
North Guwahati.

POEM OF THE WEEK

Ambalika Bharadwaj,
Guwahati.

SKETCH OF  THE WEEK

Pradhi Kashyap, 
Guwahati.

N
ew research suggests that social media can 
be used to encourage adolescents to follow 
social distancing guidelines. Investigators 
discovered social distancing guidance 
is more effective when adolescents are 

allowed to develop and deliver their own campaigns.
If a peer social influencer delivers the message, 

attitudes around the importance of social distancing 
may change. The 
research is timely, as 
many adolescents are 
choosing to ignore the 
guidelines set out by the 
governments during the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

The new study 
suggests peer-to-peer 
campaigns are likely to 
be more successful in 
changing attitudes.

“For many people, 
adolescence – between 
the ages of ten and 
24 – is when you want 
to be making more 
social connections, not 
losing them. It’s also a 

time of increased risk-taking and sensitivity to peer 
influence,” says first author Dr. Jack Andrews of 
the Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience at University 
College London.

“For some adolescents it’s a challenge to stick to 
social distancing rules, particularly if their friends 
aren’t following the rules.”

Breaking social distancing rules is a risk-taking 
behaviour, putting 
at risk the health of 
the rule-breaker and 
of others – in many 
places with legal or 
financial consequences. 
But adolescents are 
particularly sensitive 
to the negative effects 
of social exclusion, 
and may prefer to 
risk breaking the rules 
rather than lose their 
friends, said Cambridge 
researchers.

Their paper appears 
in the journal Trends in 
Cognitive Sciences.

(Agencies)
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A
ntarctica is the land of extremes. It is the coldest, windiest, 
and highest continent anywhere on Earth. With an aver-
age elevation of about 7,544 ft. or 2,300 metres above 
sea level, it is the highest continent. Even though it is cov-
ered in ice, it receives some of the least amount of rainfall, 

getting just slightly more rainfall than the Sahara Desert, making it 
the largest desert on Earth. Most people have the miscon-
ception that a desert is a hot, dry, sandy, lifeless place, but 
the true definition of a desert is any geographical location 
that receives very, very little rainfall. Even though there’s ice 
on the ground in Antarctica, that ice has been there for a 
very long time. 

Antarctica is the only continent that has never had an in-
digenous population of humans because it has always been 
such an extreme environment. Just the boat ride getting to 
the continent is over the most treacherous seas anywhere 
in the world. The inaccessibility of the place and the lack of 
reliable food and means for constructing shelter has kept hu-
mans away for thousands of years. But the new technologies 

developed over the last 200 years made it possible for people to reach these icy shores to explore 
and study the Antarctic for the first time in human history. 

Since there are no people who claim Antarctica as their homeland, exploration of the continent 
has been shared by all nations of the world. Scientists from all over the world – Russia, Japan, the 
United States, the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, South America, and many others 
–  come to this place in an internationally cooperative agreement to study the truly unique qualities 
of Antarctica. Many scientific stations have been constructed on Antarctica to provide shelter and 
supplies for scientists doing field work there.
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Calculate the 

clues and fi ll 

in the grid with 

the answers.

1. 97 – 40

2. 79 – 28

3. 20 + 18

4. 4 + 56

6. 32 + 14

7. 79 – 7

8. 50 + 5

9. 16 + 8

10. 33 + 3

11. 14 + 51

13. 47 – 26

14.  14 + 45

15.  91 – 15

16. 50 – 28

1. 56 + 2

2. 40 + 10

3. 91 – 56

4. 86 – 20

5. 78 + 4

6. 30 + 15

7. 62 + 12

8. 11 + 45

9. 4 + 21

10. 82 – 49

11. 18 + 43

12.  43 – 24

13. 13 + 13

14. 48 + 4

ACROSS DOWN
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ACROSS DOWN

1. Africa, 2. Japan, 3. Bee hummingbird, 4. Buenos Aires, 

5. True.
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Answers: 1. True, 2. 1930, 3. c) Kick of death.

J     KES

 Please collect your certifi cates from our offi ce.

[Send your entries to 

planet_young@assamtribune.com]
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Dear Ishani Aunty,

In our home, the adults quarrel 

frequently. This makes me really 

nervous. Please help.

– Deep

Dear Deep,

I am so sad that you have to endure 

this. Adults must be mature and 

show some concern for the child 

when they quarrel. Avoid such 

situations; try to stay in your room 

and read a book.

Dear Ishani Aunty,

These days I feel very depressed. Will 

we all die? Why is this happening?

– Isha

Dear Isha,

Don’t worry, scientists are hard 

at work to create a vaccine. On 

your part, take all precautions like 

washing your hands using soap and 

water, maintaining social distance, 

etc. That way you will be safe.

Dear Ishani Aunty,

My cousins often visit us, wearing 

stylish clothes and shoes. We feel 

jealous of them. However, knowing 

that our parents are not so well-off, 

we never ask them for anything 

expensive. Do you approve?

– Mita

Dear Mita,

I am proud of you. You have shown 

much maturity. Your parents have 

raised you to be sensitive individuals. 

Remain this way. God bless you!

Kushmanda Deka, Class- IX,

St. Mary’s H.S. School, Guwahati.

NEXT WEEK’S PICTURE

1. True or false: A game
similar to soccer was played 

in Ancient Egypt.

King Tut always played goalie.

2. The fi rst soccer World Cup 
was held in Uruguay in 1920, 

1930, or 1940?

3. The penalty kick used 
to be called the 
a) Spot killer?

b) The cannon?
c) Kick of death?

Traffi c lights inspired English 
referee Ken Aston’s invention
of the yellow (caution) and red

(stop, sent off) cards for
foul play!

1

4

5

3

What is the capital of 

Argentina?

Where is Tokyo?

Which bird lays the 

smallest egg of all 

birds?

2

The currency of Sri 

Lanka is Sri Lankan 

rupee. True or false?

Which is the only 

continent where giraffes 

live in the wild?

Q: “Why was the 
skeleton afraid of 
dogs?”
Ans: “Because dogs 
love bones!”

Jim: “What do witches 
ask for at hotels?”

Tim: “Broom 
service!”

Q: “What would be 
a frog’s favourite 
exercise?”
Ans: “Jumping 
Jacks!”

Laws keep society organised.

Nitt: “Do you know why the girl 
wore glasses during math 
class?”
Witt:  “No. Why?”
Nitt: “Because it 
improves di-vison!”
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(only4_pol@yahoo.co.uk)

confusion.  
The growth of law is closely connected with 

the growth of civilisation. Ancient Egyptian law, 
dating as far back as 3000 BC, contained a civil 

code that was probably broken into 12 
books. The Old Testament dates back to 

1280 BC and takes the form of moral 
imperatives as recommendations for 
a good society. The small Greek city-
state of ancient Athens, from about 
the eighth century BC, was the first 
society to be based on broad inclusion 
of its citizenry, excluding women and 

the slave class. However, Athens had no legal 
science or single word for ‘law’. Roman law was 
heavily influenced by Greek philosophy, but its 
detailed rules were developed by professional 

jurists and were highly sophisticated. 
Regarding the sources of law, 

customs, religion, judicial decisions, 
legislatures are the ones which 
influence the making of law. 
Customs play a decisive role in the 
framing of the laws. The customs 
which are followed in the ordinary 

societies are sometimes recognised 
as national law. In India, it can be 

traced in the code of Manu. Further, judicial de-
cisions also play a pivotal role in the framing of 
laws. The function of the judiciary is to interpret 

and declare the law. But in discharging its func-
tion, the judiciary creates new laws. However, in 
modern times, it is the legislature which frames 
laws. Every country has its law-making body or 
the legislature. In India, it is the Parliament.

Ancient India represents distinct traditions of 
law. The Arthashastra and the Manusmriti were 
foundational treatises in India. Further, when 
India was invaded by the Mughals and other Is-
lamic rulers, India had witnessed the Islamic law. 
When India became part of the British Empire, 
there was a break in tradition, and Hindu and 
Islamic law was supplanted by the common law. 
As a result, the present judicial system of the 
country derives largely from the British system 
and has little correlation to the institutions of the 
pre-British era. 

The supreme law of India is the Constitu-
tion of India. The Constitution of India, which 
came into effect from January 26, 1950, is 
the lengthiest written Constitution in the world. 
It provides to all the citizens the fundamental 
rights, which can be said as the basic human 
rights. The Indian Penal Code formulated by 
the British during the British Raj in 1860, forms 
the backbone of criminal law in India. The Code 
of Criminal Procedure, 1973, governs the 
procedural aspects of the criminal law. On the 
other hand, the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908, 
governs the civil law procedures. 
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ANSWER: THERE ARE 32 PUPS!

Some dinner plates are made 
from wheat so you can eat them.

EAT UP ALL 
YOUR DINNER, 

HENRY!
GOOD BOY!

A salmon can jump more 
than three metres to get 

over waterfalls.

WATCH THIS – 
THEY CAN JUMP 
EVEN HIGHER 

WHEN FRIGHTENED.

See if you can fi nd all the words in the puzzle below.
Look up, down, left, right and diagonally to fi nd them.

Some of the letters may be used more than once.
There will be some letters left over which form a word 

that is not listed below. The picture is a clue.

AGENT

ART

CLOCK

DASH

DEAD

DRESS

FAST

FISH

HOUND

HOUSE

LAVA

NEW

PARTY

POETRY

POST

PUP

TIME

WAR

M
y

s
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ry
 w

o
rd

: Y
A

C
H

T
S

W
hen we are travel-
ling in a vehicle and 
we reach a traffic 
point, we stop there 
if the red light signal 

is on and cross the traffic point 
when the green signal is turned 
on. Again, we can get a driving 
license only when we are 18 
years of age and further, we have 
the voting rights at the age of 18 
years. These kinds of rules which 
we come across in our day-to-
day life are what we can attribute 
as law. Law regulates life and 
without law, there is chaos and 



masterpieces
Know your

Daniel Pennac

Osmosis          

a) Fullness

b) Absorption

c) Instability

d) Fertile spot in a desert

Disarming          

a) Peaceful

b) Shrewd

c) Thoughtful

d) Removing suspicions

Recoil           

a) To wind tightly

b) Shrink back

c) Call to mind

d) Strike about wildly

Misconstrue          

a) To complicate

b) Insult

c) Misinterpret

d) Lie
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Across: 1. Goat, 2. Blazer, 5. Jeans, 6. Leaf, 7. Superman, 10. Daisy, 

11. Veil, 12. Church, 13. Park.

Down: 1. Gulab jamun, 2. Book, 3. Runner, 4. Boat, 6. Lawn mower, 

8. Radish, 9. Clock.

SOLUTION

7 ac

9 dn

13 ac

12 ac

11 ac

10 ac

6 ac

2 ac

6 dn

5 ac

8 dn

3 dn

2 dn

1 dn

1 ac

4 dn

Belie          

a) To stretch out

b) Attempt to justify

c) Give a false impression

d) Lie in wait for

Answers:

1. b) Absorption, 

2. b) Shrink back,

3. c) Give a false impression, 

4. d) Removing suspicions,

5. c) Misinterpret.

The Woman with the Eggs
By Hans Christian Andersen

Is this the new normal?
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5 The Boys from St. Petri
By Bjarne Reuter

I 
am a 12-year-old middle school-
going girl, living with my parents, 
and my eight-year-old brother in the 
San Francisco Bay Area, California. 
Life was normal. But I have noticed 

that times have changed all of a sudden; 
I would usually be waking up to the 
annoying sound of an alarm, feeling really 
sleepy and wishing I could sleep more. 
But now I don’t wake up to the sound of 
an alarm. Instead, I feel alarmed about 
who is going to be the next coronavirus 
victim? Is my neighbourhood, and are 
my family and friends all over the world, 
healthy? Mornings are quiet now, without 
the hustle-bustle of us readying to get out 
of the house. The world is in a state of 
lockdown, with schools, businesses and 
offices closed. We are warned not to go 
outside anymore, and panic seems to be 
running through everyone’s veins. My 
parents go out of the house only to buy 
essential items. The roads are all deserted. 
The occasional door knocks are getting 
rare. 

For me, the word ‘viral’ was a fun 
word up until now. A video going viral, 
someone’s Instagram posts going viral was 
all I knew when someone used that word. 
But after living through this situation, I 
understand the true meaning of the word. 
It is a really big deal and the virus is killing 
many innocent people, people are losing 
their jobs, older people are being isolated, 

people are panicking and hoarding food, 
buying everything from the supermarkets, 
emptying shelves. And it is the same 
situation everywhere. It is a pandemic. 
However, many people are still not taking 
the virus seriously. They are still meeting 
friends, going out and socialising. We 
did it, too, some weeks back. Until the 
situation around us changed dramatically. 
And if we do not take the right amount 
of precautions now, the virus will spread 
more rapidly, killing many people and 
affecting everyone’s daily lives; including 
mine. 

Now, back to my life. With no school, 
no friends or sport activities, life has 
become pretty monotonous. I binge-
watched TV for a day or two, but how 
much TV can I watch? My parents are 
anxious as to how to keep us engaged. 
They have a lot in their minds. And I 
want to help them in whatever way I can. 
I cannot just say I am bored. It is said 
that boredom precedes a period of great 
creativity. So, I am taking charge of this 
situation and exploring things I can do. 
And it is not just me, my friends are in 
the same situation, too. I want to make 

it fun, instead of complaining. Here are a 
few ideas that could make our stay at home 
worthwhile:

 Pot some plants and see them grow 
through this difficult time. Make it fun by 
naming each plant. 

 Post pictures or videos on your 
Instagram/social media, like fun things 
you’re doing daily/weekly during this time. 
Maybe even start a little competition among 
your friends.

 Make some chalk art on your patio, 
driveway, or backyard. Have a fun little 
family competition.

 Bake/cook something, either with a 
family member or by yourself, but don’t try 
it without adult supervision.

 FaceTime or video chat with your loved 
ones and friends.

 Start an art circle. Paint/sketch part 
of an artwork and send it online to your 
friends to add to the art. Everyone adds to 
the art and in a couple of weeks, Voila! You 
have an art work with everyone’s art in it.

 Read a book. To make it more fun, write 
a review online and send it to your friends 
and start an online book club.

 Do some exercise or yoga to stay fit and 
healthy. 

 Play video games with your friends 
online.

 Don’t forget your school work!
 And, of course, don’t forget to wash 

your hands.

O
riginally written as a poem, and published in 1836 in the 
weekly periodical Den danske Bondeven, this comic tale 
of a woman who spins an elaborate and ever-expanding 
plan, all built upon the proceeds from the eggs she is 
taking 

to market, has 
been adapted 
in this prose 
picture-book 
adapted by 
Jan Wahl. An 
extended play 
on the old ad-
age about not 
counting one’s 
chickens before 
they’re hatched, 
it is a cautionary 
tale intended to 
warn the reader 
of the dangers 
of greed.

Tulip Deka,

Iron Horse Middle School, San Ramon, California.

IDIOM OF THE WEEK

It takes two to tango

I          
t takes two to tango is a common idiomatic 
expression which suggests something in which 
more than one person or entity is paired in 
an inextricably-related and active manner, 
occasionally with negative connotations. The 

phrase recognises that there are certain activities 
which cannot be achieved alone – like arguing and 
dancing the tango.

The tango is a dance which requires two partners 
moving in relation to each other, sometimes in 

tandem, sometimes 
in opposition. The 
meaning of this 
expression has been 
extended to include any 
situation in which the 
two partners are, by 
definition, understood 
to be essential.

The phrase originated 
in a song, Takes two to Tango, which was written 
and composed in 1952 by Al Hoffman and Dick 
Manning. The lyrics and melody were popularised 
by singer Pearl Bailey’s 1952 recording. The phrase 
was reported widely in the international media when 
Ronald Reagan quipped about Russian-American 
relations during a 1982 Presidential news conference. 
Reagan said, “For ten years, détente was based on 
words by them [the Russians] and not any words to 
back them up. And we need some action that they – it 
takes two to tango – that they want to tango also.” 

Since that time, the tango metaphor has appeared 
regularly in the headlines of the international press. 
The phrase has gained currency as a proverb in loan 
translation in other languages.

New My Viewpoint

Dear Bhaity, Bhonti,
Here is a new ‘My Viewpoint’  for you. The topic 

is “How to remain positive during these times?” 
Write a 100-word paragraph and e-mail it to 

planet_young@assamtribune.com . Also, enclose 
a recent colour, passport-sized photograph, 
mentioning your name, class, school/college, 
village/town/city. Postal entries shall not be 

accepted at the moment.
So, go on, teach us to hope.
With love, as always,

W
hen 
thinking 
about 
war, 
some-

times the details are 
hard to imagine. This 
book gives the reader 
an insight into living 
in occupied Denmark 
during WWII, and how 
it affected the daily 
lives of its inhabitants, 
especially a group of 
frustrated young men. 
This group is deter-
mined to do some-
thing, but exactly what 
becomes a subject of 
debate. Their diverse 
personailities, com-
plicated relationships, 
and trust issues add to 
the plot.

B
orn in 1944, Daniel 
Pennac is a novelist and 
author of non-fiction. 

He has won many awards for 
his work. 

A French writer, his novels 
for children include:

Cabot-Caboche.

Kamo et moi.

Kamo, L’agence Babel.
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Ishata Pegu, Class-III,

St. Mary’s H.S. School, Guwahati

Kurangi Barman, Class-VI,

Holy Child School, Guwahati

Samarjit Mazinder Barua, Class-I,

Maria’s Public School

Kabir Aditya Kashyap, Class-V,

Maharishi Vidya Mandir-IV, Barsajai, Guwahati

Ishant Pegu, Class-IV,

St. Mary’s H.S. School Guwahati

Hridyesha Kashyap, Class-III,

Axel Public School, Guwahati

Bineeta Das, Class-VIII,

BPCM Babyland English Medium High School, Kokrajhar

Komara Sreeteja, Class-IV,

Kendriya Vidyalaya, N.F Railway Lumding, Hojai

Rashika Singh, Class-VII,

Maharishi Vidya Mandir, Guwahati

Kusumita Nath, Class-II,

South Point School, Guwahati

Pradhi Kashyap, 

Maria’s Public School, Guwahati.

Poem of the WeekSketch  of  the  week

My home, my State
My home, full of tribes, 
May goodwill prevail everywhere.
The State, 
With the Brahmaputra flowing, 
Majuli, and also the Umananda, 
Make it a special place!
Free-standing, the Kamakhya 
Still stands on top of the Nilachal hills!
An attraction for the world.
Muga – the beautiful silk,
The beauty of Nature – the one-horned rhinos!
I belong to my State,
Assam: A place of rich culture!

Akshainee Sen,

Kendriya Vidyalaya, Khanapara, Guwahati

Dear coronavirus
O’ virus, from where have you come?
Ugh! Are you scared to confess now?
So, do you want to go or stay with us forever?
I know you want to stay with us forever,
But I will not let you stay with me,
Because you are under constant surveillance,
We are maintaining proper hygiene.
Oh! You are such a contagious virus,
Which has a very fast movement,
You are so bad
Because you have taken the lives of thousands of people.
You are so carefree,
How can you be?
You don’t care about anybody or anyone.
O’ virus, from where have you come?
Have you come from China?
But, you have to leave us soon
Because we are at home.
Stay at home! Stay safe! Stay healthy!

Chaandneeka Choudhury, Class-VIII,

NPS International School, Guwahati.

Making a plea
Coronavirus, coronavirus, 
Go away from here! 
We don’t want to remain locked inside 
Our houses throughout the year! 
Coronavirus, coronavirus,                       
Go away from here! 
Give us our old lives back again, 
Coronavirus, coronavirus, 
Go away from here! 

Alankrita Hazarika, Class-VII,

Axel Public School, Guwahati.

She is the one
She is the one who helps, supports and
Encourages me.
If I am in trouble,
She always stands by me
In times of need,
She solves my problems. 
She is like a magician, who
Fulfils all my wishes in just a second, 
She is a model of inspiration, 
Who inspires me always.
She is none other than my
Lovely and dear mother. 
I will always try to make 
My ma feel proud of me. 

Rimjhim Hazarika,

Pragjyotish Sr. Sec. School, Boragaon.
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